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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Roads and Traffic Authority of NSW (RTA) is proposing an upgrade o f the current
highway from the Bangalow Bypass, northwards, to the base o f St. Helena Hill. The
upgrading will occur within a relatively narrow corridor, most o f which follows a
narrow ridge top. On 29 March 1999 an archaeological survey was undertaken along
the Proposal.
The Jali Local Aboriginal Land Council was contacted and arrangements were made for
the Sites Officer of the Jali Local Aboriginal Land Council to participate in the Proposal
survey.
The purpose o f this survey was to assess the impacts of the Proposal on any known
indigenous or non-indigenous site or relics and to identify the presence o f areas with
potential for subsurface cultural deposits. Survey involved the close inspection o f all
impact areas. The field crew consisted o f John L. Craib, and Artie Ferguson, Jali LALC.
Ridges in the Proposal have been previously impacted by the construction of roads
including the Pacific Highway. The Proposal is predicted to have a very low potential
o f containing indigenous sites and this prediction is supported by the findings o f the
field survey. The findings of the Proposal survey are:
•

no indigenous sites nor areas of potential subsurface cultural deposits were found
along the length of the Proposal.;

•

non-indigenous sites (i.e. residences) are located proximal to the proposed route but
will not be directly impacted by any upgrade activities.

Based on these findings, the following recommendation was proposed:
Recommendation 1: Due to the extremely low probability o f sites occurring in this area
no further archaeological work (i.e. test excavations or monitoring o f earth-moving
activities) be undertaken in the Proposal.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
As part o f the duplication and realignment of the Pacific Highway between the
Bangalow Bypass and St Helena Hill, the Roads and Traffic Authority of NSW (RTA)
is proposing an upgrade of the current highway that seeks to utilise the existing highway
pavement as one o f the new carriageways. A second carriageway will be constructed
alongside the existing one with the two carriageways separated by a central median.
The study area, referred to in this report as - the Proposal - is located
roughly seven km west of Cape Byron on the far north coast of New South Wales.
(Figure 1).

A component o f the Environmental Impact Statement includes a study of significance in
relation to indigenous and non-indigenous heritage within the project area. The RTA
specified that the assessment should not be limited to identifying sites visible at the time

I

o f inspection but should include the identification of likely site locations. The RTA
further indicated that subsurface investigations may need to be undertaken. These trial
excavations should be sufficient to exclude or prove the existence of sites which may be
o f such significance for the route selection process. On 29 March
archaeological survey was undertaken along the Proposal.

I

1999 an

1.1 T H E P R O P O S A L AREA

The Proposal, located in the Byron parish within the Byron Shire Council (LGA),
stretches along the existing Pacific Highway from its intersection with the Bangalow
Bypass (at approximately AMG 551188E 6827713N) at a point roughly 600 m south of
Possum Creek Road, to the northern base o f St Helena Hill (about AMG 553463E

1

6831125N), approximately 1300 m north o f the intersection of St Helena Road. This
area is found on the Byron Bay CMA 1: 25 000 map sheet.
The entire study area is characterised by high, narrow, steep-sided ridges. The main
ridge in this section extends to the south-southwest, along the existing Pacific Highway

a

from its intersection with Coolamon Scenic Drive. This ridge rises in elevation to the
south, rising to a maximum of 180 m a.s.1 and exhibits steep slopes on both the east and
west sides. The project area is roughly five km long and varies between about 50 - 150
m wide. The widest sections are found around intersections with smaller roads.
The nearest natural water sources to the Proposal area are Oppossum Creek, roughly
2000 m west, Byron Creek, about 750 m southeast, and Tyagarah Creek at least 1500 m
to the northwest. All other natural hydrological features adjacent to the Proposal are
drainages carrying runoff down slope from the ridges.
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Figure
General Location of Stage 2 Project Area
(modified from Byron Bay 1:25 000 topographic map
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7
As indicated in Figure 2, most of the impact beyond the existing highway will involve
the cutting and/or filling along the margins of the highway. Deviations from the
existing highway or new lengths of the highway will occur in five locations:
•

near the current intersection of the highway and Possum Creek Road;

•

an extension of Sunnycrest Lane o f about 360 m to intersect with Possum Creek
Road;
near the intersection of the highway and Fowlers Lane;

•

near the intersection of the highway and Coolamon Scenic Drive;

•

a new northbound lane of the highway, immediately north o f the intersection with St
Helena Road.

The existing highway pavement will be retained as the southbound carriageway from
the northern extent of the works (i.e. St Helena Hill) to McLeods Shoot Lookout. This
will comprise three lanes ascending an 8% gradient. Widening for this section will be to
the west and a 250 m long viaduct is proposed just north of St Helena Road on the
northbound carriageway to avoid construction on the steep slope prone to instability.
St Helena Road access will be restricted to left in and left out movements onto the
southbound carriageway with minimum works proposed at this intersection. There will
be no access across the median as right turn manoeuvres are considered a safety hazard.
McLeods Shoot Lookout will be moved about 50 m to the west and reinstated. Direct
access will be from Coolamon Scenic Drive. Between Coolamon Scenic Drive and
Fowlers Lane, the widening construction moves from the west to the east side of the
highway. From Fowlers Lane to the Bangalow Bypass the existing highway pavement
will become the northbound carriageway with the new southbound carriageway
constructed to the east.

?Munson =
McIntyre

1
1

PROPERTY BOUNDARIES AND FEATURES
ON AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS MAY BE
DISTORTED N SOME AREAS

NSW RTA - PACIFIC HIGHWAY UPGRADE
BANGALOW TO ST HELENA
THE PROPOSAL AREA
FIGURE 2
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All o f the Proposal will occur within a relatively narrow corridor, most of which follows
a narrow ridge top as the highway proceeds from the Bangalow Bypass, northwards, to
the base o f St. Helena Hill. A series o f existing road cuts is located adjacent to the
current highway where the ridge top was previously levelled to provide a suitable
surface for the highway.
The potential impact of the Proposal on possible cultural heritage sites would include
areas to be excavated in order to widen the existing highway corridor as well as to create
new subsidiary roads. Other impacts would include widening existing road cuts and
infilling to construct the new road and embankment.
These impacts would occur in an area which has previously experienced extensive
disturbance from the construction of the existing highway. The location and route of
the Proposal follows this disturbed corridor. As such, this route follows an alignment
which involves the least amount o f new undeveloped land.
1.2 P R O J E C T B R I E F F O R INDIGENOUS AND NON-INDIGENOUS HERITAGE

1.2.1

Indigenous Heritage

Objective: undertake a study o f matters of significance in relation to indigenous
heritage.
Tasks:
• review o f all available archaeological literature applicable to the area including a
search of the NPWS Aboriginal Site Register and obtain any specific
requirements for an investigation of the area from the Director General for
NPWS;
•

consult with the Local Aboriginal land Council and other relevant indigenous
groups and individuals on the presence and significance o f any sites relating to
the project area;

•

undertake a field study accompanied by representative members of the local
Aboriginal community to
I. assess the areas for conditions conducive to the presence o f Aboriginal sites;
2. to identify potential site (surface and sub surface) which may be of
archaeological and Aboriginal significance;
3. to assess the impacts of options on any known Aboriginal sites or relics;

•

notify NPWS Zone office and the Aboriginal sites Register, of the location of any
sites or relics;

•

assess the value o f identified site and the likely impacts of the proposal on those
sites;

•

make recommendations on the preservation recording excavation or destruction
o f any sites and any further investigation require to fulfill legislative requirement.

10
1.2.2

Non Indigenous Heritage

Objective: undertake a study of matters of significance in relation to the non indigenous
heritage.
Tasks:
•

undertake a review of the heritage literature and liaison with the Australian
Heritage Commission, NSW Heritage Council and the National Trust and NSW
local council and historical societies;

•

assess the affect o f the route options on heritage sites;

•

identify any major heritage issues;

•

issue a statement of the cultural significance of the area/sites identified;

•

determine mitigation measures as applicable;

A report addressing the above components and including documentation o f any sites
located during the study.
1.3 C U R R E N T L E G I S L A T I O N AND ABORIGINAL SITES

The responsibility for the protection of Aboriginal sites in New South Wales rests with
the National Parks and Wildlife Service. All Aboriginal archaeological sites and places
of contemporary significance to Aborigines in NSW are protected under the National
Parks and Wildlife Act (as amended 1974) and the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act (1979), with Regulations (1980). Sites of significance to contemporary
Aborigines are also protected by the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act.
In addition the Federal Government has enacted the Aboriginal and Torres Islander
Heritage (Interim Protection) Act 1984 to preserve and protect areas and objects of
particular significance in accordance with Aboriginal tradition. This act is not intended
to exclude or limit the operation o f State Acts of Parliament, rather it is capable of
operating concurrently with such Acts. In June 1986 Federal parliament voted to make
this legislation permanent.
There are many reasons why it is important to protect Aboriginal sites. Bowdler
(1983:9) discusses three major criteria why archaeological sites should be o f concern
and interest to all Australians. These are for the:

I
I
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a) Scientific value - archaeological research has revealed a long and complex
o f successful occupation of the Australian continent by Aboriginal

I h i s t o people.
ry

I
I
I

b) Heritage value - Some sites, such as art sites and carved trees have special
aesthetic value. Other sites have particular historical and educational value.

c

value - Aborigines are now becoming more aware and assertive of
)theirCultural
cultural identity. Part of their
of particular
of identity is tied
to areas
sense
or historic importance. Unlike sites of scientific or heritage value,
sites o f cultural value need not have any physical presence. Natural features of

Itraditional

significance, mission and massacre sites are considered to have a high
I m y t h i cultural
c a lvalue.
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The legislation governing Aboriginal sites does not intend to prevent any disturbance of
the archaeological resource. Rather it is recognised that the aim should be to preserve a
body o f sites which is representative of the resource at a regional level while allowing
considered development to proceed.
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2.0 ABORIGINAL LIAISON
During the initial 1997 cultural heritage study for the entire Bangalow - Ewingsdale
RTA project (including the current Proposal), Bonhomme Craib & Associates contacted
the Aboriginal organisations listed in Table 1. Copies o f the report (i.e. Craib 1997a)
were sent for their review and comments. No issues were raised by any o f these groups
regarding this project.
Table 1 Aboriginal Organisations Contacted as part of the 1997 Study
Group

Arakwal Native Title Claimants
Bundjalung Tribal Society
Bundjalung Elders Aboriginal Corporation
Bundjalung Custodians Aboriginal Corporation
Buyinbin Aboriginal Corporation
Gundurimba Aboriginal Corporation

Gungil Jindibah Centre

Jali LALC

Ngulingah LALC
Tweed-Byron LALC

Wdajri Myiral Elders Aboriginal Corporation

Action Taken By Bonhomme Craib & Assoc

I. attempted contact by phone;
2. posted copy o f March 1997 report
I. contacted by phone
2. sent a copy o f the March 1997 report
1. contacted by phone
2 sent a copy of the March 1997 report
1. attempted phone contact; number
disconnected;
I. attempted phone contact on several
occasions without success;
1. contacted by phone via Ngulingah
LALC;
2. sent a copy o f the March 1997 report
I. contacted by phone;
2. informed they were student support
group at Southern Cross Uni;
3. faxed portion o f March 1997 report
1. contacted by phone;
2. faxed map o f Project Area
3. recontacted by phone and were advised
that the Project Area falls beyond their
boundaries
I. contacted by phone
2 sent a copy o f the March 1997 report
I. contacted by phone
2. provided two representatives for the
reconnaissance survey;
3. sent a copy o f the March 1997 report
4. contacted by phone to arrange for
representatives to be present at
aeotechnical trenching and assist in
intensive survey o f Stage 1 Area:
5. informed that LALC boundaries did
not include Project Area and advised
to contact Jali LALC
I. attempted phone contact on several
occasions without success.

I
I
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boundary between the Tweed-Byron Local Aboriginal Land Council (LALC) and
I T h thee Jali
the Pacific Highway at St Helena Hill. Representatives of the
LALC
crosses
LALC participated in the 1997 survey. Prior to the Proposal fieldwork,
M r Clarence Phillips, Tweed-Byron LALC, was contacted and he reconfirmed this

ITweed-Byron

I b o u n d a r y location.

I
I
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I
I
1
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The Jali LALC was contacted and arrangements were made for Mr. Artie Ferguson,
Sites Officer o f the Jali Local Aboriginal Land Council, to participate in the current
Proposal survey (see Appendix 1 for Jali LALC letter report). Copies o f this report have
been sent to the groups listed in Table 2.
Table 2 Aboriginal Organisations Contacted The Current
Proposal Work
Arakwal Native Title Claimant
Jali LALC
Bundjalung Tribal Society
Bundjalung Elders Aboriginal Corporation
Ngulingah LALC
Gundurimba Aboriginal Corporation
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3.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PROPOSAL AREA
The Big Scrub was an area o f predominately lowland sub tropical rainforest covering
some 75 000 ha situated on a basalt plateau lying at between 100 - 250 m altitude. The
region sits in a humid sub-tropical zone with warm to hot summers and mild winters.
Rainfall is regular though droughts are not unknown.
3.1 G E O L O G Y AND SOILS

The Lismore Plateau is a moderately to highly dissected plateau of basaltic material
derived from lava flows from the original Mount Warning volcano approximately 21 23 million years ago. The lava flows formed the Lismore Basalt, the Nimbin Rhyolite
and most recently the Blue Knob Basalt. The basaltic material is underlain by earlier
formations consisting o f the Bundamba and Neranleigh Groups which are aged between
135 - 430 million years. In the Quaternary period, erosion and subsequent alluvial
deposition partially infilled valleys and formed floodplains. Basalts, rhyolites, trachyte
tuff and conglomerates occur throughout the region (1:500 000 geological series New
England Map Sheet).
The soils along the route are characterised as fertile soils derived from the basaltic
parent geological unit, with Krasnozems being the most common soil in the region.
These soils are mostly well drained Krasnozems, they are highly acid and have a low
water holding capacity. Colluvial landscapes are represented by the Coolamon soils.
These are well-drained Chocolate Soils and Krasnozems, limited by steep slopes, mass
movement hazard shallow and stony soils and localised water logging.
3.2 VEGETATION

The Big Scrub consisted o f subtropical rainforest communities. This has been classified
as a heterogeneous environment which includes a range of rainforest and moist forest
types. The regional extent o f the Big Scrub has been severely limited over the last 100
or so years due to substantial clearance, largely for grazing. Most o f the present project
area is used for grazing.
The pre-European vegetation o f the area was dominated by the rainforest species of the
Big Scrub and was of great diversity. A Eucalypt forest was the climax vegetation of
the region. Jeans (1991:16) found that the floodplain areas east o f Lismore supported
large areas o f grassland with patches o f sub tropical rainforest. Eucalypt forest in this
locality was confined to the ridges. Jeans (1991) considers that the east west elongation
o f the mapped grasslands is indicative that some areas may have been maintained and
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enlarged by fire and that this firing may have been managed by Aboriginal people.
Only small remnants of rainforest remain, mainly in the gullies, on some hill slopes and
ridge tops.
The predominant vegetation within the Proposal is pasture grass located along the
periphery of the current highway. Intermixed with the grass, particularly along the
disturbed margins of the highway is lantana.

Trees are present in small clusters at
various points along the Proposal. Banana plantations are present along the steep
eastern slopes o f the southern section. Floral studies in the Proposal have identified

1

small areas o f remnant rainforest in the Fowlers Lane/Coolamon Scenic Drive area.
3.3 TOPOGRAPHY

Topography varies significantly across the entire Bangalow-Ewingsdale area, ranging
from high, narrow steep-sided ridges to a broad valley. The variation is most
pronounced between the northern and southern sections o f the project area.

1

The climb from Ewingsdale, southwards peaks at the intersection of two high, steep
ridges; one extends to the northwest (Coolamon Scenic Drive sits atop this ridge), the
other extends to the east, then veers sharply to the north (the Pacific Highway sits atop
this ridge). The high ridges are quite steep; for example, elevation drops 162.5 m (from
about 176 m a.s.l. at the top o f the ridge, to 13.5 m a.s.1 at the basin floor), over a
distance of slightly less than one kilometre.
For most of its length, i.e. from St Helena Hill to about Sunnycrest Lane, the ridges
have steep (>501 slopes. From this point to the southern end o f the Proposal, the
corridor cuts into the existing ridge. The existing Pacific Highway is located on most of
the flat area along the ridge tops.

1
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4.0 ABORIGINAL AND HISTORIC BACKGROUND
This section provides background information derived from a review o f ethnohistoric
and historic literature from the region containing the study area. A brief study o f land
use was also undertaken focusing on the past and present use of the area as it pertains to
the location and survival o f Indigenous and Non-Indigenous sites.
Ethnohistorical sources for the north coast are of a high standard and the detailed
descriptions o f Aboriginal life provided by Ainsworth (1922) and Bundock (1978) for
the Richmond are particularly useful, since they record economic strategies of the north
coast groups.
4.1 A B O R I G I N A L USE O F T H E R A I N F O R E S T O F T H E F A R N O R T H COAST

The rainforest contained a variety o f food resources. Ainsworth refers to vegetable food
sources and comments that the yam, possibly Dioscoria transversa was a delicacy. The
swamp lands and the well watered soils that the yam requires for its growth, are
common in this area but over exploitation by the large Aboriginal population o f the area
probably kept it from becoming a staple. Pandanus palm was utilised as well as
cunjevoi, native chestnut and fern roots.
The margins of the different vegetation complexes were rich in animal and plant
resources. The rainforest palm species (Livistonia australis, Archonotophoenix
cunninghamiiana) were available all year round (Cubis 1977:49) and are found on the
forest margins. Toxic vegetable foods such as the cunjevoi roots (Alocasia
macrorrhizos) burrawang (Macrozamia densonii) and black bean (Castanospernum
australe) seeds which require extended periods of treatment and preparation are also
found on the forest margins. The rainforest provided timbers used in the manufacture of
clubs, shields, spears, bark fibres for netting and grasses and reeds for basketry. The
leaves of the Bangalow palm were used as water carriers.
Animal foods include the carpet and diamond pythons (Morelia spilota variegata and
M. spilota spilotes), the red necked pademelon (Thylogale thetis) and the brush turkey
(Alectura lathami). Ethnographic evidence suggests that only pademelons, which favour
the rainforest margins were caught in large numbers (Byrne 1987:44).
The Schlerophyll forests are known to provide the most productive habitat for large to
medium sized mammals (Mitchell 1978:152). It is likely that macropods would have
been attracted by the open grasslands found along the Richmond River floodplain and it
is possible that Aboriginal burning practices increased the grasslands and hence the
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numbers o f mammals found there. The main water courses and freshwater swamps
provided water flow, eggs, fish, eels, turtles, molluscs, ferns and rush roots and water
lily tubers. Fish and pademelons were caught in nets and hunting spears were 'thin reedy
weapons' with fire hardened tips (Dawson 1935).
4.2 H I S T O R I C A L BACKGROUND

Captain Henry Rous explored the Richmond River in 1828 and named Lennox Head.
No immediate settlement followed. The Tweed River was discovered by Oxley in 1823
and explored by Henry Rous. For a while a guard was mounted at Point Danger to
intercept runaways from Moreton Bay. The troops withdrew due to the hostility of the
Aboriginal groups.
Cedar was being cut on the Richmond by 1842 and along the Tweed in 1843 and the
area rapidly became the colony's primary source of that timber. Cedar camps were
widespread on the complex stream systems of the area and Pelican Creek and
Gundirimba were early centres for stores and inns and the boats would come upstream
to load or the logs would be floated downstream to Ballina. On the Tweed River
Terranora was the centre for cedar cutters with stores, inns and shipping facilities.
Cedar cutting on the Tweed boomed in the 1860s when the southern rivers began to be
cut out.
Cedar cut from the Big Scrub would have been hauled by bullocks and floated down
creeks and rivers. In 1845 the area around Lismore was taken up by William Wilson.
The Aborigines at that time were generally aggressive. One account notes that a
shepherd and a hut keeper were speared at a sheep yard in the Lismore area. Efforts to
get the attackers failed because they disappeared into the Tucki Swamp. Cedar cutting
in the Big Scrub continued into the 1870's with shipbuilding at Woodburn, and sawmills
at Blackwall and at Wyrallah. From the 1880s the milling industry moved inland for
the hoop pine. Much of the valuable timber of the Big Scrub was merely burned in the
process o f later clearing.
Pastoralists began to occupy the inner Richmond forests soon after those on the
Clarence. By 1854 all the good grazing land was taken up and sheep had been replaced
by cattle. In 1861 the Sir John Robertson Land Act was passed. The free selection of
land combined with the emergence in the 1880s of a dairy industry (Daley 1981:144-5)
on the rich basalt soils meant that the country side became cleared and fenced, trees
were felled and native habitat destroyed. After 1881 much of the pastoral land was put
into freehold to protect it from selectors. The Big Scrub had been almost completely
cleared by 1900. The destruction of traditional hunting and gathering grounds forced
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the Aborigines into competition with the settlers.

The precise impact o f the forest

clearing on Aboriginal sites in the area is unknown. It can be assumed that even where
stumps were not pulled the soil erosion set off by the removal o f the forest cover would
have disturbed open sites, displacing stone artefacts or removing archaeological deposits
(Byrne 1996:3).
Urban development was limited - the stations ordered their supplies by sea from Sydney
in bulk. Ballina had long been the port for the larger vessels, it was opened as a town in
1857, when there were already many services.
What transformed the Richmond area was the influx of dairy farmers from the South
Coast seeking basalt kraznozem soils. Many shipped their dairy cattle into Ballina: a
process which began in 1880 and continued through to about 1910. It was the dairy
industry that contributed to the large scale deforestation o f the Big Scrub Plateau.
Factories for processing dairy products sprang up, but began to be centralised around
Lismore and Byron Bay. Lismore and Alstonville became the urban centres for the Big
Scrub farmers. The rail from Murwillumbah to Lismore was constructed in 1894 and
ran through the port o f Byron Bay.
On the Tweed River particularly, cane and dairy farming thrived. Dairies sprang up at
Murwillumbah, Byron Bay, Tyalgum and Brunswick Heads eventually settling on
Murwillumbah and Byron Bay. Bananas followed with commercial production from
1910. The industry was given a boost by the return of WWII soldiers who began to
bring the steep slopes o f the area under cultivation (RHNSW 56-69 1996).
4.3 E U R O P E A N LANDUSE AND SITES

The summary of the history of the Richmond and Tweed valleys (section 4.3) indicates
the kinds of industries common in the area. Primarily these were timber cutting and
dairies with a change to plantation farming in the 1900s.
Land use in the Proposal consists of three components: highway construction, grazing
and cultivation. The existing highway comprises the greatest proportion of the Proposal
although portions o f pastures and cultivation areas (i.e. banana plantation) are also
present. The Proposal contains portions of pastureland for cattle grazing. These pastures
formerly served a large dairy farm. Nevertheless, the primary land use within the
Proposal has been as a route for the existing Pacific Highway. The highway
encompasses roughly 75% of the Proposal.
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Homesteads and other rural industry places are likely to be the most common class of
place found within the study area. These, if they existed might also have relevance to
Aboriginal history during the pastoral period. Rich (1990) points out that after the initial
conflict Aboriginal groups sought out land owners who were able to provide them with
protection and were gradually absorbed into the pastoral system.
Non-indigenous cultural heritage in this area exists in the form of historic residences.
Several houses, built around the turn o f this century, are found along the periphery of
the Pacific Highway. The closest residence to the new highway upgrade is immediately
north o f the St Helena to Ewingsdale corridor and was previously documented (see
Bonhomme Craib & Associates 1998).
Another residence, Jelbon Leigh, is listed in the Byron Bay Shire Local Heritage List
(Bangalow 3.35514.00000). This structure is on the eastern side o f the Pacific Highway
near the intersection with Possum Creek Road. The residence is located at least 150 m
from the Proposal and will not be directly affected by the upgrade.
The other, early residence adjacent to the Proposal sits on a rise above the highway, near
the intersection o f the Pacific Highway and Sunnycrest Lane. According to the current
owner, Mr. Delardes, the house was built in 1905 and formerly served as the residence
o f the Anthony family, including the politician Doug Anthony (phone conversation
1997). Although this residence may hold significance on the local level, no application
for heritage listing has been registered for this property with the Byron Shire Council
(Leanne Perdian, Planner, Byron Shire Council, personal communication, 7 April
1999).
Noise and vibration studies undertaken for the Proposal have determined that the
historic residences, i.e. Jelbon Leigh and Delardes residence (3 Sunnycrest Lane) will
not be impacted.
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5.0 ARCHAEOLOGICAL CONTEXT
The coastal strip, including the hinterlands of northern New South Wales is known to
have been a major focus o f Aboriginal occupation at the time o f European settlement.
This is evidenced by the number of recorded sites for this region in the New South
Wales National Parks and Wildlife Service (NSW NPWS) Site Register. Archaeological
sites have been recorded in the general region around the study area.
The fullest archaeological information for the north coast comes from the Macleay and
the Richmond River estuaries (McBryde 1974, 1978 1982). Other studies have been
conducted by Sullivan (1982), Barz (1982) and Byrne (1987). The focus o f much o f this
research has been the recording and occasional excavation of sites. In the Clarence and
Macleay valleys there have been numerous excavations o f rock shelters and large
middens (see McBryde 1974; Coleman 1978, 1982).
Three rock shelters with evidence o f Aboriginal occupation have been recorded within
the rainforest (Big Scrub). These are located at the head o f Terania Creek in the
Nightcap Range, west o f Lismore. Two sites, one a single cairn stone arrangement and
one site with three stone artefacts have been found just east of Lismore (Collins
1994:16).
survey of seven modern quarry locations was undertaken in the Tweed
Heads/Murwillumbah areas as part o f an EIS for the Tweed Shire Council (Piper 1994).
A

The quarries were located at Brunswick Heads, Murwillumbah, and near Tweed Heads.
They were located in the hinterland hills where the topography is characterised by steep
hills dissected by steep sided gullies. No archaeological sites were located at any of
these quarry locations. Piper argues that the absence of sites is real, and not a product of
visibility in that flat land suitable for camping was scarce within the quarry areas and
other site types would not be expected in that terrain. No ceremonial or mythological
sites were reported for the quarry locations.
Several archaeological projects have been performed in the Ballina Alstonville, south
o f the Proposal. Collins (1998) reports on her survey of a narrow corridor for the
Ballina Bypass. Her study area included floodplain, ridge slopes and a portion of the
Alstonville plateau.

Only a single artefact, located on the floodplain was found
although previously recorded sites are known from the general area.
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Collins (1998:27) noted that,
To the north o f Ballina numerous Aboriginal campsites have been recorded on knolls, shoulders
and saddles along the spines o f subcoastal hills and ridges, as well as on the lower ends of spurs
close to wetlands, all in non-basalt contexts...No sites have been found during any o f the field
surveys o f coastal hills associated with Lismore basalt...

Subsurface testing o f potential archaeological deposits (PADs) has occurred in the
Brunswick Heads and Alstonville areas (e.g. Mills 1997, 1998; Piper 1994). The PADs
generally occurred on raised terraces and spurs near swamps, creeks or springs.
Although stone artefacts were recovered from most of the excavation, they occurred in
extremely low densities.
Collins (1998) has commented on the general lack of sites in the Big Scrub region
which formerly spread extensively across the basalt soil plateau. She states that only
five sites have been recorded sites in the Big Scrub. These include stone arrangements,
stone artefact scatters and a bora/ceremonial ground.
Byrne (1987:87-88) has highlighted the lack of known sites in the Big Scrub, by
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suggesting that the absence may be due to an absence of systematic survey in this
environment, rather than a real lack of sites. Ethnohistorical sources clearly show that
Aborigines passed through the Big Scrub and camped for periods in it to exploit local
resources. These camps were most likely located in grassy clearings rather than in the
rainforest itself.
Leycester (1880) who established a cattle station named "Tunstall" on Leycester Creek
in 1844 describes movement of Aboriginal groups through the rainforest via the ridge
tops along the top o f the Nightcap Range, following known routes. Other accounts
relate that the Aborigines penetrated the edge o f the rainforest in order to engage in cooperative pademelon drives and collect cunjevoi (Flick 1934).
The ethnographic data suggests that during game drives the Aborigines employed both
encounter hunting and intercept hunting strategies. Encounter hunting was certainly
practised, with variable and unreliable results, and the use of fire drives, snares and nets
to procure land animals and birds on an intercept basis have been well documented.
Ainsworth (1922) reported hunting drives using nets in the rainforests of the Ballina
area.
The use o f an intercept hunting strategy implies that the campsite, and the people to
consume these foods were either close by or were strategies for returning large
quantities o f food to the camp located some distance away.
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Where it is possible to identify a landscape that is amenable to intercept hunting
strategies, such as areas of cliff and ridge top overlooking narrow flats for the capture
of pademelon, we should expect large campsites, which reflect these activities, to be
located close to the area of operation. Unfortunately, because the materials from which
the equipment, such as nets, spears and clubs were made and the food remains (bone
and vegetable matter) degrades quickly, the evidence for these activities may not
survive in the archaeological record.
Collecting and eating things that grow in place creates sites with low visibility, except
where the food requires processing before it can be eaten. The technology involved in
procuring seed crops, for example, is of low visibility, involving wooden implements,
baskets and trays made from fibre and wood. Evidence of the use o f plant foods will be
radically under represented in the archaeological record because they do not preserve on
the surface for long periods.
Some seeds, roots and nuts require processing and anvils, hammerstones, grinding
stones, pestles and mortars were used. Heavy tools such as grinding stones, were rarely
carried back to the residential base. Instead, these tools were likely to be cached,
especially where the resource is seasonally abundant and reliable. In this case, the tools
are durable and therefore archaeologically visible.
The gathering of plants, roots and seeds has a low archaeological visibility. Where a
resource is seasonally predictable, reduced residential mobility is possible and caching
of processing implements may occur. Groups return annually to procure the resource,
usually to the same camps. Field camps of short duration associated with the activity
can be expected. These may develop a high visibility due to the frequency of
occupation.
In contrast, encounter foraging involves high residential mobility, with curation of
implements. Artefacts are not usually lost where they are being utilised. The foraging
areas are widespread rather than localised, this means that whatever debris is discarded,
will accumulate as non-sites, that is, extremely low density scatters o f artefacts, lacking
definable boundaries. Moreover, few artefacts are 'diagnostic' of plant gathering. The
digging stick and grinding stone are the exceptions.
A variety of items were extracted from the landscape for use in artefact manufacture.
Unfortunately much of that technology has not survived. However, the diversity is
evident from existing museum collections of Aboriginal implements and ethnographic
descriptions.

These underscore the point that people were engaged in raw material
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procurement all the time, often without previously planned or specialised mobility.
Raw material procurement was not a casual affair. Many o f the resources were limited,
in either time or space, they were gathered as they were found. They were often the
stuff o f survival and were not considered incidental. Unfortunately, the evidence of
most of these activities has an extremely low visibility. Even the getting of good stone
for artefact manufacture was more often a matter of picking it up where it occurred,
rather than deliberate quarrying.
Ainsworth reported that wooden implements and weapons were an important part of the
Aboriginal tool kit, and bags and clothing were made from skins such as possum skin
and fibres for example, bark, grasses, rushes and hibiscus fibre which was gathered from
the banks o f the creeks. Paper bark was used in the construction of huts and canoes.
The bark was rolled into cigar-shaped wads with three such wads then being lashed
together to form a platform which would float for about eight hours before becoming
water logged. Wading birds, available in vast numbers where caught using fibre nets
strung between trees.
Stone artefacts were used for tool maintenance and vegetable food processing. These
processing items would be expected to occur around water sources such as swamps.
The bulky processing items such as grinding stones and pounders would be cached at
the location rather than carried in. Axes are a valuable item and would be curated, only
occasionally would a broken axe be discarded or one lost. Again their occurrence and
recovery in this environment would be random.
Mills and Wilkinson (1994) documented some of the artefact finds recorded in the
vicinity o f the study area. Included were clay figures reported in Steele (1984). These
clay figures were unearthed during bulldozing in 1953 some thirteen kilometres south
east o f Dunoon. The figures were located in what appeared to be an earth mound and
consisted o f figures representing a koala and a human head. The clay was impregnated
with charcoal and shells. Figures such as these are known to have been used in bora
ceremonies in the late 1800s.
Access to fresh water also needs to be considered as a factor in site location. Most
researchers assume that water is a major factor controlling the daily round or the
location o f activities. However water, like other resources, must be viewed in terms of
both the absolute abundance and overall structure of the resource, within the habitat.
Water exerts an obvious limiting effect in some habitats but local effective precipitation
needs to be considered as well as the location and permanency of bodies of water.
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If rainfall is reasonably regular along the coast and bodies o f permanent water are
known, then water may not be a limiting factor. The existence o f streams and rivers that
extend from the inland to the coastal margin, means that water is available as a
continuous linear resource, allowing access to a variety of habitats through the region.
The resource base of the rainforest is greatly enhanced where it merges with grasslands
or schlerophyll forests. While generally archaeological site density is higher in
ecotones, given the clearing o f the original vegetation that has occurred across the
plateau, the identification of these past vegetation complexes is impossible. However
the margins of the floodplain and hill country along major waterways would be a likely
place to concentrate surveys.
5.1 KNOWN ABORIGINAL SITES IN THE REGION

The majority of archaeological sites recorded in the region are found on the coastal strip
east o f the Big Scrub plateau. This may reflect the emphasis o f development in the area;
that is, more surveys have been conducted on the coastal plain, therefore more sites
have been recorded. However, the ethnographic data supports the known archaeological
evidence in that large numbers of people did live for long periods on the coast and large
numbers of sites can be expected as a result.
Several previous searches of the NSW NPWS Sites Register have been made (Mills and
Wilkinson 1994; Bonhomme and Craib 1995; Byrne 1996) for other projects in this
plateau region. The NPWS records indicate that there are six types o f sites recorded for
the region: burials, middens, open camp sites, shelters with midden, open camp with
burial and bora/ceremonial ground.
A specific Site Records Search was performed for the Proposal area. No recorded sites
were found within or adjacent to the survey corridor although numerous sites have been
found to the east, within 3.5 km of the coast. The nearest sites to the project area are
Aboriginal stone arrangements. An open camp site with a burial (NPWS 04-4-0037) is
located adjacent to Ewingsdale Road, approximately 2.25 km east o f the project area;
the other (NPWS 04-4-0032) is a stone arrangement roughly 1.5 km southwest from the
southern end of the project area.
Although the grid references listed for the open camp site (NPWS 04-4-0037), places it
on the south side of Ewingsdale Road, the location is listed as Cape Byron. As stated in
the NPWS cover letter (24/02/97), "the accuracy of [grid] references depends upon the
skills o f the recorder [therefore] it is recommended that the location o f [any] site be
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accurately confirmed in the field." Since the site in question was well beyond the limits
o f the project area, no field check of this site's location was made.
A study by Rich (1990) looked at Aboriginal historical sites from contact which have
relevance to Aboriginal people and their history on the North Coast. No sites of
historical significance to Aboriginal people are reported for the Project Area.
5.2 P R E V I O U S A R C H A E O L O G I C A L STUDY IN T H E STUDY AREA

An initial survey between Bangalow and Ewingsdale highway upgrade project area was
undertaken in March 1997 (Craib 1997a). No archaeological sites nor cultural materials
were found during that reconnaissance survey. General surface visibility was greatly
restricted due to the low, thick pasture grass throughout most o f the undeveloped project
area.
The purpose o f the initial reconnaissance survey was to identify the presence of
indigenous or non-indigenous site or relics, to provide more detailed areal identification
o f potential locations of surface and sub-surface archaeological sites and assess the
impacts o f the proposed route options may have on sites.
Roughly 3 km2 (300 ha) were surveyed by walking straight-line transects which
followed the natural topography. This survey inspected approximately 55% of the
entire Project Area and 100% of the potential archaeological loci.
For descriptive purposes, the survey area was divided into four sections (A-D) (Figure
3). The internal boundaries o f each section were largely defined by the major roadways
which intersect through this region. The single exception was the southern boundary of
section D which was defined by the southern margin o f the low-lying swamp.
The Bangalow to St Helena Proposal is contained within survey sections A, B and C.
Surface visibility across nearly all of the project area was very poor due primarily to an
extensive cover o f low thick pasture grass (Table 3). The only exceptions were the
occasional open patches of soil, exposed by the movement o f the cattle; these were all
closely examined. Visibility in other areas was often slightly better but these more open
areas had been severely impacted by banana plantations, roads and residences.
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Figure 3
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Table 3 Characteristics of the Survey Areas
Survey
Area
A
B
C
D

Predominate
Topography
ridges and steep slopes
ridge and steep slopes
moderate slopes and
swamp
flats and creek channel

Area*
(ha)

Ground Cover

Archaeological
Visibility

Cultural
Artefacts
Found

65
56
400

pasture grass
banana trees
pasture grass

I-poor (0% - 10%)
oderate (30% 50%)
I-poor (0% - 10%)

none
none
none
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pasture grass

I-poor (0% - 10%)

none

*approximate figure only

The visibility ratings presented in Table 3 describe each o f the four survey areas; the
percentages indicate that portion o f the surface visible through the local vegetation.
Except for portions of the banana plantation, visibility was very poor throughout the
Bangalow-Ewingsdale project area. It should be noted that the lower figure for each
area represents the largest proportion of visibility; that is, 90% of Survey Area A
exhibited 0% visibility; 80% of Survey Area B had about 30% visibility; virtually all
(99%) of Survey Area C had 0% visibility with only small pockets of exposed areas
where visibility was roughly 10%; at least 80% of Survey Area D exhibited 0%
visibility, the other 20% had roughly 10% visibility.
The initial survey found no sites or isolated cultural materials although poor surface
visibility precluded an extensive examination o f all portions of the BangalowEwingsdale project area. It was determined that survey areas A, B and D had a very
low probability o f containing sites. If any sites or cultural materials exist within the
project area they would be most likely to be within survey area C, the central portion of
the project area. However, even in this area, the probability of sites is low to moderate.
If any cultural materials were present they were most likely to be found along one
portion of the main ridge and across the lower flats intersected by the intermittent
creeks.
In October 1997, an intensive survey was undertaken in the area of the Ewingsdale
Interchange. This was performed in conjunction with the monitoring of geotechnical
investigations.

The Ewingsdale Interchange was approximately 60 m wide and
extended for 1580 m from the northernmost tip o f the Project Area to St Helena Hill.
Roughly 80% o f this corridor lies within areas deemed to have a low probability of
sites. Over half o f the corridor is located upon steep, grassy slopes and a portion of the
northern section o f the corridor consists of the low-lying swamp.
An intensive survey was conducted across approximately 95% of the Interchange
corridor; only the swamp was avoided. Visibility had not improved since the initial
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reconnaissance survey; thick pasture grass covered 90% of the corridor beyond the
existing highway. Surface exposures of more than 10% visibility were extremely rare,
accounting for no more than 1% of the entire corridor. No sites or cultural materials
were found during the survey of the Ewingsdale Interchange corridor.
In October 1997 a series of twenty backhoe trenches was excavated along the
Ewingsdale - St Helena corridor of the Ewingsdale Interchange. Although the specific
purpose of the trenching was for geotechnical purposes, examination o f these trenches
for cultural heritage purposes was also performed.
The purpose o f monitoring the geotechnical trenching was to ascertain the likelihood of
subsurface cultural deposits. The trenches were located within all major topographic
divisions in the project area - channel margin, swamp, low ridges and high ridges. The
twenty trenches exposed a total surface area of about 56 m2 and involved approximately
100 m ' of excavated sediment and bedrock. Most of the trenches exhibited silty clay
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sediment, largely red in color, though varying slightly from brown to red-brown. In the
deeper trenches, the clay content appeared to increase with depth.
The presence and quantity of stone within the sediment were also variable. On ridges,
stone was plentiful, consisting entirely of the same weathered volcanic stone exposed on
When stone was present in the subsurface sediment, it consisted of
weathered volcanic bedrock. No stone other than volcanic was found in any o f the
trenches.
the surface.

No cultural materials, deposits or features were found in any of the backhoe trenches.
5.3 G E N E R A L P R E D I C T I O N S R E G A R D I N G SITES IN T H E BANGALOWS T H E L E N A AREA

Within the general environmental and topographic context of the hinterland along the
far north coast of New South Wales, the most common locations for known sites are
found along the crests of ridges adjacent to creeks and rivers as well as on the raised
flats adjacent to water courses. These water courses tend to be permanent, flowing
sources of water. No permanent, flowing water sources are present in the area of
proposed works, although intermittent stream channels are present, formed by runoff
from the high ridges.
Although the presence o f ridge tops in the Proposal would suggest a possibility of
archaeological sites being present, other factors mitigate against this area have much
archaeological potential.
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•

The lack o f permanent water in the immediate area would lessen the probability of
sites. The nearest creek is at least 750 m to the southeast of the Proposal, others are
from 1500 - 2000 m distant. The drainages which interweave through the project
area carry runoff from the ridges and do not form tributaries for any larger, more
permanent streams or creeks;

•

The topography of the Proposal is rugged in that the ridges are surrounded by steep
slopes, unsuitable for occupation, and difficult to traverse;

•

The Proposal lies within the clay, basalt soil region which is generally characterised
by a lack o f sites;

•

Most importantly, most of the ridges in the Proposal have been impacted by
construction of roads and residences. Most of these ridges are sufficiently narrow
that construction has occurred across and along the majority o f the ridge tops.

In addition to the probability o f sites within the Proposal being quite low, the range of
possible sites is equally low. Stone artefact scatters are the most likely site type to
occur in this region of acidic soil. When present in this type of environment, such sites
may exist only as low density scatters along ridge tops used as travelling paths.
Natural/Mythological may exist on prominent landforms such as ridges although none
have been previously recorded in the Proposal nor were suggested by the Aboriginal
groups consulted. Bora/ceremonial sites may be present although this site type is more
often found on low ridges above permanent watercourses.
In summary, the entire Proposal is within a region previously designated as having a
low archaeological sensitivity, based on data generated in the 1997 background study
and survey (Craib 1997a). The Proposal is located in an area characterised by a
relatively narrow ridge top surrounded by steep slopes. Soil development on the ridge
is minimal and much of the original ridge top, along the Proposal, has been removed
during previous construction of the Pacific Highway.
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6.0 THE PROPOSAL SURVEY
The purpose o f this survey was to assess the impacts of the Proposal on any known
indigenous or non-indigenous site or relics and to identify the presence of areas with
potential for subsurface cultural deposits.
The survey boundaries coincide with the areas of proposed works indicated on Figure 2.
Alignments and other upgrade areas (i.e. interchange, viaduct) were walked as straightline transects where possible; spacing between survey personnel varied from 10 - 15 m.
The field crew consisted of the Principal Investigator, J. Craib, and Artie Ferguson, Jali
LALC. The proposed upgrade areas were identified in the field using an aerial map of
the Proposal area supplied by Maunsell McIntyre Pty. Ltd.
As discussed in section 5.3, the Proposal was predicted to have a very low potential of
containing indigenous sites. This prediction was supported by the findings o f the field
survey. No cultural materials, deposits or features were found on the surface nor in any
of the exposed stratigraphic profiles in the current road cuts.
At the time o f the survey, the margins o f the highway were covered by thick vegetation,
including lantana. The areas adjacent to the existing highway, to be included in the
Proposal, were similarly covered with thick grass. The single exception was a banana
plantation located roughly midway along the Proposal, on the eastern side o f the
highway.
6.1 CONDITIONS A F F E C T I N G T H E SURVEY

The effectiveness of any survey is in terms of site detection. A number of factors affect
the effectiveness of field surveys. These factors include obtrusiveness, visibility and
exposure (see Witter 1980).
Obtrusiveness - is related to the size and location in relation to the amount o f ground
cover (i.e. visibility, see below) of the site. Obtrusiveness affects the ease with which
sites can be found. For example, obtrusive sites such as scarred trees may be readily
identified, regardless o f the surrounding surface visibility.
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Visibility - differences in ground surface visibility are due mainly to the amount and
type o f ground cover. It is also dependent on the nature of the soil cover, for example
sites in ploughed land have a higher visibility than sites in grazing land. Visibility is
also dependent on the conditions prevailing at the time o f survey.
Exposure - is similar to visibility but refers to geomorphological/sedimentological
conditions operating on sites which may be covered by soil and sediment. Sites in
highly eroded landscapes are easier to find than sites in stable landscapes. For example,
sites in flooded areas can be hidden from view by repeated phases o f sedimentation.
7.0 SURVEY RESULTS
Surface visibility in areas on either side of the existing roadway was poor (<5%) due to
thick vegetation. The only area where visibility was generally good was along the
disturbed margins of the current highway and on the steep slopes o f a banana plantation
located towards the middle of the Proposal. Exposed areas, where surface visibility
ranged from roughly 30% - 80%, were examined. These areas were small and scattered
and represented no more than about 10% of the undeveloped portion of the Proposal.
No mature native vegetation was found during survey; nevertheless, all trees were
inspected for scaring.
No bedrock outcrops were found within the Proposal. The only exposures of bedrock
were observed in the existing road cuttings. No examples of source material for artefacts
were found in these exposures.
The findings o f the Proposal survey are:
•

no indigenous sites nor areas of potential subsurface cultural deposits were
found along the length o f the Proposal.

•

non-indigenous sites (i.e. two historic residences) are located proximal to the
proposed route but will not be directly impacted by any upgrade activities.

The results o f the survey support the Predictive model discussed in section 5.3. It is
acknowledged that other archaeological work in nearby areas (e.g. Brunswick Heads,
Alstonville) has demonstrated the presence of stone artefacts in ridge settings; however,
these areas were adjacent to water sources, e.g. swamps, creeks. Distance from water is
a critical locational variable in site location. It must be emphasised that the nearest
water source from the Proposal area is at least 750 m.
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It is argued here that the lack of sites is more likely to be real than simply the product of
variable visibility. This is based on the following factors:
•

archaeological surveys in similar settings (e.g. on basalt soils, in areas away from
permanent water sources) in northern coastal NSW have demonstrated a general
lack of sites;

•

the topography of the the Proposal is such that only a small proportion would be
suitably flat for sites (indigenous and non-indigenous);

•

virtually all of the suitable (i.e. flat ground) portion o f the Proposal has been
formerly disturbed by the construction of the existing highway, intersecting roads
and cultivation.

8.0 RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the considerations discussed in section 7.0, no heritage issues exist within the
Proposal which would preclude the Proposal from being developed. Two
recommendations are proposed.
Recommendation 1: Due to the extremely low probability o f sites occurring in this
area no further archaeological work (i.e. test excavations or monitoring o f earth-moving
activities) be undertaken in the Proposal.
Recommendation 2: Noise and vibration studies undertaken for the Proposal have
determined that the historic residences, i.e. Jelbon Leigh and Delardes residence 3
Sunnycrest Lane will not be impacted. Therefore, assessment o f heritage values on these
two properties would not be required.
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JALI Local Aboriginal Land Council

C a b b a g e Tree Island
P.O. Box 24
WARDELL NSW 2477

Telephone: (02) 66 834 413
Fax: (02) 66 834 679

29th March 1999
Our Ref:- 5693

1

Mr John L Craib
P.O. Box 61
MUDGEERABA QLD 4213
Dear Mr Craib,
Re:

Site Inspection - 29/3/99.

On the 29th March 1999, Artie Ferguson and John Craib inspected the section
o f the Pacific Highway between Bangalow and Ewingsdale to see i f the
upgrading o f the highway would effect upon any Aboriginal sites or relics.
This section o f the highway has a sharp rise on one side, and a steep drop on
the other side.
It is very unlikely that Aboriginal sites would be found on such steep slopes.
Yours sincerely

Artie Ferguson
CULTURAL OFFICER.
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GLOSSARY
ANCA:

Australian Nature Conservation Agency

BRA:

Biogeographic regionalisation for Australia

DG:

Director General National Parks and Wildlife Service

Ecological community: An assemblage o f species occupying a particular area
Endangered ecological community: An ecological community specified in Part I o f Schedule 1 of
the Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995
Endangered species: A species listed under Schedule 1 o f the Threatened Species Conservation
Act 1995
EPA Act: Environmental Planning and Assessment Act, 1979
Habitat: An area or areas occupied, or periodically or occasionally occupied by a species,
population or ecological community and includes any abiotic component
Locality: The area within a 10 km radius o f the study area.
NPW Act: National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974
NPWS:

National Parks and Wildlife Service

SEPP:

State Environmental and Planning Policy

Subject site: The area which is proposed for development activity.
Threatened species: A species specified in Part I or 4 o f Schedule I o r in Schedule 2 o f the
Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995,
TSC Act: Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995.
Vegetation association: Several plant species found growing together as a species grouping.
Vegetation community: the grouping o f different vegetation types according to the plants that they
contain or according to the plants that they contain combined with their physical
structure.
Vulnerable species: A species specified under Schedule 2 o f the Threatened Species Conservation
Act 1995
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SUMMARY

I

.

This flora and fauna survey was prepared

durobby specimen which was located at the

with respect to land adjacent to the Pacific

Coolamon Scenic Drive lookout, will need

Highway between Bangalow and St. Helena.

to be relocated prior to construction works.

It was prepared on behalf o f Maunsell

•

McIntyre Pty Ltd, Consulting Engineers.

bent-wing bat, was recorded in the locality

Planners, Environmental Scientists and

o f the route. However, it is possible that an

Project Managers.
•

•

1
•

additional seven vulnerable vertebrate

A number o f route options were considered

species may seasonally or opportunistically

by Maunsell McIntyre and the RTA. This

occur in the Bangalow area. These species

report discusses the environmental

include the rose-crowned and superb fruit

implications o f the highway upgrade along

doves, the white-eared monarch, the koala,

the selected route.

the common blossom bat, the common bent-

Flora and fauna surveys were undertaken

wing bat and the greater broad-nosed bat.

along and adjacent to the selected route

The vegetation at the site, which was

during February and March 1998 and in

dominated by camphor laurel, slash pine

May and July 1999.

and landscape plantings, is unlikely to be
frequented by any o f the above mentioned

A total o f six vegetation associations or

vulnerable vertebrate species.

communities were recorded and mapped in
the locality o f the route. These comprised:
subtropical rainforest remnants; regrowth
dominated by camphor laurel and rainforest
pioneers; slash pine; landscape and hedge

1

plantings; orchards; and grassland.

•

One vulnerable vertebrate species, the little

•

While the construction works will require
the relocation o f a single durobby specimen,
three mature specimens were located
approximately 50 m, 250 m and 400 m from
the proposed route and over 20 additional

Specimens o f two vulnerable plant species,

records have been reported within 10 km of

the durobby and the Queensland nut, were

the site. Thus, this proposal is unlikely to

recorded between 30 to 400 m from the

have a significant effect on the local

proposed construction route. One

population o f this species.
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Pacific Highway upgrade: Bangalow to Si. Helena

1.0

INTRODUCTION
This flora and fauna survey was prepared for an area o f land adjacent to the existing
Pacific Highway located between Bangalow and St. Helena ("the site"). It was
prepared and on behalf o f Maunsell McIntyre Pty Ltd (Maunsells). Maunsells have
been engaged by the New South Wales Roads and Traffic Authority (RTA) to plan the
upgrading o f the Pacific Highway between Bangalow and Ewingsdale which includes
the preparation o f an Environmental Impact Statement.

A flora and fauna survey was undertaken in October 1997 to the north o f the proposal,
between St Helena and Ewingsdale (Parker 1997). This is a separate project to the
Bangalow to St Helena proposal and works at this site have substantially commenced.

2.0

PREVIOUS STUDIES
There are a number o f studies relating to the site and to land in the vicinity o f the site.
These include the following:

•

Byron Environmental and Conservation Organisation 1986. Later reproduced as
Milledge, D. R. 1991. A survey o f the terrestrial vertebrates o f coastal Byron
Shire A u s t Zoolologist 7: (3-4) 66-90.

•

Holmes, G. 1987. A survey o f the avifauna o f the Big Scrub. A report produced
for the National Parks and Wildlife Service that included observations from Big
Scrub remnants:

•

Parker, P. 1996 A ,flora and ,fazina survey o f part Lot 2 DP184890, Ewingsdale.
A report to E Freeman. This report documented the results o f a survey by this
consultant o f a camphor laurel forest located approximately 1 km east o f the
Ewingsdale site.

•

Parker, P. 1997 Pacific Highway Upgrade: Bangalow to Ewingsdale (Northern
Sector) A Flora a n d Fauna Survey. A report prepared for Maunsell Pty Ltd,
Toowong, Queensland. This report documented the results o f a flora and fauna
survey undertaken for Highway upgrading between St. Helena and Ewingsdale.
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3.0

FIELD SURVEYS
A flora and fauna survey was undertaken by this consultant at the site between 20
February and 7 March 1998 (Table 1) and a follow up survey o f vegetation was
undertaken over two days from 6 to 7 May and on 20 July 1999. Vegetation was
mapped and an inventory o f plant species compiled (Figs. 1-4; Appendix 1).

The layout o f traps for vertebrate species was determined by the forest structure, as
detailed in the vegetation map (Fig. 1), combined with specific site features (e.g.,
gullies or flyways for microchiropteran bats). Survey methods and the dates o f survey
are detailed in Table I.
Table 1: Fauna sampling methods adopted at the site

1

Survey methods
Spot lighting

27 February

Bird transects

20 February, 25 & 26 February, 7 March

Frog calls and searches

Opportunistic and over two nights (25-26 February)

Bat harp-netting

25 February (2 harp-net nights)

Bat acoustical sampling

25 February (3 detector-nights)

Hair-tube trapping

From 25 February to 7 March (300 trap-nights)

Reptile litter searches

Opportunistic (20 February & 7 March)

Vertebrate scat analysis

Opportunistic (20 February & 7 March)

Survey dates, 1998

The vegetation survey undertaken by this consultant along the subject route on 6 and 7
May and 20 July 1999 followed the finalisation o f the location o f the proposed
upgrading works. This survey reviewed the previous vegetation survey results for the
route undertaken during February 1998 and provided "fine scale" vegetation mapping
details. An aerial photograph supplied by Maunsells was used to identify the exact
location o f the route and the vegetation that may be affected by the proposal (Figs. 24).
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Vegetation

0

Lowland subtropical rain forest

•

Camphor laurel & rainforest pioneer species
Slash pine +/- camphor laurel & rainforest pioneers

•

Landscaping, windbreak trees 8e, exotic shrubs

•

Horticultural crops (bananas and macadamia nuts)

0

Grassland

Fauna sampling methods
11 Hair-tube traps (300 trap-nights)
Spotlight sampling (frogs, owls and mammals)

•
4 1 0 ,

•

Bat harp-nets (2 trap-nights)
Bat acoustical detector (3 detector-nights)
Bird transects

Symbols
• Buildings

Project: Pacific Highway U p g r a d e

1 if

Client: Maunsell McIntyre Ply Ltd
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Figure 1: Vegetation and fauna sampling sites
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3.1

Weather
The weather during the 1998 flora and fauna survey was fine and humid. Winds
alternating from north to south and reaching up to approximately 30 knots were
recorded during the survey period. Scattered, though infrequent, showers were
recorded. However, the rain at the site did not provide any appreciable runoff or result
in localised ponding. Cooler overnight temperatures were recorded in the later part of
the survey, with a minimum overnight temperature o f 5.7°C recorded on 25-26
February.

The weather during the 1999 vegetation survey was fine and sunny following periods
o f heavy rain. No ponds or habitats suitable for frog breeding were noted at the site
during the 1999 vegetation survey.

3.2

Vegetation

3.2.1

Air photo interpretation
Vegetation was mapped in the 1998 survey over a coloured aerial photograph (Fig. 1).
Vegetation boundaries or polygons were drawn around each clump o f vegetation
which were described and ground truthed for accuracy. In the follow-up 1999
vegetation survey, the aerial photograph was scanned and reproduced (Figs. 2-4). This
was a practical and accurate method o f vegetation mapping that presented the already
mapped vegetation in greater detail and in a way that was readily interpretable to the
local community.

3.2.2

1

Vegetation classification, structure and floristics
There are many ways o f classifying the vegetation patterns within an area o f bushland.
For example, different vegetation types are grouped according to the plants that they
contain (eucalypts, melaleucas etc.) or grouped according to the plants that they
contain combined with their physical structure (Eucalypt woodland. etc.). A

Peter Parker: Consultancy Report.
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vegetation description o f this type is called a "community". Within a community
several species are often found growing together and this species grouping is called an
"associatioe(Coutts and Dale 1987).

The vegetation classification system adopted for this survey is based on Beadle and
Costin (1953) and Walker and Hopkins (1990). This system described the
components o f the association in the following order:

•

the first species is usually the most abundant in the tallest stratum;

•

a second species is chosen when it is always present in the tallest stratum.
In the absence o f a tallest stratum species the most abundant species in the
next most conspicuous stratum is chosen. For those associations where
several species dominate, these are listed in order o f abundance;

•

a third species is chosen from any stratum, usually a ground cover or shrub
layer. It is used as an indicator species;

•

the forest type refers to the distances between the crowns o f adjacent trees
(Table 2); and

•

the height o f the tallest stratum is defined by the terms 'low', 'mid-high'. or
'tall' (Table 3).

For example, an association dominated by camphor laurel, Cinnamomum camphora,
and narrow-leaved privet, Ligustrum sinense, with trees

18 m possessing slightly

separated to overlapping tree crowns is described as:

•

Cinnamomum camphora, Ligustrum sinense, mid-high open to closed
forest.

3.2.3

Vegetation transects o r ground truthing
The vegetation along the proposed road corridor was surveyed on foot during both the
1998 and 1999 surveys. Vegetation associations and floristics were recorded by this
consultant. The following features o f the vegetation were recorded:

•

dominant trees, shrubs and ground covers in each strata (see Table 2. after
Walker and Hopkins 1990);

•
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•

tree heights and foliage cover; and

•

any threatened species.

Table 2: Structural formation classes defined by growth form and crown separation (after
Walker and Hopkins 1990)
Closed or
dense

Mid-dense

separation
Field criteria

Touching-

Touchino t.
slight

Crown

overlapping

Sparse

Very sparse

Isolated plants

Isolated
clumps

Clearly

Well separated

Isolated

Isolated

Open

Isolated trees

separated

separation

Growth
form
*Free

Closed forest

Open forest

Woodland

Isolated
clumps of

woodland

heath shrubs
Heath shrub

Closed

Heathland

heathland

Open
heath

parst: heath

Isolated

Isolated

heath shrubs

clump of
heath shrubs

Closed

sedge

Sedgeland

sedgeland

Open

Sparse

Isolated

Isolated

sedgeland

sedgeland

sedges

clump of
sedges

Sod grass

Closed sod

Sod grassland

grassland

Open sod

Sparse sod

Isolated sod

Isolated

grassland

grassland

grasses

clumps o f sod
grasses

Table 3:
Height (m)

Height classes and names o f various growth forms for non-rainforest associations
(after W a l k e r a n d Hopkins 1990)
Trees, vines

Shrubs, heath shrubs.

Tussock and hummock

chenopod shrubs,

grasses, forbs, rushes,
sedges, ferns

malice (tree o r shrub

Sod grasses,
mosses, lichens,
liverworts

form)
20.01-35.01

Extremely tall

NA

NA

12.01-20

Tall

NA

NA

NA

6.01-12

Mid-high

Extremely tall

NA

NA

NA

3.01-6

Low

Very tall

Extreme/i. tall

NA

1.01-3

Dwarf

Tall

Tall

Extremely tall

0.51-1

NA

Low

Mid-high

Tall

0.26-0.5

NA

Low

Mid-high

Tall

<0.25

NA

Dwarf

Low

Low
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3.3

Fauna

3.3.1

Aims
Fauna survey techniques targeted all vertebrate groups with particular effort being
applied to threatened, cryptic and nocturnal species (Table 1).

3.3.2

Methods

3.3.2.1

Reptiles and amphibians
Reptiles were searched for opportunistically in suitable habitats (e.g., under logs, rocks
and among leaf litter).

Frog habitats were investigated during the day and at night both prior to and during
rainy periods. The only likely habitats noted along the proposed route were small
ephemeral waterholes in the upper drainage basins o f creeklines. These were located
between 20-400 m east and west o f the site.
3.3.2.2

Birds
Birds were identified visually and aurally during post-dawn and evening transects
(Fig. 1). Transects took approximately 90 minutes to complete as they were
undertaken simultaneously with a vegetation survey o f the Route. Birds were also
recorded on an opportunistic basis while laying and retrieving mammal traps.

3.3.2.3

Mammals
Mammal sampling was conducted using a spotlight, ultrasonic detection devices, hairtube traps and the collections o f scats or skeletons.
Hair-tube traps
A total o f 30 hair-tube traps was set in the locality for 10 nights (25 February — 7
March 1998: 30 x 10 = 300 trap-nights). Traps were set in the rainforest remnants, in
the camphor laurel regrowth and the grassland ecotone east o f the site (Fig. 1) and
were baited with a mixture o f peanut butter and oats containing vanilla essence.

Peter Parker: Consultancy Report
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Spotlighting
Nocturnal sampling was undertaken on 27 February 1998 along tracks and roads
within and around the site (Fig. 1). A hand-held 55 watt spotlight was used for this
purpose.
Day-time searching
Day-time searching focused on scratches and scats at the base o f suitable food trees
and on the opportunistic collections o f animal skeletons.
Bat sampling
Sampling for megachiropteran and microchiropteran bats was conducted using harp

1

nets, ultrasonic detection devices (Anabat II) and a spotlight (Fig. 1).

Harp nets
Two harp nets were set up on the evening o f 25 February 1998 in the only suitable
flyways noted in the locality. These were in the driveway o f the Neilson residence
(east o f the site) and the gardens o f the Bauer residence (east o f the site) (Fig. 1).

Echolocation Call Analysis
Calls o f microchiropteran bats were recorded at three locations on the evening o f 25
February 1998 (Fig. 1). The results were recorded on a 45 minute tape using a
detector, a timing device and a tape recorder and were identified by this consultant.

Spotlighting and audible calls
Spotlighting for bats was undertaken throughout the study area, especially among the
fig trees at or near the site.

Peter Parker: Consultancy Report.
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4.0

RESULTS

4.1

Vegetation
The site generally supported a depauperate vegetation community characteristic of
cleared and pastured areas on kraznozem soils in northern NSW.

A total o f six vegetation associations or communities in the locality was recorded and
mapped (Table 4; Figs. 1-4). These associations comprised: subtropical rainforest;
figs and regrowth dominated by camphor laurel and rainforest pioneer species; slash
pine; landscape and hedge plantings; banana and macadamia nut plantations; and
grassland dominated by carpet grass, paspalum and exotic species.

Two small rainforest remnants recorded east o f the proposed route were surprisingly
diverse in species. These were located at the junction o f the Pacific Highway and the
St. Helena turnoff and just north o f the Coolamon Scenic Drive Lookout (Fig. 1).
Rainforest species (e.g., guiou, Guioa semiglauca, red kamala, Mallotus philippensis)
were also scattered throughout the camphor laurel regrowth and in several places
dominated the canopy east o f the site (e.g., along water courses).

Durobby, Syzygium moorei, a rainforest species listed as vulnerable under the
Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995, was recorded a single individual in
several locations near the site. These were: in the camphor laurel regrowth
approximately 400 m east o f the site; in Singh's banana plantation east o f the site;
approximately 50 m east o f the truck rest area and approximately 30 m west o f the
Coolamon Scenic Drive lookout (Fig. 1).

Queensland nut, Macadamia tetraphylla, another vulnerable species, was also
recorded in the camphor laurel regrowth approximately 200 m east o f the site as a
small seedling. It was considered a garden "escapee" rather than a native to the Big
Scrub vegetation.

Peter Parker: Consultancy Report
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Several specimens o f the nationally vulnerable veiny lace flower, Archidendron
muellerianum, were recorded in the camphor laurel regrowth approximately 200 m
east o f the site. This species is not listed as threatened under the Threatened Species
Conservation Act 1995 (Table 5).

A small specimen o f Quassia sp. A (< I m in height) was located in the grassland
association approximately 150 m east o f the site (Fig. I). This species is listed as
nationally vulnerable (Table 5) but is not a threatened species pursuant to the
Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995.

Table 4: Vegetation associations or communities (Fig. 1, Appendix 1)

Lowa
lnd subtropical rainforest
Argyrodendron trifoliolatum (white booyong), lawyer vine (Calamus muelleri),
Lantana cam ara (lantana) simple notophyll mid-high to tall closed forest

Camphor laurel and rainforest pioneer species
Cinnamomurn camphora (camphor laurel), Guioa semiglauca (guioa), Acacia
melanoxylon (blackwood), Lantana camara, mid-high to tall open woodland to closed
forest

Salsh pine
Pinus elliotii (slash pine), Cinnamomum camphora, tall to very tall open to closed
forest

Landscape spece
is and windbreaks
This "community" included all garden plants and windbreak species and varied
considerably in species composition along the route

Horticultural crops

Macadamia integrifolia (hybrid) and banana plantation

Grassland
Paspalum dilatatum (paspalum), Axonopus compressus (broad-leaved carpet grass), ±
Gomphocarpus fruiticocus (narrow-leaf cotton bush) low closed sod grassland

4.1.1

Lowland subtropical rainforest

Argyrodendron trifbliolatum (white booyong), lawyer vine (Calamus muelleri),
Lantana camara (lantana) simple notophyll mid-high to tall closed forest
Two lowland subtropical rainforest associations were recorded to the east o f the site
(Fig. I). These small remnants were surprisingly rich in species despite their small
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area. They fall within the Argyrodendron trifoliolatum alliance described by Floyd
(1990) who lists six sub-alliances and states that the Argvrodendron trlfoliolatum suballiance is well conserved.

Small-leaf fig, Ficus obliqua, and strangler fig, Ficus watkinsiana were more common
at the St. Helena rainforest remnant than they were at Coolamon Scenic Drive where
white booyong dominated. Moreover, the St. Helena remnant was located adjacent to
several dwellings and its floristics were influenced by adjoining landscaping and
gardens (e.g., presence o f a large clump o f bamboo and exotic garden "escapees").

The Coolamon Scenic Drive rainforest remnant was isolated from domestic gardens
and slightly larger in size than the St. Helena stand and was surprisingly weed-free
except for lantana and other exotic species around its "edge".

Neither the Coolamon Scenic Drive remnant nor the St. Helena remnant will be
affected by the proposed works.

U p p e r storey:
St. Helena remnant: small-leaf fig, strangler fig, Bennett's ash, teak, bamboo, white
cedar, Maiden's blush and mango
Coolamon Scenic Drive remnant: white booyong, cudgerie, foambark tree, native
tamarind, firewheel tree and scentless rosewood
Mid-storey:
St. Helena remnant: crepe myrtle, narrow-leaved privet, lantana and camphor laurel
Coolamon Scenic Drive remnant: veiny wilkea, sandpaper fig, cockspur thorn and
firewheel tree
Understorey a n d 2 r o u n d CON er:
Narrow-leaved privet, camphor laurel, lantana, watervine, palm grass, mist weed,
cock's spur thorn, palm grass, scurvy weed, common ground fern and exotics
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4.1.2

Camphor laurel and rainforest pioneer species

Cinnamomunt camphora (camphor laurel), Guioa semiglatica (guioa), Acacia
melanoxylon (blackwood), Lantana camara, mid-high to tall open woodland to closed
forest
A common regrowth association on kraznozem soils, the ubiquitous camphor laurel
forest disguised the presence o f small numbers o f rainforest pioneer species. The
association was patchily distributed at the site and is known to occupy a substantial
area o f Byron Shire (Byron Shire Council 1999).
U p p e r storey:
Camphor laurel, guioa, blackwood, red kamala and foambark tree
M id-store
Lantana. cockspur, camphor laurel, wild tobacco, bolwarra, water vine and ferns in
gullies
Understorev a n d around cover:
Pasture grasses, regenerating camphor laurel, lantana and exotic species

4.1.3

Slash pine

Pinus elliotii (slash pine), Cinnamomum camphora, tall to very tall open to closed
forest
Slash pine windbreaks and woodlots occurred predominantly west o f the existing
Pacific Highway. However, prolific natural regeneration o f small slash pine seedlings
was recorded over most o f the existing highway route.
Upper storey:
Slash pine and camphor laurel
M id-storey:
Slash pine
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Understorey and ground cover:
Slash pine, lantana and exotic species

4.1.4

Landscape species and windbreaks
Landscape species had been planted extensively around residences and windbreak
trees had been planted east o f the existing highway near the St. Helena turnoff and
further south near the truck-stop. Hedge rows o f cape honeysuckle, Tecoma capensis,
were recorded in paddocks along fence-lines east o f the site and flame vine.
Pyrostegia venusta, had colonised parts o f the existing highway margin.

4.1.5

Horticultural crops
Macadamia integrijolia (hybrid) and banana
Horticultural cropland supporting either bananas or macadamia nuts occupied a
significant portion o f the locality (Fig. I). These plantations have minimal
conservation value although several remnant Big Scrub rainforest trees have been left
in the orchards when the plantations were first established.

4.1.6

Grassland

Paspalum dilatatum (paspalum), Axonopus compressus (broad-leaved carpet grass), ±
Gomphocarpus fruitieocus (narrow-leaf cotton bush) low closed sod grassland
Carpet grass, paspalum and exotic annuals (e.g., narrow-leaf cotton bush, molasses
grass, fireweed and tall fleabane) dominated the grasslands at the site. These
grasslands are common on poorer quality north coast grazing lands and have little
conservation value.

U p p e r storey:

Carpet grass, paspalum, kikuya, sedges and exotic annuals

Peter Parker: Consultancy Report
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1

4.2

Threatened or vulnerable flora
Two threatened plant species were located near the site. The most significant species,
durobby, is listed as vulnerable under Schedule 2 o f the Threatened Species
Conservation Act 1995 and is nationally vulnerable (Briggs and Leigh 1996) (Table
5). One specimen, that reached to approximately 15 m in height, was recorded
approximately 50 m due east o f the existing truck rest area, another specimen was
located approximately 150 m east o f the existing Highway in Singh's banana plantation
and a small tree o f approximately 1.5 m in height, that appeared t o have been planted,
was recorded approximately 30 m west o f the Coolamon Drive Scenic Lookout (Fig.
1). The other vulnerable species recorded was the Queensland nut, Macadamia
tetraphylla, and its location was previously discussed as being approximately 200 m
east o f the site.

In addition to the two species listed above, other nationally vulnerable species
recorded include Quassia sp. A and veiny laceflower. Quassia sp A was recorded in
grassland and veiny lace flower was recorded well to the east o f the site (Fig. 1; Table
5).

Table 5:

Nationally rare or threatened plant species recorded at the site (after
Briggs and Leigh 1996)

SPECIES

RISK
CODE

DISTRIBUTION IN C O N S E R V A T I O N RESERVES

Syzygium moorei (durobby)

2VCi

Rainforest N S W and Queensland. Nicholls Scrub. Brunswick
Heads NR. Stotts Island N R (Briggs and Leigh 1996)

2VC-

Occurs in subtropical rainforest in northern N S W and southern
Queensland. The seedling recorded was considered a
horticultural "escapee"

Archidendron mileherianum
(veiny lace flower)

3RCa

Natural Arch NP, Warrie NP. B i g Scrub FR, Boat Harbour NR,
Boomerang Falls FLR, Border Ranges NP, Broken Head NR,
Davis Scrub NR, Inner Pocket N R . Limpinwood NR. Minyon
Falls NR. M t Warning NP, Numminbah, N R Victoria Park NR

Quassia sp. A

3RC-

Rainforest and regrowth north o f Alstonville. Recorded Big
Scrub Flora Reserve (Briggs and Leigh 1996)

(Vulnerable TSC Act)
Macadamia tetraphylla
(Queensland nut)
(Vulnerable TSC Act)
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Symbols used in conservation codes in Table 5 for nationally r a r e o r vulnerable
plant species (after Briggs a n d Leigh 1996)

•

•
a

% I t

3

4.3

A plant is considered vulnerable i f it is not presently endangered but is at risk
over a longer period through continued depletion, o r i f it largely occurs on sites
likely to experience change in land use which would threaten the survival o f the
species in the wild.
Plants considered rare in Australia but are not currently considered endangered
or vulnerable. Such species may be represented by a large population over a
very restricted area, o r by smaller populations over a larger range or an
intermediate combination o f these two.
The species is known to be represented in a national park o r proclaimed
conservation area.
1000 or more plants are known to occur within the conservation reserve
When this symbol is used with C, it indicates that the species is considered
inadequately conserved.
When the "-" sign is used, it indicates that the population size within the
conservation reserve is unknown.
Species with a very restricted distribution in Australia and a maximum
geographic range o f 100 km.
Species with a range over 100 km in Australia but occurring in small
populations which are mainly restricted to highly specific habitats.

Koala food trees
An assessment o f potential koala habitat was undertaken pursuant to the requirements
o f State Environmental and Planning Policy No. 44 (SEPP 44) (Koala Habitat
Protection). While no koala food trees that are listed under Schedule 2 o f SEPP 44
occur at the site, photographic evidence was supplied by a local resident. Mr Keith
Bauer, that confirmed a vagrant koala had visited his garden on 18 August 1995. The
recorded location o f the koala is approximately 150 m east o f the site.

4.4

Fauna

4.4.1

Reptiles and frogs
The most common reptile recorded was the eastern grass skink. Lampropholis
delicata. This species was noted in the camphor laurel forest and in the horticultural
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areas. N o other reptiles were recorded, although the hot dry weather at the time o f the
fauna survey probably influenced this result.

The follow-up survey in 1999 along the proposed route confirmed the depauperate
nature o f reptile assemblages at the site. However, several snake species have
previously been recorded by this consultant in the Ewingsdale area and anecdotal
reptile records dating back 15 years were provided by Keith Bauer. Mr Bauer's
records include the lace monitor, Ezdamprus tenuis, the common tree snake,
Dendrelaphis punctulata, the brown tree snake, Boiga irregularis, the yellow-faced
whip snake, Demansia psammop his, the carpet python, Morelia spilota, and the redbellied black snake, Pseudechis porphyriacus (see Appendix 2). These common
species may occur along the proposed route seasonally or opportunistically.

The only frog species recorded near the site was the introduced cane toad. Presumably,
this was due to the dry conditions at the time o f the survey. However, several frog
species are expected to occur at the site based on an earlier survey at Ewingsdale
undertaken during rainy periods (Parker 1997). These include the eastern dwarf tree
frog, Litoria fallax, the brown striped frog, Limnodynastes peronii, and species listed
in Appendix 2. Frog species expected to occur at the site are all versatile and adapt
well to disturbed conditions.

N o ponds or suitable frog breeding areas were recorded at the site in the 1999 survey,
despite being conducted during rainy periods. However, it is likely that the common
and adaptable frogs listed above and in Appendix 2 would colonise the roadside edges

1

opportunistically. It is highly unlikely that threatened frog species would occur at the
site due to the lack o f suitable habitat.

4.4.2

Birds
A variety o f open country birds and forest birds were recorded or are expected to
utilise the habitats in the locality (Appendix 2). The most conspicuous "open-country"
bird species recorded was the torresian crow, Corvus orru. Other species included the
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cattle egret, Ardea ibis, the white-faced heron, Ardea novaehollandiae and the masked
lapwing, Vane//us miles. These are all common species that were recorded at
Ewingsdale during a previous survey (Parker 1997). Other "open-country- species
included the red-browed finch, Neochmia temporalis, the pied butcherbird, Cracticus
nigrogularis. the grey butcherbird, Cracticus torquatus, the Australian magpie,
Gymnorhina tibicen and the pied currawong, Strepera graculina.

Conspicuous canopy bird species included the spangled drongo, Dicrurus bracteatus,
and the laughing kookaburra, Dacelo novaeguineae. Birds recorded in the shrub
layers included the eastern whipbird, Psophodes olivaceus and the white-browed
scrubwren, Sericornis frontalis.

N o nocturnal bird species was recorded although the tawny frogmouth owl, Podargus
strigoides, has been recorded previously (Megan Neilson pers. comm.).

No threatened bird species was recorded and it is unlikely that any threatened species
would occur at the site due to the depauperate nature o f the habitat. However, it is
possible that vulnerable rainforest obligate fruit-doves may seasonally occur in the
locality. These species include the rose-crowned fruit dove, Ptilinopus regina, and the
superb fruit-dove, Ptilinopus superbus. Another vulnerable species, the white-eared
monarch, Monarcha leucotis, is known from rainforests at Hayter's Hill (Holmes
1987) and may seasonally visit rainforest remnants in the locality.

4.4.3

Mammals

4.4.3.1

Arboreal and terrestrial mammals
The largest native mammal recorded, approximately 300 m east o f the site, was the
swamp wallaby. Scats were observed when laying out the hair-tube traps and hair
samples were recorded in traps. A skeleton o f the common ring-tail possum,
Pseudocheirus peregrinzis, was collected approximately 300 m east o f the site and the
mountain brush-tail possum. Trichosurus caninus, has been recorded locally (K. Bauer
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pers. comm.). Other native mammals recorded using hair-tube traps include the
northern brown bandicoot, Isoodon macrourus, and the bush rat, Rattus fitscipes.

Introduced mammals recorded at o r near the site included the European rabbit
(detected grazing in paddocks and as a road kill at St. Helena) and the black rat, Rattus
rattus (detected in hair-tube traps). The fox, Vulpes vulpes, was not observed,
although it is known from the Ewingsdale area (pers obs). Based on previous records
for the locality, a number o f other species are expected to occur at the site. These are
listed in Appendix 2.

I

4.4.3.2

Bats
Three bat species were detected in the locality. The most significant species recorded
was the vulnerable little bent-wing bat, Miniopteris australis. Two individuals were
captured in a harp net at the Neilson's residence, located approximately 500 m east of
the site and a significant number o f calls attributed to this species were recorded by
each o f the three echolocation devices used. The only other microchiropteran species
recorded was Gould's long-eared bat, Nyctophilus gouldi. The calls o f this species
were detected at the Neilson residence (Fig. 1). The grey-headed flying fox, Pteropus
poliocephalus, was observed flying over the Bauer's residence east o f the site (Fig. 1).
A number o f other bat species may pass over the site during suitable seasonal
conditions (see Appendix 2).
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5.0

DISCUSSION
Two small lowland subtropical rainforest remnants and small clumps o f camphor
laurels and scattered rainforest vegetation contrasted with the orchards and grasslands
in the locality (Fig. I).

The local, State and national significance o f the small rainforest remnants was
highlighted by the presence o f durobby, Quassia, veiny lace-flower and the
Queensland nut. These four species are nationally vulnerable. However, the durobby
and the Queensland nut were the only species listed as vulnerable under the TS C Act.

The durobby located approximately 30 m west o f the Coolamon Scenic Drive lookout,
will be affected by this proposal. It is recommended that this small landscape
specimen be relocated prior to construction works. The durobby is well represented
in the Shire with over 75 records being reported (Byron Shire Council 1999, Appendix
3). Thus, the relocation o f this non-fruiting individual is unlikely to have a significant
effect on the local population o f this species.

The previous description o f vegetation included vegetation in the locality as well as a
description o f vegetation at the site. However, "fine scale" description o f the
vegetation at the site was made possible by accurate aerial photographs over which the
proposed route was superimposed. For presentation purposes, the site was divided
into three portions: the southern, the central and the northern portions. These are
reproduced as Figs. 2-4 respectively and discussed below.

5.1

1

Southern portion o f route
Fig. 2 illustrates the southern-most portion o f the route. Camphor laurel slash pine and
eucalypt plantings along the roadside margin are highlighted. The truck "rest area",
illustrated east o f the existing Pacific Highway, has previously been landscaped with
wattles, Acacia spp., by the RTA. A small stone fruit orchard affected by the
upgrading proposal was recorded south o f Sunnycrest Lane.
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5.1.1

Conservation attributes
The vegetation along the southern portion o f the route, with the exception o f rainforest
pioneers located in the adjoining farmland, has little conservation value. Camphor
laurel and slash pine regeneration has been prolific and seedlings o f both species were
recorded along the whole length o f the upgrade route. Landscaping using native
species local to the area, following highway upgrading, is likely to substantially
improve the biodiversity o f the site. A mature specimen o f the vulnerable plant
species durobby was located approximately 50 in east o f the truck rest area (Figs. 1
and 2).

5.2

Central portion of the route
Fig. 3 illustrates the central portion o f the route. The vegetation recorded along this
sector was generally similar to that recorded further south with the exception that
several fig trees occurred to the west o f the proposed road works. These species
included the strangler fig, Ficus watkinsiana and the Port Jackson fig, Ficus hi//ii. A
single strangler fig located on the western side o f the proposed highway and three Port
Jackson Figs that have been planted at the Coolamon Scenic Drive lookout will need
to be relocated prior to the commencement o f construction works. A small landscape
specimen o f durobby (approximately 2 m in height) located at the Coolamon Scenic
Drive lookout will also have to be relocated prior to construction works.

5.2.1

Conservation attributes
The most significant vegetation recorded in this section o f the upgrade proposal was a
small area o f subtropical rainforest north o f Fowlers Lane, approximately 400 m west
o f the site. The remaining vegetation along this sector, with the exception o f the
strangler figs, the Port Jackson figs and the durobby, has little conservation value and
is dominated by ubiquitous exotic species such as camphor laurel and slash pine.
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5.3

Northern portion of the route
Fig. 4 illustrates the northern portion o f the route. The roadside vegetation was
dominated by camphor laurel and rainforest pioneer species e.g., sweet pittosporum,
cock's spur, blackwood, guioa and red kamala combined with common exotic species
e.g., lantana, flame vine, molasses grass, red Natal grass, bhana grass, blue billy goat
weed and setaria.

A small subtropical rainforest remnant, described previously as the Coo lamon Scenic
Drive remnant, occurs to the east o f the site (Fig. 1).

5.3.1

Conservation attributes
The construction o f the eastern side o f the Pacific Highway embankment proximal to
the rainforest remnant will not impact on this vegetation (see the lower right hand
corner o f Fig. 4). The vegetation along the upper edge o f this embankment is
dominated by blackwood, Acacia melanoxylon, lantana and exotic shrubs. It is
recommended that buffer plantings o f wattles (e.g., blackwood) and rainforest pioneers

1

species be undertaken along the upper embankment to buffer this small remnant.

Several rainforest pioneer species was recorded where the highway divides into two
(north and south) carriage-ways (Fig. 4). This site was dominated by camphor laurel
but contained red kamala and a small sandpaper fig. This vegetation will be preserved
for its landscape and habitat values. It should be fenced prior to construction works
and densely planted with rainforest pioneer species after the completion o f works.

5.4

Reptiles and amphibians
Few reptiles were recorded during the survey. However, a number o f common frog
and snake species are expected to occur at the site. This expectation is based on a frog
survey undertaken at Ewingsdale in October 1997 during rainy periods, an assessment
o f the habitats available and discussions with local residents (e.g., Keith Bauer and
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Peter Neilson) who provided records o f fauna which they have observed in the locality
over the past fifteen years (Appendix 2).

Impacts o f the proposal on reptiles, especially "downstream" impacts on frog habitats,
may occur as a result o f elevated nutrient levels or changes relating to water chemistry.
However, these are likely to be insignificant following the installation o f temporary
and permanent erosion and sedimentation controls and flocculation o f the
sedimentation basins as required.

It is highly unlikely that threatened frog species would be affected by this proposal due
to the small area o f native vegetation affected and the lack o f suitable waterbodies or
habitat at the site.

5.5

Birds
Camphor laurel and slash pine regrowth are the major canopy trees along the route.
This vegetation is unlikely to be significant to birds due to its high degree of
modification and proximity to traffic. Other habitats in the locality (e.g., orchards and
grasslands) have been extensively cleared and maintained for agricultural use. They
are frequented by common birds but are unlikely to prove significant for threatened
species.

5.6

Mammals
The majority o f the site lies within or adjacent to the existing road reserve. It is
vegetated either by camphor laurel or slash pine regrowth or grassland. This
depauperate habitat is unlikely to support any significant small mammal assemblages
except for introduced rats and mice.

The record o f the koala in the locality was surprising, given the lack o f koala food
trees. It is expected that the koala recorded at the Bauer's residence in 1995 had
traveled from the Tyagarah Nature Reserve, approximately 10 km to the north o f the
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site. This individual would have likely relied upon landscape plantings o f eucalypts
along this route rather than utilise rainforest pioneer species or camphor laurel as a
food source. It is unlikely that the proposed works would have any impact on the
koala based on the type o f habitat in the locality and the lack o f koala food trees at the
site.

5.6.1

Bats
Most bat species occurring within the north coast region are widely distributed, with
some having a restricted distribution centered on north-eastern NSW (e.g., eastern
forest bat) (Parnaby 1984).

Various studies (e.g., State Forests 1995) have established a positive association

1

between the species richness o f insectivorous bats and the abundance o f large and
small hollow-bearing trees. These habitats were not recorded at the site and it was
concluded that roosting sites would not be affected by highway construction. It is also
unlikely that foraging sites would be impacted due to the small area and nature of
habitat that will be disturbed.

6.0

STATUTORY CONSIDERATIONS
The Threatened Species Conservation Act, 1995 commenced on 1 January 1996. This
Act, inter alia, amended s4, s110, s i l l and s112 o f the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act, 1979 with regard to the protection o f the plants and animals.

Section 5A is used to determine whether a proposed development is likely to
significantly affect threatened species, populations or ecological communities or their
habitats. Section SA requires the following factors to be taken into account:

a).

in the case o f a threatened species, whether the life cycle o f the species is
likely to be disrupted such that a viable local population o f the species is
likely to be placed at risk o f extinction,
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Three vulnerable species (durroby, Queensland nut and little bent-wing bat) were
recorded in the locality during the 1998 field survey. However, records o f vulnerable
species that include the koala, the rose-crowned fruit-dove, the superb fruit-dove, the
white-eared monarch, the common bent-wing bat, the common blossom bat and the
greater broad-nosed bat are known from the Bangalow, St. Helena area. These species
are highly unlikely to occur at the site due to its depauperate nature, being dominated
by camphor laurel and slash pine. The unsuitability o f habitats at the site for these
species is further discussed in Appendix 3 o f this report. It is therefore not appropriate
to discuss each o f these species under the "eight point test".

The Queensland nut will not be affected by the proposed works due to its location
which has been fully detailed and mapped in this report. Thus, the life cycle o f the
species is unlikely to be disrupted such that a viable local population o f the species is
likely to be placed at risk o f extinction.

A single durobby specimen located at the Coolamon Scenic Drive lookout will require
relocating. This non-fruiting individual appears to have been planted as part o f the
landscaping works at this location. The durobby is represented locally by three mature
plants ( > 2 0 m in height), one o f which is located about 50 m east o f the truck rest area
(Figs. 1 & 2), one is located about 400 m east o f the proposed upgrade works in
camphor laurel regrowth (Fig. 1) and another in the Singh's banana plantation east of
the site. Over 20 durobby records in the immediate locality are reported in the draft
Byron flora a n d f a u n a study (Byron Shire Council 1999) (Appendix 3) and over 75
individuals are known within the Shire. Thus, while this individual will require
relocating, the life cycle o f the species is unlikely to be disrupted such that a viable
local population o f the species is likely to be placed at risk o f extinction.

With respect to the sporadic o r seasonal occurrence o f threatened vertebrate species at
the site, it is unlikely that the proposed route would disrupt

viable local
... a

population o f the species due to the high incidence o f exotic species and unsuitability
o f habitats for threatened species.
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h)

in the case o f an endangered population, whether the life cycle o f the species
that constitutes the endangered population is likely to be disrupted such that
the viability o f the population is likely to be significantly compromised,

Currently, there are no endangered populations in the Bangalow area or within Byron
Shire.

in relation to the regional distribution o f the habitat o f a threatened species,
population or ecological community, whether a significant area o f known
habitat is to be modified or removed,

Habitats recorded at the locality include small areas o f rainforest vegetation that have
conservation value for rainforest fruit-doves (Date et al., 1991). Although these
habitats are small in area, they contain a high species richness o f rainforest flora and
are not widely represented locally. Regionally, however, they are well represented and
conserved (Floyd 1990). The proposal to upgrade the highway will not disturb these
rainforest remnants nor will it require the removal o f a significant area o f known
habitat for rainforest fruit-doves or any other threatened vertebrate species.

The durobby recorded about 30 m west o f the Coolamon Scenic Drive lookout is
located within grassland on the northern approach to Coolamon Scenic Drive. It is
exposed to all prevailing winds and is not associated with any native plantings or
vegetation. Thus, a significant area o f known habitat will not be modified or
removed.

d)

whether an area o f habitat is likely to become isolated f r o m currently
interconnecting or proximate areas o f habitat f o r threatened species,
population or ecological community,

The upgrading o f the Pacific Highway will result in the removal o f camphor laurel,
slash pine, grassland and some common rainforest pioneer species. It will also require
the relocation o f three Port Jackson Figs, a landscape specimen o f the vulnerable
species durobby and a strangling fig. It will not require the clearing o f lowland
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subtropical rainforest remnants o r any habitat o f conservation significance. Thus, it is
unlikely that the proposed development will result in habitats becoming isolated from
currently interconnecting or proximate areas o f habitat f o r threatened species.

whether critical habitat will be affected

There are currently no areas o f critical habitat listed under the Threatened Species
Conservation Act in the north coast region.

fi

whether a threatened species, population or ecological community, or their
habitats, are adequately represented in conservation reserves (or other
similar protected areas) in the region,

The Australian Nature Conservation Agency (ANCA) has developed a system of
biogeographic regionalisation for Australia (IBRA). This system was developed for
the purpose o f establishing a national comprehensive system o f parks and reserves. A
biogeographic region can be defined as - a complex land area composed o f a cluster of
interacting ecosystems that are repeated in similar form throughout" (Thackway and
Cresswell 1995). A biogeographic region describes the dominant landscape, scale of
climate, lithology, geology, landforms and vegetation. IBRA has been derived through
a combination o f expert ecological knowledge and interpretation o f existing State and
Territory regionalisations. On 31 May 1996, the Director General, NPWS gave
notice that pursuant to s.4(1) o f the TSC Act and s.4(6A) o f the EPA A c t 1979, the
national system o f biogeographic regionalisation, identified by Thackway and
Cresswell (1995), "is appropriate for the purposes o f the provisions in which the term
'region' is used".

Biogeographic regions provide a framework for summarising patterns in nature
conservation. They are an ecologically meaningful approach to defining a region, as
they are based upon a conceptual model which seeks to describe and explain a regional
pattern o f biological diversity and productivity. The north coast region region has the
IBRA code NNC and the IBRA name N S W North Coast (Thackway and Cresswell
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1995). In determining the reservation status within this biogeographic region,
Thackway and Cresswell (1995) calculated that reserved areas accounted for
approximately 5-10% o f the total area o f the NNC region (60,794 km2) and that the
existing reserves in the region a fail to include samples o f the most extensive
ecosystems (or land systems) i.e. those that characterise entire sub-regions to a
"moderate" degree.

An individual o f the vulnerable plant durobby was recorded at the site and will be
affected by this proposal. Another vulnerable plant species, the Queensland nut, was
recorded within the locality o f the proposal and will not be affeceted.

All vulnerable vertebrate species that have been recorded in the locality or are likely to
occur seasonally or opportunistically in the locality are wide-ranging and represented
in a number o f conservation reserves in the NNC region. The local and State-wide
distribution o f these species is further discussed in Appendix 3.

whether the development or activity proposed is o f a class o f development or
activity that is recognised as a threatening process,

A threatening process is defined under the Threatened Species Conservation Act as a
process that threatens, or may have the capability to threaten, the survival or
evolutionary development o f species, populations o r ecological communities. Invasion
o f native plant communities by bitou bush, Chrysanthemoides monilifera, predation by the
mosquito fish, Gambusia holbrooki, (as described in the final determination o f the
Scientific Committee to list the threatening process) and predation by the European red
fox, Vulpes V'ulpes, are threatening processes.

Bitou bush infestations are generally restricted to the frontal dunes o f NSW. Thus,
this impact is not applicable to this proposal.

The mosquito fish was not recorded at the site. However, populations may establish in
ponds and farm dams. Should settling ponds be constructed at the site, the potential
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for invasion by mosquito fish will need to be included in the environmental
management plan.

The fox was not recorded at the site but is known to freely roam within the Ewingsdale
area. It is unlikely that the subject proposal will alter the impact o f the fox on fauna
assemblages at the site.

whether any threatened species, population or ecological community is at the
limit o f its known distribution

The threatened species either recorded or expected to occur at the site are fully
discussed in Appendix 3 o f this report. None o f these is at the extreme o f its known
range.

7.0
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A p p e n d i x 1 : V e g e t a t i o n i n locality

9,

Scientific name

S

%

.00

Common name

* introduced o r naturalised; vulnerable #
FERNS
ADIANTACEAE
Adiantum aethiopicum

soft maidenhair

Adiantum hispidulum

rough maidenhair

Adiantum silvaticum

maidenhair

ASPIDIACEAE
Lastrolepis acuminata

shiny shield fern

ASPLENIACEAE
Asplenium australasicum

birds-nest fern

BLECHNACEAE
Blechnum cartilagineum

gristle fern

DENNSTAEDTIACEAE
Pteridium esculentum

I.

bracken

DICKSONIACEAE
Calochlaena dubia

common ground fern

GLEICHENIACEAE
Lygodium microphyllum

climbing maidenhair fern

POLYPODIACEAE
Platycerium bifurcatum

elk-horn fern

Platycerium superbum

stag-horn fern

G Y M N O S P E R M S (Conifers)
PINACEAE
*Pinus elliotii

slash pine

A N G I O S P E R M S ( F l o w e r i n g plants)
Monocotyledons
(palms, palm-lilies a n d cycads)
AGAVACEAE
Cordyline rubra

palm lily

ARACEAE
Alocasia macrorrhizos

cunjevoi

ARECACEAE
Archontophoenis cunninghamiana
Calamus muelleri

bangalow p a l m
lawyer vine

x

x

x

x

asparagus fern

x

bamboo

x

winter senna

x

x

ASPARAGACEAE
*Protasparagus aethiopicus

x

x

BAMBUSOIDEAE
*Bambusa sp
CAESALPINIACEAE
*Senna colutioides
CYPERACEAE
Gahnia aspersa
Lepidosperma laterale

red-fruited saw sedge
sword sedge

DIOSCOREACEAE
Dioscorea transversa

native yam
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x

x
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oc 1

Scientific name

%1
Common name

%

$ (1,

* introduced o r naturalised; vulnerable #
FLAGELLARIACEAE
Flagellaria indica

whip vine

LUZURIAGACEAE
Geitonoplesium cymosum

scrambling lily

PHORMIACEAE
Dianella caerula

blue flax lily

Dianella revoluta

rolled flax-lily

POACEAE

II

*Eragrostis brownii

lovegrass

x

Imperata cyclindrica var. major
*Melinis minutiflora

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Oplismenus imbecillis

blady grass
molasses grass
basket grass

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

*Paspalum dilatatum

paspalum

x

x

x

*Pennisetum clandestinum

lcilcuya

x

x

x

*Pennisetum sp.
*Rhynchelytrum repens
*Setaria palmifolia

red Natal grass
p a l m grass

x

x

x

x

11

II
x

x

x

x
x

SMILACACEAE
Ripogonium discolor

prickly supplejack

Smilax australis

austral sarsparilla

XANTHORRHOEACEAE
Lomandra longifolia

matrush

ZINGIBERACEAE
Alpinia caerulea

native ginger

Dicotyledons
ANACARDIACEAE
*Mangifera indica

mango

APOCYNACEAE
Parsonsia straminea

common sillcpod

ARALIACEAE
Polyscias elegans

celery wood

ARISTOLOCHIACEAE
Aristolochia praevenosa

aristolochia

ASCLEPIADACEAE
*Araujia hortorum

m o t h vine

x

x

x

x

*Asclepias curvassica
*Gomphocarpus fruiticocus

redhead cotton bush
narrow-leaf cotton-bush

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

*Gomphocarpus physocarpus

balloon cotton bush

x

x

x

x

x

x

*Ageratina adenophora

crofton weed

x

x

x

x

x

x

*Ageratina riparia
*Ageratum houstonianum

mist weed

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

blue billygoat weed

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

ASTERACEAE

III
x

*Ambrosia psilostachya

perennial ragweed

*Baccharis halimifolia

groundsell bush

x

x

x

x

*Biddens pilosa

cobbler's pegs

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

* Conyza albida

tall fleabane

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

* Hypochoeris radicata

flatweed

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

*Senecio lautus

fireweed

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
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%

x

x
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To-

0
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Common name

* introduced o r naturalised; vulnerable #
BIGNONIACEAE
Pandorea jasminoides

native jasmine

Pandorea pandorana

wonga wonga vine

CAPPARIDACEAE
Capparis arborea

brush caper berry

CELASTACEAE
Hedrainthera porphyropetala

hedrainthera

CONVOLVULACEAE

* Ipomea cairica
* Ipomea p u r p u r e a

1

coast morning glory
common morning glory

x

x

CUNONIACEAE
Pseudoweinmannia lachnocarpa
Schizomeria ovata

rose marara
crabapple

ELAEOCARPACEAE

1

Elaeocarpus grandis

blue quandong

Elaeocarpus obovatus

hard quandong

Sloanea australis

Maiden's blush

EUPHORBIACEAE
A k h o r n e a ulicifolia

native holly

x

Baloghia lucida

brush bloodwood

x

Breynia oblongifolia

breynia

Glochidion f e r d i n a n d i i var. ferdinandii

cheese tree
white kamala

x

Ma/lotus discolor
Mallotus philippensis

red kamala

x

x

Omalanthus populifolius

bleeding heart

x

x

x

x
x

FABACEAE
Subfamily FABOIDEAE
Derris involuta
*Macroptilium atropurpureum

native derris
siratro

LAURACEAE
*Cinnamomum camphora

camphor laurel

x

Ctyptocarya triplinervis

three-veined cryptocanfi

x

Endriandra muelleri

green-leaved rose walnut
brown bollygum

x

green bollygum
white bollygum

x

Litsea australis
Neolitsea australiensis

1

Neolitsea dealbata

x
x

x
x
x
x

x

LYTHRACEAE
*Lagerstroemia indica

crepe myrtle

MALVACEAE
*Sida rhombifolia

Paddy's lucerne

MIMOSACEAE
Archidendron muellerianum #

veiny lace flower

MELIACEAE
Dysoxylum muelleri

red bean

M e l i a azederach var. australasica
Synoum glandulosum

white cedar

x

scentless rosewood

x

Toona ciliata

red cedar

x

x
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Scientific name

tr:

Common name
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T
.c %

3

* introduced o r naturalised; vulnerable #
MENISPERMACEAE
Carronia multisepala

carronia

MIMOSOIDEAE
Acacia longissima
Acacia melanoxylon

a wattle
blacicwood

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

MONIMIACEAE
Wilkiea heugliana

veiny willciea

Wilkea macrophylla

large-leaf wilkea
I

MORACEAE
Ficus coronata
Ficus fraseri

creek sandpaper fig

x

sandpaper fig

x

x
x

Ficus hillii
Ficus macrophylla

Morton B a y fig

Ficus obliqua

small-leaved fig

Ficus rubiginosa
Ficus watkinsiana

rusty fig
strangler fig

x

x

Maclura cochinchinensis

cocicspur thorn

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

:

II
II

x
x

I

MYRTACEAE
Acmena smithii

lilly pilly

x

*Psidium guajava
Rhodamnia rubescens

guava
brush turpentine

x

Syzygium leuhmannii

riberry

x

Syzygium moorei #

durobby

x
x
x
x

x

x

I
II

OLEACEAE
*Ligustrum lucidum

large-leaved privet

x

x

*Ligustrum sinense

small-leaved privet

x

x

11

PASSIFLORACEAE
*Passiflora subpeltata

White's passionflower

1

PITTOSPORACEAE
Citriobatus pauciflorus
Pittosponan undulatwn

orange thorn
sweet pittosporum

PROTEACEAE
Stenocatpus sinuatus

firewheel tree

RHAMNACEAE
Alphitonia excelsa

red ash

ROSACEAE
Rubus rosifolius

rose-leaf bramble

RUTACEAE
Sarcomelicope simplicifolia

bauerella

Flindersia australis

teak

Flindersia bennettiana

Bennett's ash

Flindersia schottiana

cudgerie

SAPINDACEAE
Arytera distylis

twin-leaf coogera

Cupaniopsis anarcardioides

tuckeroo

Diploglottis australis

native tamarind

Elatiostachys nervosa
Guioa semiglauca

green tamarind
guioa

Jagera pseudorhus

foambark tree
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Scientific name

Common name
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* introduced o r naturalised; vulnerable #
Sarcopteryx stipata

steelwood

x

SIMAROUBACEAE
Quassia sp. A

quassia

SOLANACEAE
Duboisia myoporoides

duboisia

*Solanum mauritianum

wild tobacco

STERCULIACEAE

I

Argyrodendron trifoliolatum

white booyong

Commersonia bartramia

brown lcurrajong

ULMACEAE
Aphananthe philippinensis

rough-leaved elm

Trema tomentosa

native peach

VERBENACEAE
* Lantana camara

lantana

VIOLACEAE
Viola hederaceae

native violet

VITIDACEAE
Cissus antarctica

I

$

watervine
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Appendix 2: Fauna recorded or likely to occur in the locality

Scientific name

Common name

* : introduced species; # threatened species
Methods: HT: hair-tube trap; x: observed during survey or b y resident; A: recorded b y Anabat II; H: captured in harp-net
MAMMALS
CANIDAE
Canis familaris*

dog

Vulpes vulpes*

fox

FELIDAE
Felis catus*

feral or domestic cat

LEPORIDAE
Otyctolagus cuniculus*

rabbit

MOLOSSIDAE
Mormopterus sp. 1
Nyctinomus australis

white-striped mastiff bat

MURIDAE
M u s muscu/us*
Rattus rattus*

house mouse
black rat

HT

northern brown bandicoot

HT

common ring-tail possum

skeleton

PERAMELIDAE
Isoodon macrourus
PETAURIDAE
Pseudocheirus peregrinus
PHALANGERIDAE
Trichosurus caninus

mountain brushtail possum

PTEROPODIDAE
Pteropu.s poliocephalus

grey-headed flying-fox

Pteropus scapu1atus

little red flying-fox

Syconycteris australis #

Queensland blossom-bat

TACHYGLOSSIDAE
Tachyglossus aculeatus

short-beaked echidna

road kill

VESPERTILIONIDAE
Chalinolobus gouldii

Gould's wattled bat

Miniopteris australis#

little bent-wing b a t

Miniopteris schreibersii#

large bent-wing bat

Nyctophilus gouldi

Gould's long-eared b a t

Scoteanax rueppellii#

greater broad-nosed bat

Scotorepens orion

eastern broad-nosed bat

Scotorepens sp
Vespadelus pumilus

broad-nosed bat
the little forest bat

BIRDS
ACANTHIZIDAE
Gerygone olivacea
Sericornis frontalis

white-throated gerygone
white-browed scrubwren

ACCIPITRIDAE
Accipiter cirrhocephalits

collared sparrowhawk
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Scientific name

sa0
.0v.,.

Common name

* : introduced species; # threatened species

11

Methods: HT: hair-tube trap; x: observed during survey or by resident; A: recorded b y Anabat II; H: captured in harp-net
Accipiter fasciatus

brown goshawk

x

Accipiter novaehollandiae

x

Aquila a u d a x

grey goshawk
wedge-tailed eagle

Aviceda subcristata

pacific baza

Elanus notatus
Milvus indus

black-shouldered kite

x

brahminy kite

x

Milvus sphenurus

whistling kite

x

ALCEDINIDAE
Dacelo novaeguineae

x
x

laughing kookaburra

1

APODIDAE
Aerodramus spodiopygius

white-rumped swiftlet

Apus pacificus

fork-tailed swift

Hirundapus caudacutus

white-throated needletail

ARDEIDAE
Ardea ibis

cattle egret

Ardea intennedia

intermediate egret

Ardea novaehollandiae

white-faced heron

CAMPEPH.AGIDAE
Coracina novaehollindiae

black-faced cuckoo-shrike

Coracina tenuirostris

cicadabird

Lalage leucomela

varied triller

CHARADRIIDAE
Vanellus miles

masked lapwing

COLUMBIDAE
C h a k o p h a p s indica

emerald ground-dove

Columba leucomela

white-headed pigeon

Columba livia *

feral pigeon

Geopelia humeralis

bar-shouldered dove

Geopelia placida

peaceful dove

Geophaps lophotes

crested pigeon

Lopholaimus antarcticus

topknot pigeon

Macropygia amboinensis

brown cuckoo-dove

Streptopelia chinensis*

spotted turtle-dove

CORACIIDAE
Eutystomus orientalis

dollarbird

CORVIDAE
Corvus orru

torresian crow

CRACTICIDAE
Cracticus nigrogularis

pied butcherbird

Cracticus torquatus
Gymnorhina tibicen

grey butcherbird
Australian magpie

Strepera graculina

pied currawong
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Scientific name

Common name

* : i n t r o d u c e d s p e c i e s ; # t h r e a t e n e d species
M e t h o d s : HT: hair-tube trap; x: observed during survey or by resident; A: recorded by Anabat II; H: captured in harp-net
CUCULIDAE
Cacomantis flabelliformis

fan-tailed cuckoo

Eudynamys scolopacea

common koel

DICRURIDAE
Dicrurus bracteatus

spangled drongo

FALCONIDAE

ra

Falco berigora

brown falcon

Falco cenchroides

Australian kestrel

Falco longipennis

Australian hobby

GRALLINIDAE
Grallina cyanoleuca

Australian magpie-lark

HIRUNDINIDAE

1

Hirundo n e o x e n a

welcome swallow

MALURIDAE
Malurus cyaneus
Malurus lamberti

superb fairy-wren
variegated fairy-wren

MEGAPODIIDAE
Alectura lathami

Australian brush-turkey

MELIPHAGIDAE
Manorina melanocephala

noisy miner

M e l iphaga lewinii

Lewin's honeyeater

Myzomela sanguinolenta

scarlet honeyeater

Phylidonyris nigra

white-checked honeyeater

MEROPIDAE
Merops °maws

rainbow bee-eater

MOTACILLIDAE
Anthus novaeseelandiae

Richard's pipit

ORIOLIDAE
Oriolus sagittatus

olive-backed oriole

Sphecotheres viridis

figbird

ORTHONYCHIDAE
Psophodes olivaceus

eastern whipbird

PACHYCEPHALIDAE
Colluricincla megarhyncha

grey shrike-thrush
little shrike-thrush

Eopsaltria australis

eastern yellow robin

Colluricincla harmonica

Monarcha leucotis #

white-eared monarch

Monarcha melanopsis

black-faced monarch

Monarcha trivirgatus

spectacled monarch

Myiagra inquieta

restless flycatcher

Myiagra rubecula

leaden flycatcher
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Scientific name
* : introduced species;

Common name

1
s...

%
5. s0„.
%. °^A

# t h r e a t e n e d species

Methods: HT: hair-tube trap; x: observed during survey o r b y resident; A: recorded b y Anabat II; H: captured in harp-net
Pachycephala pectoralis

golden whistler

x

Pachycephala rufiventris

rufous whistler

x

Rhipidura fuliginosa
Rhipidura leucophrys

grey fantail
willie-wagtail

Rhipidura rufifrons

rufous fantail

x

striated pardalote

x

11

x
x
111

PARDALOTIDAE
Pardalotus striatus
PITTIDAE
Pitta versicolor

noisy pitta

PLATALEIDAE
Threskiomis molucca

Australian white ibis

Threskiornis spinicollis

straw-necked ibis

PLOCEIDAE
Neochmia temporalis

red-browed finch

PODARGIDAE
Podargus strigoides

tawny frogmouth

PSMACIDAE
Alisterus scapularis

Australian king parrot

Cacatua galerita

sulphur-crested cockatoo

Cacatua roseicapilla

galah

Calyptorhynchus f u n e r e u s

yellow-tailed black cockatoo

Glossopsitta pusilla

little lorikeet

Platycercus eximius
Trichoglossus chlorolepiotus

eastern rosella
scaly-breasted lorikeet

Trichoglossus haematodus

rainbow lorikeet

STRIGIDAE
Ninox boobook

southern boobook

Tyto alba

barn owl

STURNIDAE
Sturnus vulgaris*

c o m m o n starling

ZOSTEROPIDAE
Zosterops lateralis

silvereye

REPTILES
AGAMIDAE
Pogona barbata

bearded dragon

BOIDAE
Morelia spilota

carpet python

COLUBRIDAE
Boiga irregularis

brown tree snake

Dendrelaphis punctulata

green tree snake

I
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Scientific name

Common name

* : introduced species; # threatened species
Methods: HT: hair-tube trap; x: observed during survey or b y resident; A: recorded b y Anabat II; H: captured in harp-net
ELAPIDAE
Demansia psammophis

yellow-faced whip snake

Pseudechis porphyriacus

red-bellied blacksnake

Pseudonaja twills

eastern brown snake

SCINCIDAE
Lampropholis guichenoti

eastern grass skink
garden skink

Saiphos equalis

three-toed skink

Lampropholis delicata

1

VARANIDAE
Varanus varius

lace monitor

AMPHIBIANS
BUFONIDAE
Bufo marinus*

cane toad

HYLIDAE
Litoria caerulea

green tree frog

MYOBATRACHIDAE
Crinia signifera
Limnodynastes peronii

common eastern froglet
brown-striped frog

a
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1.0

Durobby
Durobby is a medium-sized to large tree found in lowland subtropical rainforest from
the Richmond River north to Mudgeeraba. It has thick hairless and leathery leaves
that are shortly narrowed or tapered to a blunt point. Fruit are borne on the branches.
Distribution
Within conservation reserves, durobby is known from Nicholls Scrub National Park,
Stotts Island Nature Reserve, Brunswick Heads Nature Reserve, Inner Pocket Nature
Reserve, Billinudgel Nature Reserve and Hayters Hill Nature Reserve (Briggs and
Leigh 1996). A total o f 75 sites were reported in the draft Byron Flora and Fauna
Study (1999) and three other sites are known by this consultant that were not mapped
in the flora and fauna study.

Four individuals were located in the immediate locality

o f the roadworks, one o f which was a landscape specimen which will require
relocating.

General threats a n d impacts o f the proposal on the species
Durobby is well known on kraznozem soils o f the N S W far north coast and in southeastern Queensland (Appendix 3). It is a popular nursery plant and seedlings are being
distributed widely. This species is threatened by land clearing, impacts from stock
grazing and poor dispersal and lack o f regeneration. A single individual located
approximately 30 m west o f the Coolamon Scenic Drive lookout will require
relocating as a result o f this proposal. It is recommended that durobby be used in
landscaping for this project.
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Appendix 3: Map o f durobby distribution
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Appendix 3: Shire-wide Locations of Durobby
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2.0

Rose-crowned fruit-dove
The rose-crowned fruit-dove is a small (22-24.5 cm) frugivorous bird that is largely
confined to rainforest. It has a distinctive colouration: crown rose, blue head, dark
green back and abdomen and yellow tail-tip. It is moderately common in NSW
(Morris et al., 1981) and its population probably exceeds 7,000 individuals (Recher et
al. 1995). It is listed as vulnerable under the Threatened Species Conservation Act
1995 in NSW.

1

Distribution
Australia
The rose-crowned fruit-dove ranges from the Kimberly district in north-eastern
Western Australia through Queensland and NSW, along the eastern coastline of
Victoria and to Tasmania in the south (RAOU map 021). It frequents rainforests,
monsoon and paperbark forests, eucalypt woodlands, vine groves, fruit orchids
camphor laurel and broad-leaved privet regrowth. Records south o f Sydney are
uncommon (Simpson and Day 1986).
NSW

The rose-crowned fruit-dove ranges from the Queensland border to the N S W central
coast. However, vagrants occur in the southern part o f the State where they migrate
between rainforest "stepping stones". The importance o f remnant "stepping stone"
forests has been documented for this and other fruit-pigeons (e.g., wompoo, topknot,
and white-headed pigeons) (Date et al. 1991). The rose-crowned fruit-dove also
migrates altitudinally, moving to coastal and near-coastal areas during the winter
months (pers. obs.).
Northern Rivers Region
The rose-crowned fruit-dove has been recorded at Tweed Heads, Brunswick Heads
(NPWS 1995) Broken Head Nature Reserve (Holmes 1987; Murray and Baverstock
1991; pers obs.) and Broken Head and Alstonville (pers. obs.). It has also been

Peter Parker: Consultancy Report.
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recorded at the Nightcap Ranges, Alstonville, Ballina and the Blackwall Ranges by
other naturalists (e.g., Holmes 1987). Other records from northern N S W are from
Iluka, Yamba and Station Creek (NPWS 1995).
The study area and surroundings
State Forests (1996) suggested that it was relatively abundant within the
Murwillumbah State Forest management area. It was recorded at 38 sites that included
complex notophyll rainforest, brush box forest, dry rainforest under Araucaria or
eucalypts and complex lowland rainforest under brush box or eucalypts. The rosecrowned fruit-dove was not recorded at the study area. However, based on the number
o f local records, it is possible that this fruit-dove may utilise camphor laurel and privet
fruits from trees in the locality and occur seasonally in the rainforest remnants.
Critical habitat within the study area
This species is an obligate fi-ugivore o f the rainforest canopy. It is usually encountered
in pairs or small groups, with larger congregations being generally restricted to
profusely fruiting trees (State Forests 1996).
General threats and impacts o f the proposal
The main threatening process is the reduction and fragmentation o f rainforest habitat.
However, numbers appear to be on the increase locally, as flocks have been recorded
between Alstonville and Baggotville feeding on camphor laurel (D. Charley pers.
comm.). It is unlikely that the highway construction will affect this species due to the
small area o f the camphor laurel forest that will need to be removed.

3.0

Superb fruit-dove
The superb fruit-dove is a small (22-24 cm) frugivorous bird that is largely confined to
the rainforest canopy. It has a distinctive colouration and shows sexual dimorphism:
the male has a purple crown, pale green cheeks and a blue-grey breast and throat, a
black band runs across the breast and the belly is white with green bands on the flanks;
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the female has a dull blue crown and lacks the black breast band and orange on the
neck and collar (Simpson and Day 1996). It is listed as vulnerable under the
Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995 in NSW.

Distribution
Australia
The Australian range o f the superb fruit-dove is from Cape York along the eastern
Australian coastline to northern Victoria (RAOU map 023). It frequents rainforests,
adjacent mangrove forests, eucalypt woodlands and scrublands (Simpson and Day
1996).

NSW
The superb fruit-dove ranges from the Queensland border to northern N S W east o f the
Dividing Range where it is a scarce migrant or visitor (State Forests 1996). Vagrants
do not occur as far south as the rose-crowned fruit-dove and records south o f northern
N S W are uncommon (Simpson and Day 1986). This species appears to migrate
altitudinally, moving to coastal and near-coastal areas during the winter months (pers.
obs.). In northern N S W it prefers coastal lowlands but extends to higher altitudes.
Recher et al., (1995) suggest that the population within N S W is in the vicinity o f 100
to 500 individuals.
Northern Rivers Region
This species has been recorded at Broken Head (pers. obs.) and Skinners Shoot, Byron
Bay (A. Rayward; D. Milledge pers. comm.). It was not recorded during the NRAC
study o f northern N S W (NPWS 1995) but was recorded in the Murwillumbah State
Forest management area (State Forests 1996).
The study area and surroundings
The superb fruit-dove was not recorded during the survey. However, there were 28
prior records listed in the environmental impact statement for the Murwillumbah State
Forest management area. In addition, four records were obtained at Whian Whian
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State Forest by the CSIRO during the Murwillumbah State Forest management area
survey (State Forests 1996).
Critical habitat within the study area
The superb fruit-dove is scarce in northern NSW. It is an obligate frugivore that feeds
primarily on rainforest fruit. In north-eastern Queensland 48 food species belonging to
25 families have been identified. However, species in the family Lauraceae were
particularly important (State Forests 1996). Thus, the main threatening process is the
reduction and fragmentation o f rainforest habitat.

General threats a n d impacts o f the proposal
Except for vagrants, it is unlikely that this fruit-dove would occur within the study
area. It is unlikely that the proposed highway upgrade will affect this species due to
the small area o f the camphor laurel forest that will need to be removed.

4.0

White-eared monarch
The white-eared monarch has a distinctive appearance and has been likened to a

1

miniature (13 cm) magpie-lark (Pizzey and Knight 1997). It is listed as vulnerable
under the Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995 in NSW.

Distribution
Australia
The white-eared monarch frequents rainforests along Australia's eastern coastline
ranging from the tip o f the Cape York peninsula to northern NSW (RAOU Atlas map
376). It persists in its preferred habitat at low population densities (Blakers et al.,
1984) and was rated in summer surveys at the Murwillumbah State Forest management
area as least abundant in low-montane rainforest, dry rainforest under hoop pine or
eucalypts. mature complex lowland rainforest and complex rainforest under eucalypt
and brushbox. It was sparse or uncommon in regenerating rainforest under
tallowwood and brushbox and abundant in mature complex lowland rainforest (State
Forests 1996).
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NSW
In NSW, the white-eared monarch extends from the Queensland border to the Iluka

I

Nature Reserve and Woolgoolga (Morris etal., 1981). It is known from the
Urbenville State Forest management area including the Border Range National Park
(Morris et at., 1981) and Richmond Range State Forest.
Northern Rivers region
This species ranges from the Queensland border to Iluka (NPWS 1995). It has been
recorded at Brunswick Heads (Milledge 1992), Broken Head (Holmes 1987, NPWS
1995, pers. record), Hayters Hill (Holmes 1987), Broadwater and Iluka (NPWS). It
was recorded by CSIRO in the fauna survey o f the Murwillumbah State Forest
management area in 13 localities. These and previous records take the known number
o f locations within the management area to 87. The lack o f winter records suggests
that there is a migration into southern Queensland during this period.
The study area and surroundings
This species was recorded by Holmes (1987) at St. Helena and by this consultant at
Broken Head in July 1995. It is possible that this species may seasonally frequent the
rainforest remnants in the locality.
Critical habitat within the study area
Critical habitat appears to be rainforest and fringing eucalypt forest (ecotones) or
riparian vegetation (Morris et al., 1981; Blakers et al., 1984; Boles 1988). It requires a
good canopy cover at various levels and habitat requirements may vary seasonally
(Beruldsen 1985 cited in State Forests 1996).

1

General threats and impacts o f the proposal
This species is threatened by the clearing and modification o f lowland rainforest and
adjoining wet sclerophyll forests. It is unlikely that the highway proposal will
significantly affect this species as the camphor laurel remnants that will need to be
removed are small in area and sub-optimal habitat.

Peter Parker: Consultancy R e p o r t . . .
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5.0

Koala
The koala is listed as vulnerable under the Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995
in NSW. This status has been accorded to the koala because its distribution has been
dramatically reduced over recent years, it is an ecological specialist that feeds
principally on the leaves o f selected species o f eucalypts, and processes threatening
koalas are considered severe and the potential for koala recovery after habitat loss is
poor (Callaghan et al. 1994).
Distribution
Australia
The koala is confined to the eastern states. This species extends from coastal and
central Queensland through eastern and central NSW, throughout Victoria and to
eastern South Australia. Population estimates by the Australian Koala Foundation
range from 25,000 - 50,000 individuals in Queensland, 10,000- 15,000 in NSW,
15,000 - 20,000 in Victoria and a very small number in South Australia.
NSW
In NSW, most koala populations are small, isolated and concentrated along the central
and northern coastal strip (Callaghan et al. 1994).
Northern Rivers Region

Koalas have been recorded at Tweed Heads, Cudgen (NPWS 1995), Brunswick Heads
(Milledge 1993; NPWS 1995), Lennox Head, Broadwater (NPWS 1995), Blackwall
Ranges (S. Phillips pers. comm.) Goonellebah, Tuckki, Broadwater, Whian Whian,
Wilsons Creek (pers. records) Tuckean, Ellangowan, Evans Head, Iluka, Minnie
Water and Coffs Harbour (NPWS 1995). It was also recorded from the
Kempsey/Wauchope. Wigham and Gloucester/Chichester State Forest management
areas (State Forests 1996).
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The study area and surroundings
The koala has been recorded at the study site by Keith Bauer on two occasions over
the last decade. it appears that vagrant males may occasionally move through the
study area. The koala is widespread in the Murwillumbah State Forest management
area but not common. It was recorded at Goonengerry. Nullum, Whian Whian. and
Wollumbin State Forests (State Forests 1996).

Critical habitat within the study area
The koala occurs in timbered habitats that contain its essential food needs comprising
o f a small guild o f eucalypts (55 species). Other tree species are also utilised by the
koala. These, however, are o f secondary nutrient value and do not replace the
eucalypt forests and woodlands located on more fertile soils. Koalas have been
recorded in regrowth forests, suggesting that young koalas may prefer the new foliage
o f rapidly growing trees. However, tree preferences are known to change throughout
the year and when koalas move to different sites (Lee and Martin 1988).
General threats and impacts o f the proposal
Habitat clearing, motor vehicles, dogs and disease impact to some degree on koalas.
In relation to the proposed highway upgrade, there is no koala habitat o f significance
along the proposed route.

6.0

Common blossom bat
The common blossom bat is a small winged placental mammal that feeds on nectar. It
has a long thin brush-like tongue and a slim pointed muzzle. Its long soft reddishbrown fur extends to the ankle. It is paler below and flecked with white (Cronin
1991). In suitable environmental conditions, this species can be quite common
reaching a density o f between 1 and I 7.5 bats/ha. However, the abundance recorded
was closely associated with the density o f inflorescences (Law 1994). It is listed as
vulnerable under the Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995 in NSW. This
species was listed because its population and distribution are believed to be reduced, it
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is an ecological specialist (specialised foraging and/or roosting requirements) and
threatening processes are severe (Lunney et al. 1992).
Distribution
Australia
This species has been recorded east o f the ranges from Cape York in Queensland to
the mid-north coast o f NSW.
NSW
The common blossom bat occurs along the coastal region east o f the Great Dividing
Range from the Queensland border to approximately Taree where littoral rainforest
and heath occur in close proximity. Rainforest, unlike more open habitats, is
important for roosting purposes enabling bats to maintain a stable body temperature
(Law 1993).

Northern Rivers region
The blossom bat has been recorded at Wooyung (Hoye 1994), Kingscliff (Australian
Museum I995b), Cudgen, Brunswick Heads (NPWS 1995), Byron Bay and Broken
Head (pers. records), Broken Head (Milledge 1991), Lennox Head (NPWS 1995),
Iluka Bluff, Bundjalung National Park, Yuraygir National Park (Law 1994), Yamba
and Brooms Head (NPWS 1995).

The study area and surroundings
The common blossom bat was not recorded at the study site. However, based on
previous records (NPWS database; G. Hoye pers. comm.), it may occur in banana
plantations and may roost in rainforest remnants.
Critical habitat within the study area
The common blossom bat forages extensively in coastal heaths and usually roosts in
proximity to these feeding sites. In NSW feeding sites, it is considered a strict
nectivore, whereas in north-east Queensland it is a facultative frugivore and to a lessor
extent a folivore (Law and Spencer 1995).
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General threats a n d impacts o f t h e proposal
The dominant threat to this species is the clearing o f foraging and roosting habitats.
Clearing removes essential habitat and places movement barriers between local
populations. It is unlikely that the highway upgrade will affect the feeding sites o f this
species due to the unsuitability o f habitat proposed for clearing.

7.0

Little bent-wing bat
The little bent-wing bat is characterised by an exceptionally long terminal segment of
the third finger. This plancental flying mammal is greyish black to fawn-brown above
and paler below. It is considered abundant nationally (Dwyer 1995) but in N S W is
restricted to the north o f the State and is present in much lower numbers. It is listed as
vulnerable under the Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995 in NSW because its
population has declined, it is an ecological specialist and threatening processes are
severe (Lunney et al. 1992). While the population o f this species has declined, it is
believed to have stabilised (Lunney et al. 1992).
Distribution
Australia
The little bent-wing bat frequents the coastal ranges o f eastern Australia from the
central coast o f NSW to Cape York. This species utilises caves, old mines and a

1

variety o f structures such as buildings and stormwater drains as diurnal roosts. It
forages on small insects below the tree canopy o f well timbered habitat and relies on a
limited number o f caves for maternity and hibernation roosts (Dwyer 1983c). With the
onset o f spring, adult females move from widely scattered roosts to specific nursery
caves. These sites are often shared with the common bent-wing bat. The little bent-

1

wing bat relies on large numbers o f the common bent-wing bats to raise cave
temperatures to that necessary to raise young (Dwyer 1983b: Baudinette et al. 1994).
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NSW
This species occurs in north-eastern coastal areas o f NSW, extending from the
Queensland border to the central coast. Its distribution becomes increasingly coastal
towards the southern extreme of its range.
Northern Rivers region
Recorded at Tweed Heads, Cudgen (NPWS 1995), Tumbulgum (pers. record),
Brunswick Heads (NPWS 1995), Broken Head (pers. record), Lennox Head,
Broadwater, Tuckean, Ellangowan, Evans Head, Bundjalung, Iluka-Woombah (NPWS
1995) Corindi (pers. record) and Grafton (NPWS 1995). It was widely distributed and
recorded in most State Forest management areas in northern N S W (State Forests
1996).
The study area and surroundings
This species had not previously been recorded at the site. However, two individuals
were trapped in harp-nets and its ultra sound was recorded at three locations on 25
February 1998.

Critical habitat within the study area
This species occurs in a wide range o f forest types ranging from rainforest to warm
temperate wet and dry sclerophyll forests.
General threats a n d impacts o f the proposal
The major threat to the survival o f the little bent-wing bat is the disturbance of
maternity sites. Maternity caves may be threatened by mining, recreational cavers and
vandalism. However, this species may be indirectly threatened through a drop in bat
density and the resultant variation in cave microclimate. Although this species is
predominantly cave-roosting, there is at least one record o f it roosting in trees (M.
Schultz, pers. comm.). Loss o f foraging resources by clearing native forest is likely to
impose an increasing threat to the survival o f this species.
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8.0

Common bent-wing bat
The common or large bent-wing bat is one o f the world's most widely dispersed
placental mammals. It has an exceptionally long terminal segment o f the third finger
and its fur is chocolate brown above and paler below. This species is common
throughout Australia with population estimates o f individuals emerging from roosts at
Wee Jasper caves at between 50-100,000 individuals (Dwyer 1966). It was less
commonly encountered than the little bent-wing bat in the Murwillumbah State Forest
management area (State Forests 1996).

It is listed as vulnerable under the Threatened

Species Conservation Act 1995 in NSW. This species was listed because its
population has been reduced, it concentrates in roosting habitat, it is an ecological
specialist and threatening processes are severe (Lunney et al. 1992).
Distribution
Australia
The common bent-wing bat occurs along the Australian coast and ranges from
northern Western Australia, Northern Territory, Cape York to Adelaide (Klippel
1992). Its distribution extends outside o f Australia to Papua New Guinea, south-east
Asia, Africa and Eurasia (Klippel 1992).

It utilises caves, old mines, or a variety of

structures such as buildings and stormwater drains as diurnal roosts. It is typically
found in well timbered areas where it forages above the tree canopy on small insects
(Dwyer 1983a). This species will travel large distances between roost sites according
to seasonal and local needs. Adult females congregate in large maternity colonies at
specific sites o f high temperature and humidity.
NSW
This species occurs from the Queensland to Victorian borders and from the coast to
the Great Dividing Range (Strahan 1992).
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Northern Rivers region
This species was recorded at Ellangowan and Moonee Beach during the NPWS NRAC
survey (NPWS 1995).

It has been recorded in most State Forest surveys in the region

and is widely distributed (State Forests 1996).
The study area and surroundings
The common bent-wing bat has been recorded at Byron Bay (Australian Museum
Business Studies 1995). Individuals are wide-ranging and may occur at the site.
Critical habitat within the study area
This species forages for flying invertebrate above and beneath the forest canopy. It
roosts in caves, mines, stormwater channels and occasionally old buildings (Dwyer
1995).

General threats and impacts o f the proposal
This species is threatened by the disturbance o f maternity caves by mining,
recreational caving or vandalism (Dwyer 1983a: Klippel 1992). It relies on large
numbers o f individuals congregating at maternity roosts during the breeding season to
increase temperatures and humidity to that required for raising young (Baudinette et
al. 1994). Thus, local populations may also be threatened i f a loss o f feeding habitat
causes the numbers o f individuals in roost sites to decrease. The proposed highway
upgrade, however, is unlikely to result in any loss o f foraging habitat due to the
depauperate vegetation occurring along the route.

9.0

Greater broad-nosed bat
The greater broad-nosed bat is a winged placental mammal with a broad squarish head
and sparsely-haired muzzle with glandular swellings. It has dark reddish-brown fur
above and is slightly paler below (Cronin 1991). It is reasonably common in coastal
northern NSW (Richards 1992) especially in the Richmond Range, Whian Whian
State Forest and Mebbin State Forest (Martin Schulz pers. comm. cited in State
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Forests 1996). It is listed as vulnerable under the Threatened Species Conservation
Act 1995 in NSW because its population has declined, it is an ecological specialist and
threatening processes are severe (Lunney et al. 1992).
Distribution
Australia
This species extends along the coast from Maryborough in Queensland to Orbost in
Victoria (Klippel 1992). Its preferred habitat is along creek systems o f the ranges.
However, it has been recorded in low numbers in near-coastal habitat. This bat is a
large species requiring a greater feeding range than other insectivorous species. It
forages for insects in open areas at the edges o f forests or along tree-lined creeks and
utilises tree hollows for diurnal roosting sites (Richards 1983b).
NSW
The greater broad-nosed bat ranges along the coast to the Great Divide from the
Queensland to the Victorian borders.
Northern Rivers region
This species has been recorded at Byron Bay (pers. record), Tuckean and Yamba
(NPWS 1995). On the north coast, it was recorded in all State forest management
areas except Coffs Harbour/Urunga, although other records identify it in this region.
The study area and surroundings
This species has previously been recorded at Byron Bay. However, while the site may
be suitable for foraging purposes, there is little roosting habitat available due to the
paucity o f dead stags or mature hollow eucalypts.
Critical habitat within the study area
This species forages on slow-flying beetles and uses creeks or small rivers as
corridors. It has been recorded roosting in small dead stags (pers. obs), tree hollows
and in roof spaces in old buildings (Hoye and Richards 1995).
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General threats a n d impacts o f the proposal
Threats to this species include the clearing o f foraging o r roosting habitat, especially
trees with suitable roosting hollows (Klippel 1992). Thus, the proposed highway
upgrade will not affect roosting sites due to the absence o f hollow-bearing trees.

1

1
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INTRODUCTION
Purpose o f this Report

1.1

In 1996, Maunsell Pty Ltd commissioned Golder Associates Pty Ltd to provide geotechnical
services relating to project development for the upgrade o f the Pacific Highway from
Bangalow to Ewingsdale.

Studies conducted in relation to the upgrade are described in

Section 1.2 below.

This report presents the results o f geotechnical studies to date for the southern section o f the

1

Bangalow to Ewingsdale Pacific Highway Upgrade, now referrec to as Bangalow to St
Helena. Golder Associates conducted the work progressively gt-nera,iy as outlined in our
proposal 97621040.AR dated 18 February 1998 and subsequent revis,ons. The scope o f work
to date has been planned for Environmental Impact Statement studies to:
•

assess the geoeral subsurface conditions and geotechnical characteristics along the route;

•

identify potential problem areas;

•

assess the impact o f construction.

The investigation to date has identified areas that will require further geotechnical
investigation for the development o f the engineering concept design and subsequent detail
design.

1.2

Project Background

Investigation to assess potential alignments to upgrade the Pacific Highway from Bangalow
to Ewingsdale commenced in late 1996. The investigation corridor wa,, about 5km long and
up to 1.5km wide, extending from the northern end o f the Bangalow Bypass to about 0.4km
north o f the junction o f the existing Pacific Highway and the Ewingsdale-Byron Bay road
(Myocum Road). Seven potential alignments (Options B to H) were identified as alternatives
to the existing Pacific Highway (Option A the "do nothing" base case).
,
The seven route options were assessed and following two Value Management Studies in
June/July 1997, modified versions o f Routes F and B were selected for further investigation.
(Golder Associates conducted geotechnical investigations (references 1 and 2) during this
phase o f the project). A third Value Management Study in April 1998 recommended further
modifications to both route options.
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In August 1997, the preferred option for the northern section o f the project at Ewingsdale
Interchange was finalised and Golder Associates commenced geotechnical studies for this
section from proposed Chainages 31.3km to 33.3Icm (reference 3).
For the southern section, route Option B closely followed the existing Pacific Highway,
while route Option F diverged from St Helena Road up to about 600m east o f the existing
highway, then converged again about 600m north o f Possum Creek Road. The N S W Minister
for Roads announced Option B as the preferred route in September I 998 Following detailed
survey in February 1999, Golder Associates was instructed to commence the geotechnical
studies described in this report.

2
2.1

1

PHYSICAL SETTING
Topography

The route corridor from the Bangalow Bypass to St Helena Drive is a dissected basalt plateau
with moderately deeply incised gullies. The land is used for grazing, vk ith some orchards,
banana plantations and forestry. Topographic relief ranges from approximately 70m-180m
AHD with slopes up to about 200.
Drawing No. 922044/02 reproduces terrain unit mapping from our Preliminary Geotechnical
Reconnaissance Report 97621040(E) dated March 1997.

The terrain units shown on the

drawing as affecting the proposed Bangalow to St Helena route are described below:
Zone Tb3 - Undulating Plateau found mainly in the southern section o f the proposal. Mainly
residual soils formed on an erosional landscape over weathered basaltic rock. Slope angles
vary up to 150 with general elevation between RL 70m and RL 180m.
Zone Tb2 - Steep and very steep slopes o f the Plateau Edge affect;ng parts o f the southern
section and most o f the northern section of the proposal. Soils comprise colluvium and
residual soils formed on weathered basaltic rock comprising several individual basalt flows.
Slope angles are generally in the range o f 100 - 30° formed between RL 40m and RL 170m.
Upper and lower slopes are commonly boulder strewn and seepage lines and springs are
sometimes present at lava flow interfaces.

Some shallow instability, .)f generally small

dimension is evident, mostly between RL 75m and RL 125m.
The Department o f Land and Water Conservation 1:25,000 Erosion map for the Bangalow Ewingsdale area categorises the land as follows:
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"no appreciable erosion" in the central section o f the study area on the western side of
the Pacific Highway;

I

•
•
2.2

"moderate" to "very severe" erosion in the southern end o f the study area and along the
eastern side o f the Pacific Highway;
the slopes to the north o f the Pacific Highway north o f Coolamon Scenic Drive are
indicated as affected by "mass movement".
Geology

Published geological mapping (NSW Department o f Mines, 1972) indicates that volcanic
rocks o f the Lismore Basalt Formation o f the Lamington Volcanics underlie the area. The
age o f the formation is late Oligocene to Early Miocene (about 24 - 20 million years old).
The Lismore Basalt typically consists o f sub-aerially extruded basalt, with thin layers of
lacustrine o r fluviatile origin.
The basaltic lavas were extruded over an irregular eroded surface in individual lava flows,
usually less than 25m thick. Time lapses between flows were often sufficient for significant
weathering, soil formation and deposition o f thin layers o f usually poorly lithified
sedimentary rocks. The maximum thickness o f the Lismore Basalt is 100in to 200m. The
basalt extends down to at least as low as RL 5m near Ewingsdale. The thickness o f basalt
underneath the higher parts o f the site is uncertain.
The land surface prior to the basalt lava flows is inferred to be variably and sometimes
deeply weathered rocks o f the Neranleigh Fernvale Beds o f Palaeozoic age, with probably
some minor thin, poorly lithified, Tertiary sedimentary rocks.
Local outcrops are mainly restricted to rock exposures in cuttings along the Pacific Highway
and adjoining roads. These are limited to about 10m depth. Exposures consist mainly of
clay over decomposed (extremely weathered) to distinctly weathered basalt. Rock strengths
generally range from extremely low to low strength. There are cobbles and boulders o f high
to very high strength rock within the clay soils.
N o high strength (or sti-onger) rock was observed (except for bouldecskorestones) in road
cuttings along the existing Pacific Highway, however, there is a la:ge rmdside exposure of
columnar basalt on St Helena Road, about 1.7km east o f the highway and near the St Helena
towers. This exposure is at RL 130 - 140m.
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Hydrogeology

The sequence o f multiple basalt flows with a number o f soil/weathered basalt profiles has
resulted in a complex groundwater system, where some aquifers are perched above the main
water table. The jointed and vesicular nature o f the basalt allows recharge o f the aquifer
system by infiltration o f rainfall. As less permeable rock strata are encountered, the
groundwater will move laterally to discharge as springs where the less permeable strata
outcrop on slopes. Due to the seasonality o f rainfall, some aquifers are perennial.
Golder Associates investigation in 1997 identified springs between elevation 120m and 50m
AHD (see Drawing No.922044-02). The spring line represe:Its groundy ater discharge from
the overlying saturated soils and rock mass. The proposed route crosses these steep slopes
uphill o f the "permanent" spring line, but is within an area where perennial springs have been
noted after the more recent wetter conditions. Approximate zones o f identified spring activity
are shown on Drawings 922044/03-09.
3
3.1

PROPOSED CONSTRUCTION
General Alignment

Drawings 922044-03 to 922044-09 (from drawings 27097 SK041-047 by Maunsell McIntyre
Pty Ltd, entitled "Shire o f Byron S.H.10 - Pacific Highway, Bangalow to St Helena Upgrade,
General Arrangement") show the proposed route.

The proposal involves retaining the

existing Pacific Highway as the northbound carriageway and constructing a new southbound
carriageway from the existing Bangalow interchange until Coolamon Scenic Drive.
For 600m at the top o f St Helena Hill, in the vicinity o f Coolamon Scenic Drive, the existing
road (new southbound carriageway) will be lowered to improve the vertical alignment. The
new northbound carriageway will be constructed alongside at a slightly lower level. North of
Coolamon Scenic Drive the existing Pacific Highway will form the southbound carriageway.
A new northbound carriageway will be constructed downslope, initially parallel to the
existing southbound carriageway, then diverging near St Helena Road to reduce the curvature
at the base o f St Helena Hill.
Interchanges will be constructed at Possum Creek Road and Fowlers Lane.

The existing

intersections with Sunnycrest Lane and Coolamon Scenic Drive will be closed. Sunnycrest
Lane will be accessed via the Possum Creek Road interchange. Coolarnon Scenic Drive will
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be accessed via a link road to the Fowlers Lane interchange (except for a northbound onramp at the present Coolamon Scenic Drive intersection).
In this report the term "cut" refers to the depth o f excavation below existing ground levels to
achieve design levels. The term "apparent cut height" refers to the vertical distance between
the toe and crest o f the final cutting batter slope. There are areas o f where the existing
highway cutting will be cut l m to achieve design levels, however this w :11 result in apparent
cut heights o f 10m. Similar terminology and situations apply for fill embankments.
3.2
3.2.1

Significant Features
Ch 27100 to 27750: Bangalow Interchange to Possum Creek Road

Existing cuttings on the eastern side o f the Pacific Highway will be.

idened, with some

cuttings retained to reduce land-take. Cuts will have an apparent height up to 10m. Existing
fill embankments on the western side o f the Pacific Highway will be widened forming
apparent fill heights up to 15m. An existing embankment with an apparent height o f 20m
will be unchanged.
3.2.2

Possum Creek Road Interchange: Ch 27,750

The proposed interchange includes an overpass bridge with a roundabout west o f the
overpass connecting to northbound on- and off-ramps. The present Sunnycrest Lane will be
extended to the roundabout, involving cuts to about 10m.
3.2.3

Ch 27750 to Ch 28400: Possum Creek Road to Sunnycrest Lane

The proposed route involves retained embankments to 17m apparent height over steep slopes
east o f the Pacific Highway for the southbound off-ramp to the Ppssum Creek Road
interchange. Existing cut batters on the western side o f the N e n ; Higiqway will be widened
forming apparent heights up to 10m.
3.2.4

Ch 28400 to Ch 29100: Sunnycrest Lane to Fowlers Lane

The existing Pacific Highway is near natural grade with local cuts to 3m depth and filling to
5m depth. The proposed route involves additional filling to about 5m depth on the eastern
side.
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Fowlers Lane Interchange: Ch 29,100 to Ch 29,670

The proposed interchange will include an underpass at about Ch 29,400 with roundabouts on
the both sides o f the highway. The western roundabout will provide access to Coolamon
Scenic Drive. The underpass and northbound off-ramp will require about 8m o f cut.

North o f the interchange, the highway carriageways will remain at about present grade to
about Ch 29,670. The Coolamon Scenic Drive — Fowlers Lane link road and the Fowlers
Lane south bound o f f ramp will run parallel to the highway on the west and east respectively.
These will require cuts and fills o f up to 8m depth.

3.2.6

Ch 29,670 to Ch 30,750

From about C h 29,670 the existing road (new southbound carriageway) will be lowered
resulting in cuts to 7m below the existing road levels in the vicinity o f the present Coolamon
Scenic Drive intersection. The present Pacific Highway at this location is already in cut on its
eastern side. Lowering the road by a further 7m will deepen the cutting to an apparent cut
height o f about 12m.

The southbound carriageway will return to present grade by about Ch 30,290. The new
northbound carriageway from Ch 29670 will be lowered up to a further 2m below the
realigned existing road. Fills over existing embankments are up to 1 1 m and apparent fill
heights will be up to 12m (similar to existing embankments).

3.2.7

Ch 30,750 to 31,680

The existing Pacific Highway will form the southbound carriageway.

The northbound

carriageway to Ch 31,114 will be formed at a lower elevation on a reinforced soil
embankment, mostly about 5m to 8m high but locally up to 14m height, with proposed batter
slopes o f 1V:1H. From Ch 31,114 to Ch 31,420 the northbound carriageway will be formed
on a viaduct over locally steep ridge slopes, returning to fill embankment from Ch 31,420 to
Ch 31,680.
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GEOTECHNICAL INVESTIGATION
Relevant Field Investigation from Previous Studies

Previous investigation by Golder Associates during the route selection stage involved desk
studies o f available relevant literature, aerial photograph interpretation and broad geological
inspection o f the route corridor. This was supplemented by.
•

10 boreholes, mostly located in potential deep cuts associated witli the various route
options, with standpipes in some boreholes to assess groundwater %-..weis

•

a seismic refraction survey about 460m long with three shorter cross lines downhill of
the present Coolamon Scenic Drive intersection with the Pacific Highway.

•

four test pits in a suspected alluvial area near the proposed Ewirgsdale roundabout.

O f this information, boreholes GA1, GA2, GA4, GAS, GA6 and GA14 and the seismic
refraction survey are relevant for the current proposal.
4.2

Current investigation

Field investigation for the current study has been conducted progressively since February
1999 and remains in progress to assist in the further development o f the engineering concept

1

design and future detail design. The scope o f investigation conducted is summarised below.
Drawings 922044/03 to 922044/10 show the borehole and test pit locations and seismic
traverse alignments (seismic survey undertaken by Velseis Pty Ltd).
A summary o f the field investigation is presented below. When the work was commissioned,
the proposal involved less and shallower cut than is now proposed. As a result, investigation
t o date does not extend for the full depth o f some proposed cuts and base conditions have
necessarily been inferred. Further boreholes and seismic refraction surveys are planned to
investigate these proposed deeper cuts.
Possum Creek Road Interchange: Ch 27500 to Ch 28300
•

6 cored boreholes at abutment and pier locations for the overpass bridge;

•

geological inspection o f the existing road cutting on western side o f highway:

•

6 test pits in proposed cuts and at subgrade level to assess borrow material and
excavation characteristics;

•

6 test pits to assess foundation conditions for fill embankments and retaining walls.
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Fowlers L a n e Interchange (Approx. C h 29200 to C h 30200)
•

4 boreholes at approximate abutment locations for the underpass;

•

a borehole at the proposed cutting at Coolamon Scenic Drive;

•

seismic refraction survey at the proposed cut at Coolamon Scenic Drive;

•

9 test pits in proposed cuts to assess borrow material and excavation characteristics;

•

5 test pits in fill areas to assess foundation characteristics for embankments.

Viaduct (Approx. C h 31000 to C h 31450)
•

7 boreholes at nominal pier locations;

•

5 test pits at approaches to assess foundation conditions.

G e n e r a l E m b a n k m e n t s a n d Roadworks
Additionally, test pits were excavated (by backhoe or large excavator) at intervals to assess
subgrade materials for the proposed road and foundation conditions fcl. fi;i embankments and
retaining walls.
Existing Pacific Highway Pavement
Test pits were excavated in the existing highway at intervals from Ch 27,200 to C h 31,300 to
assess and sample subgrade and road base materials. Test pits were concentrated in areas
where deflectometer data provided by the RTA indicated higher defle,:cion under traffic.
Dynamic Cone Penetration tests were conducted in the pavement subgrade to assess in situ
CBR.
4.3

Field a n d L a b o r a t o r y Testing

Field and laboratory testing o f selected samples for the current proposal ,:omprised:
•

Point load index strength tests on rock core;

•

California Bearing Ratio (CBR) tests on proposed cut and "at grade" materials and on
subgrade material from the existing Highway;

•

Atterberg limits, linear shrinkage, particle size distribution, naturai moisture content, and
Emerson Class number (to assess dispersion potential);

•

Insitu densities netermined by nuclear densometer in near surface soils at selected cut
locations along the proposed highway alignment.

•

Laboratory Standard maximum dry density testing on samples from insitu density test
locations;
Golder Associates
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•

X-ray diffraction tests to assess clay mineralogy;

•

Particle size distribution and consistency limit testing on base and sub-base materials
from the existing Highway;

•

Consolidated undrained and quick undrained triaxial tests on undisturbed samples
obtained from areas where deep embankments are proposed on steep slopes.

Some o f the testing scheduled has been for the purpose o f future development o f the
engineering concept design and subsequent detail design. Only test results relevant to the
aims o f this report are discussed.
5

G E N E R A L I S E D SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS

The general stratigraphy encountered in the boreholes and test pits is consistent with the
regional geology, but is locally variable.

As a broad generalisation, the stratigraphy

generally comprises:
•

Residual soils (basalt derived) o f mainly high plasticity, to variable depth but often
between about 3m and 5m depth; over,

•

Extremely weathered basalt (with essentially soil properties) for a further 2m to 3m;
over,

•

Discrete layers o f basalt ranging from low to extremely high strength, in some cases
separated by layers o f extremely and very low strength.

In the steeply sloping northern part o f the route, colluvial (transported) soils o f variable depth
sometimes overlie the residual soils and the ground surface is boulder strewn in places.
The residual and colluvial soils usually comprise high plasticity clays with variable gravel
content. The jointing characteristics o f the parent basalt results in the formation o f boulders
("corestones") within the residual soils, forming a highly variable soil profile.
The basalt is generally o f uniform crystalline structure. Chem ical alteration is evident in
some boreholes.

Some layers are vesicular (contain gas filial voids). Others are

amygdaloidal (contain voids with secondary infilling).

The hig/lly weathered layers may

represent the pre-weathered surface of individual basalt flows. Current information is
insufficient for assessment o f continuity or orientation o f individual flows.
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Defects in the basalt are mainly joints (probably primary cooling joints) ranging from near
horizontal to very high angles. There does not appear to be a regional defect orientation
pattern. Defect spacing mainly ranges from 30 to 300mm with some fragmented zones and
more continuous layers. Some boreholes intersected steeply dipping slickensided joints.
These may indicate past movement o f the rock mass.
More detailed descriptions o f the interpreted geotechnical conditions at sDecific locations are
included in the discussion regarding engineering considerations for cuttings, earthworks,
embankments and structures.
Groundwater seepage was encountered in some boreholes and test pits, mostly in the
northern section o f the proposed route. Water levels in most recent boreholes have not yet
stabilised.

Below are the groundwater levels measured in previous boreholes GA6 and

GA14, which are near the proposed route alignment.
Location

Approx Surface
Level

Water Level
Jan 1998

Water Level
April 1999

GA6

A H D 153m

AHD 146.8m

AHD 148.5m

GA14

A H D 125m

AHD 111.2m

AHD 116.2m

BH103

A H D 182m

-

Below AHD 169m

Borehole GA6 is located in a fill embankment at about Ch 30,400m.

Borehole GA14 is

located near (and at an elevation several metres above) the intersection o f St Helena Drive
and the existing Pacific Highway. The levels recorded in the boreholes suggests that
groundwater is near present ground surface in parts o f the northern secticn o f the route.
6
6.1

RESULTS OF FIELD & LABORATORY TESTING
Clay Mineralogy

X-Ray diffraction analyses on samples from TP103, TP112, TP118, and TP124 and previous
testing on samples from GA1, GA2 and GA4 indicates that the soils contain:
•

about 50% halloysite minerals, and;

•

minerals that are amorphous (gel-like structure) or poorly crystallised.
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The amorphous and halloysite minerals can undergo non-recoverable change on drying, due
to the orientation o f particles and water held between the clay minerals. This changes the
physical properties (maximum dry density, shear strength, compaction characteristics,
Atterberg limits etc) o f the soil, resulting in variable and difficult compaction characteristics
for earthworks. The strength o f halloysitic clays is often sensitive to va-iations in moisture
content. Remoulded strengths may be significantly lower than insiti strength.
6.2

Soil Classification Tests

The laboratory test results indicate that many o f the soils tested are nigh plasticity clays, with
liquid limits commonly 61% to 111% and plasticity indices o f 22% to 62%.

Whilst

considerable care was taken in the test procedures, it is possible that the tesc results have been
influenced by the amorphous and halloysitic nature o f the clays.
6.3

Emerson Class Number

Emerson Class testing provides an indication o f the potential for dispersive behaviour (the
tendency o f the clay fraction in the soil to go into colloidal suspersion in water). Most
samples tested were Emerson Class 5 or 6, indicating generally non-dispersive soils.
6.4

California Bearing Ratio

Selected bulk sampk:s from test pits were tested to RTA test method T111. The test results
ranged from 2.5% to 10% (average 6.5%) with most samples in the rani,e 5% to 8%.
The field moisture contents (FMC) o f the samples in proposed cut/subgrade areas were
generally within 0 to 4.5% above Standard optimum moisture content (0MC). The moisture
contents o f samples from the existing highway subgrade ranged from —3% to +7% o f OMC.
The moisture content and dry density test results may be affected by the characteristics o f the
clays as discussed in Section 6.1.
7

PRINCIPAL GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING CONSMERATIONS

The proposed route and interchange system involves a series o f cuts and some substantial
fills constructed on steep slopes to the ridge crest, some o f which have a high risk o f slope
instability.

The most northerly part o f the route is proposed as a viaduct partly to avoid

embankment construction on steep, potentially unstable slopes.
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Based on the investigation conducted to date and our experience with road construction
projects in the locality, the principal geotechnical considerations are considered to comprise:
potential slope instability o f embankments and/or retaining walls related to the

•

significant fill heights and the need to found on steep slopes affected by groundwater
seepage and potential instability.
potential slope instability in cuttings due to the deep weathering profile, the jointing

•

patterns in the rock or groundwater seepage at the interface o f i n d i i d u a l lava flows.
the incidence o f boulders and/or high strength basalt within proposed cuttings, possibly

•

requiring blasting to assist excavation and rock-breaking to allow re-use as fill material.
•

potential earthworks construction difficulties associated with the loco clay mineralogy.

•

achieving adequate foundations for structures, particularly the viaduct section which
must be founded on steep, potentially unstable slopes.
ENGINEERING CONSIDERATIONS FOR CUTTINGS

8
8.1

Materials and Excavation Characteristics

The subsurface conditions in the cuts are interpreted to be generally deep residual soil and
extremely/very low strength basalt with frequent high strength basalt cobbles and boulders.
Some high strength rock is expected in the base o f deeper cuttings. High groundwater levels
in proposed cuttings are not generally expected based on present information, however some
perched water levels may be intersected. The expected excavation conditions based on the
investigation to date are summarised below:
Highway Alignment
Ch 27200 to 27500
Southbound

Cut to 8m

Residual soil over distinctly weathered rock at about
1.5m. Possibly high strength rock within cut.

Ch 27700 to 27850
Southbound

Cut to 7m

BH101 and BH102 indicate soil and extremely/very
low strength rock above 4m to 5m depth, over high to
very high strength rock.

Ch 29750 to 30200
Southbound and
Northbound

Cut to 8m

Seismic survey indicates no continuous high strength
rock within the proposed cut depth.
BH103 indicates:
• residual soil/extremely low strength rock with
basalt cobbles/boulders to about 6.5m depth.
Interlayered
•
very low to very high strength basalt
below 6.5m depth within the cut zone.
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Possum Creek Road Interchange
South-bound on-ramp
MOE1 Ch 0 to 125
Ch 125 to 210

Cut to 7m
Cut to 2m

TP104 indicates shallow residual soil over distinctly
weathered rock to about 2m (present investigation
limit).

Sunnvcrest Lane Link
MOF1 Ch 0 to 120
Ch 120 to 200

Cut to 10m
Cut to 3m

TP102 and TP103 indicate soil t_o limit of
investigation at 5.5m. Some basalt gravel, cobbles,
and boulders.
BH100 and BH104 (located about 75m distant)
encountered high strength and very high strength rock
below 5.5m.

Cut to 6m
(widening
existing
cutting)

TP102 indicates soil to greater than 5m. Some basalt
gravel, cobbles, and boulders. The existing road
cutting (10m apparent height) exposes extremely low
strength basalt with low strength corestones.

North-bound on-ramp
M O G I Ch 0 to 60

Fowlers Lane Interchange
North-bound off-ramp
MOP1 Ch 200 to 350

Western link road
(to Coolamon Scenic
Drive)
MOS1 Ch 300 to 480
South-bound off-ramp
MOT1 Ch 100 to 450

Cut to 8m

TP118 (2.7m deep) indicates residual soil/extremely
low strength basalt to 2m, underlain by very low to
medium strength fractured basalt.
Nearby BH109 indicates very low strength basalt to
greater than 8m depth.

Cut to 5m

TP120 indicates Soil and extremely/very low strength
basalt to about l m depth, then fractured medium
strength basalt to 3.6m (limit o f investigation).

Cuts to 9m

TP126 and TP127 indicate residual clay and extremely
low to very low strength basalt t.o at least 4.5m depth,
similar to material exposed in existing road cuttings.

Cut to 8m

TP123 and TP122 indicate
with cobbles and
boulders to 4.5m to 5.5m depth.
BH103 indicates some high tc., very high strength
basalt from about 7m to 8m depth.

Coolamon Scenic Drive
North-bound on-ramp
MOW1 Ch 30 to 150

Current information indicates that the incidence o f high strength or stronger basalt is likely to
be restricted to the bases o f the deeper cuttings. Preliminary assessment using qualitative
methods that consider rock strength, rock weathering, defect spacing and seismic velocity
suggests that high/very high strength basalt is marginally rippabie if pre-blasted to loosen
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rock. However, from our practical experience with this rock, we believe blasting will be
required for effective excavation o f high or greater strength basalt. Large excavators
equipped with hydraulic rock breakers should be suitable for trimming faces.

Blasting

operations will be required to comply with Australian Standard (AS2187.2 — 1993) and
statutory requirements.
Low and medium strength basalt may be rippable using a Class 200C crawler tractor (about

1

Caterpillar D9N size). The controlling factor for practical rippabilitv in this material will be
defect spacing, which varies widely in the core from the boreholes.
8.2

Boulder Size & Distribution

Within the residual clays to be excavated are basalt cobbles and baulders, which vary
randomly in size and distribution.

We understand that in the ri-cently constructed

Ewingsdale to Tyagarah Realignment, subrounded to subangular, h;gh strength boulders
accounted for about 20% o f the total volume o f excavated material.

Based on our

observations from a limited number o f test pits, we judge that a similar total

olume of

boulders should be expected in excavations. Boulders judged to be tip to 1 m were observed
in the test pits and road cuttings.
8.3

1

C u t B a t t e r Slopes

Engineering assessment o f batter slope stability is inherently uncertain due to variability of
the cut materials. On the basis o f the current surface mapping, subsurface investigation and
observations o f the performance o f existing road cuttings, the following maximum cut batter
slopes are considered generally appropriate.

Cut batters at these slcpes should include

benches o f at least 3m width at 8m vertical height intervals.
Soil and Extremely low strength Rock

2 H : 1V

Very low strength Rock

1.5H: IV

Low strength Rock

1H : 1V

The investigation suggests that cuttings will be mainly through residual clays and extremely
and very low strength basalt, with possibly stronger rock in the deeper cuts. We understand
that engineering concept design has been based on an average batter slope o f 2H:1V, which
we consider to be appropriate for the anticipated conditions and depths o f cuts. Some
allowance should be made for removal o f boulders.
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Local instability o f cut batters may occur as a result o f defects in the rock mass or
groundwater seepage. Local reinforcement by rock bolting, soil nailing and/or shotcrete may
be required for locally poor and variable conditions.
Drainage and slope protection measures will be required to reduce erosion and the risk of
local instability. Grassing, possibly incorporating spray-grass or pinned fibre mesh covering
should be carried out immediately following placement o f topsoil to minimise potential for
rutting and scouring o f cut batter surfaces.
9
9.1

ENGINEERING CONSIDERATIONS FOR EMBANKMENT STABILITY
Global Stability o f Embankments and Retaining Walls

The current highway alignment generally runs along a ridgeline. The proposed upgrading
will cross undulating terrain off the ridgeline, requiring significant fill depths to be placed on
steep slopes. The natural slopes have a history o f instability associated with the incidence of
springs. There are areas o f identified or suspected slope instability on the steep north-facing
slopes o f St Helena Hill. Some o f the identified slope instability appears r.o be close to or
within the proposed embankment footprint. The collapsing soil conditions encountered in
TP125 may be evidence o f local landslip. Fractured/shear zones detected in some boreholes
may be indications o f deeper-seated slope instability than the relativey shallower landslip
mechanisms inferred from ground surface observations.
These features will require careful evaluation for stability o f fill embankments. In addition to
the risk o f construction on unstable slopes, the construction o deep fill embankments can
mobilise instability in presently stable slopes, particularly where groundwater seepage is
present. Fills embankment design and construction will require careful evaluation of:

1

•

stability o f the existing slope;

•

benching o f fill platforms;

•

potential effects o f fill platform on existing slope stability;

•

groundwater and drainage.

Typically, management o f embankment instability risk on sloping giouno requires:
•

embankment foundations to be prepared by excavating horizomal benches into the
existing slopes;

•

provision o f adequate subsurface drainage at the embankment foundation in areas where
seepage is detected or suspected;

•

construction o f embankment batters at not steeper than about 2H: 1V.
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However, there are areas in the proposed route where additional design measures may be
required, because o f one or more o f the following:
•

significant embankment heights,

•

the steep ground slope on which the embankment is to be constructed,

•

the subsurface (foundation) conditions for the proposed embankment

•

the presence o f springs and/or existing slope instability

Where embankments are required on steep slopes, adopting reinforcea soil embankments to
achieve steeper batter slopes can reduce the surcharge on the slope and the lateral footprint of
the embankment. This may reduce the risk o f slope instability.
On steep slopes with a weathered rock foundation at relatively shallow depth, a retaining
wall solution may provide a lower risk option. An elevated structure (viaduct) may be a
preferable option on steep slopes that are affected by existing slope instability, or have a deep
soil profile and spring activity (and hence have a high risk o f experiencing slope instability if
surcharged.).
These factors and the very high embankments that would otherwise be required have been a
contributing factor in the selection o f a viaduct structure between Ch 31,114 and Ch 31,420.
At this

stage,

investigation

has comprised test pits ex:;avated at proposed high

embankment/retaining wall sites. Detailed site investigation comprising further test pits,
boreholes and insitu testing will be required to assist analysis and design in order to assess
the least risk construction options in several areas where high embankments and retaining
walls are presently proposed.
9.2

Embankment Batter Slopes

The recommended maximum batter slope for embankments constructed using material from
proposed cuttings, and which are not intended to be retained or reinforced, is 2H to 1V.
Steeper batter slopes may be possible for:
•

imported material, depending on material type and grading, and the maintenance
program adopted, or;

•

reinforced soils, provided that adequate facing/cover is provided to the batter slopes to
reduce erosion.

Surface and subsurfi!ce drainage and slope protection measures will be required to reduce
erosion and the risk o f slope instability.
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Measurement o f Emerson Class Number for samples o f clays (which comprise the dominant
component o f the soils profile) derived from the upper levels o f proposed cuts indicated that
the materials generally have a low potential for dispersion.

However, reference to the

Lismore-Ballina Soil Landscape Series Sheet (Morand, 1994) indicates moderate to high
dispersion potential and moderate erosion hazard (concentrated flows) for both topsoil and
subsoil units o f the Ewingsdale Soil Landscape. We therefore, anticipate that these soils will
present an erosion hazard in at least some areas.

As a consequence, construction works

should include:
Lined catch drains at cut crests and intermediate benches (spaced to reflect the respective

•

batter catchment and runoff potential as well as stabilit, concerns).
Prompt surface protection (such as spray mulch or temporary bituminous coating) during

•

the excavation process rather than at the end o f works.
Establishment o f vegetation cover o f soil batters to snit the sigh intensity rainfall

•

conditions o f the North Coast.
10
10.1

ENGINEERING CONSIDERATIONS FOR EARTHWORKS
Properties o f Excavated Material as Fill

Based on the Emerson test results and the clay mineralogy results, the site soils appear to

1

have a low potential for dispersion. The main difficulties for embankment construction are
expected to arise from the amorphous (gel-like) structure o f the clays and the presence of
halloysites.

Whilst these soils produce suitable fill material for road works, they require

appropriate construction techniques and compaction control.
Unlike clays with a well defined mineral chemical structure, amorphous and halloysitic soils
do not have a unique moisture/density relationship for a given compactive effort. It can
change depending on the moisture history o f the material.

Compaction testing at field

moisture will generally yield a lower maximum dry density and higher optimum moisture

1

content than compaction testing carried out when the same soil has been dried prior to
laboratory testing (as is routine). To produce compaction curves that are representative of
field conditions sample dehydration must be avoided. Reworking o f material after initial
compaction m a y have the affect o f lowering optimum moisture content and raising maximum
dry density.
Laboratory testing indicates field moisture contents o f the highly plastic clays from proposed
cut zones generally above Standard optimum moisture content R T A specification typically
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requires material to be compacted at 60% to 90% o f Standard optimum moisture content.
W e suggest that the upper limit should be increased to 100% to reduce the effects of
dehydration. I f material is placed at or less than Standard optimum moisture content, then
compaction testing can be conducted using RTA Test T162 (HiIf Method) which requires
significantly less soil drying than other methods. Nevertheless some drying back o f material
is still likely to be needed to determine Standard optimum moisture content.
During periods o f even mildly wet weather, construction machinery is likely to experience
difficulties trafficking the site.

Drainage may be needed to reduce water ingress.

Considering the high seasonal rainfall in this locality, it would be prudent to program
earthworks for the drier winter season.
10.2

Treatment o f Boulders and Hard Rock

Plant will be needed to reduce boulders to a size that can be utilised for site earthworks.
Experience on the adjacent Ewingsdale to Tyagarah section indicates that a minimum size of
300mm to 400mm was achievable with a rockbreaker. We understand that basalt boulders of
this size were used at the base o f embankments on the adjacent Ewingsdale to Tyagarah
upgrade and could also be used for batter protection or working platforms. It m a y be feasible
to further break down boulders using crushing plant so that the materials could be more
readily incorporated into the general fill embankment construction. Both rock-breaking and
crushing operations would have potential implications in relation to noise and vibrations
affecting sensitive sites.
Compacted ripped or blasted rock could bulk to 10% to 50% more volume than intact rock,
depending on the material strength, blast pattern, compactive effort and equipment type.

10.3

Topsoil and Unsuitable Material

The depths o f topsoil intersected in the boreholes and test pits was generally about 0.2m,
increasing to 0.3m to 0.5m on steeper slopes. The topsoil was typically silty clay with no
significant organics. Some unsuitable inclusions were encountered in TP128 in the existing
fill embankment.
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10.4 Potential Acid Sulfate Soils
Estuarine sediment in coastal N S W from the Holocene geological age contains iron pyrite, a
contributing factor in the formation o f acid sulfate soils. These sediments are typically found
below 5m A H D in coastal/floodplain areas. The Soil Conservation Services NSW Byron Bay
Risk map indicates that there is no known occurrence o f acid sulfate soi is in the study area,
which is consistent with the elevation o f the site and the absence o f estuarine sediments.
10.5

Select Material

N o potential source o f select material has been identified in the investigation.

Small

quantities may be available from breaking down basalt boulders and high strength material
excavated from cuttings, however, experience indicates that weathered basalt is generally not
suitable as select material, even with chemical additives.
Suitable aggregate materials are available from local quarries in the Ballina, Lismore and
Tweed River areas and the Gold Coast. Fine aggregate (sand) is known to be available from
Batson's quarry at Broken Head.

Base, sub-base and select materials are available from

chert/metasediment quarries in the Myocum, Mullimbimby and Billinuugel areas and basalt
from the Comdale, Lismore and Ballina areas.
11

ENGINEERING CONSIDERATIONS FOR STRUCTURES

11.1
11.1.1

Overpass and Underpass Structures
Possum Creek Road Overpass Bridge

The Possum Creek Road interchange incorporates a bridge spanning the proposed highway.
The boreholes at the proposed abutments and central pier indicate:
Unit 1

Residual soil and extremely low strength basalt co about 4m to 5m depth.
(Absent at the central pier, which is in an existing cutting).

Unit 2

High/very high strength basalt at least 5m thick, iractured to highly fractured
with some clay seams. Boreholes at the western abutment and central pier
terminated in this stratum.

Unit 3

Below the high strength basalt, boreholes on the eastern abutment encountered
about 5m thickness o f very low to low strength basalt.

Unit 4

Below about 15m depth basalt ranged from low to very high strength.
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Bored piers founded on Unit 2 rock should provide an adequate foundation, provided pier
diameters and bearing pressures are selected to limit the load transmitted to the underlying
weaker Unit 3 rock. Footing designs requiring high serviceability bearing pressures should
found at least 2.5 footing widths/diameters above the underlying Unit 3 rock.
Pad footings using lower design bearing pressures may be suitable at the abutments.

Pad

footings on rock are feasible at the central pier where the existing highway cutting has
removed a significant depth o f Unit 1 soil above the Unit 2 rock.

11.1.2 Fowlers Lane Underpass
The proposed underpass at the Fowlers Lane interchange will require excavation about 8m
beneath existing highway level. The underpass may comprise an arch culvert, o r a single
span bridge. Boreholes BH108 to BH110 indicate:
Unit 1

Residual soil and extremely low strength rock to about 8m to 10m below
existing ground level.

Unit 2

Very low to low strength basalt to about 16m to 17m.

Unit 3

Medium strength to very high strength basalt (often highly fractured with clay
seams).

Given the depth to Unit 3 rock, shallow strip footings or pier and beam footings founded
within the Unit 1 material may be an economic alternative to deep piers. We understand that
an arch culvert may be adopted in preference to a single span bridge a'. this location.

11.1.3 Preliminary Geotechnical Design Parameters
As a preliminary guide, the following range o f geotechnicai parameters are expected to be
appropriate for design o f footings for bridging structures.

Design Parameter

Serviceability End Bearing Pressure (kPa)
Serviceability Shaft Adhesion (kPa)

Residual
Clay

Very Low
Strength Basalt

High Strength
Basalt

150-250

1000-1500

3000-6000

15-25

100-150

300-600

Final design parameters will depend on the defects present in the ;-ock at specific footing
locations and should be assessed on the basis o f proof drilling at specific footing locations.
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Proposed Viaduct

The proposed viaduct extends for some 306m, elevated about 20m above ground level.
Spans are likely to be 35m to 45m. Boreholes BH113 to BH119 inclusive located at intervals
along the alignment encountered highly variable subsurface conditions, which are
summarised below:
BH113

Very high strength, slightly fractured basalt below abotit lin depth.

BH114

High strength fractured basalt below about l m depth.

BH115

Possible colluvium comprising low strength fractured basac or weaker material
to greater than 13m depth. Very high strength basalt below 13m depth.

BH116

Very low strength fractured basalt from about l m to 6m depth.
Medium strength, fractured to highly fractured basalt from 6m to 12m depth.
Very low strength, highly fractured basalt from 12:n to 13m depth.
High strength, slightly fractured basalt below 13m depth.

BH117

High to extremely high strength, highly fractured to fragmented basalt to 3m
Variable, mainly very low strength basalt from 3m tr. 9.5m.
Mainly high strength, slightly fractured basalt below 9.5m depth.

BH11S

Soil and highly weathered rock to 6m (possible collm ium)
Medium strength, highly fractured basalt to about 9in depth.
High strength, fractured to slightly fractured basalt to about l l m depth.
Low to medium strength, slightly fractured basalt to at least 13.5m depth.

BH119

Extremely to very low strength, highly fractured to fragmented basalt to 7m.
Improving gradationally to mainly high strength, fractured l:asalt below 9m.

1

Considering the high structural loads associated with the viaduct and the high risk o f slope
instability in the general ‘,7icinity o f the viaduct foundations, footings wiil likely need to be
founded on and socketed into high strength basalt. The depth to thiy, material appears to vary
from 1 m to more than 13m. Deep footings are likely to experience sgnificant lateral loads
due to soil creep. Maintaining the stability o f the footing excavations will be a significant
construction issue.

1

Considerable further and detailed investigation will be required at

specific support locations.

Proposed support locations may need to be altered to avoid

locally unstable areas.
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Retaining Structures

Selection o f retaining structures will require further investigation and detailed analysis.
Conventional retaining walls such as gabion or crib-block walls may be suitable for relatively
low walls, however, higher walls are likely to require reinforced soil construction. Specific
drainage measures will be required.

General considerations for the major structures are

provided below.
11.3.1 Ch 27,740m - Ch 28,100m
Between these chainages on the eastern side o f the route, the southbound off-ramp for the
Possum Creek Road interchange will traverse steep slopes surrounding a gully formed by a
natural spring-fed watercourse. There is an existing landslip near the head of the gully.
The higher parts o f the proposed road embankment will be retained. Test pits TP107, TP108,
TP109, and TP113 within the watercourse (about Ch 27,850m to Ch 27,900m) encountered
colluvial and/or residu& soil over basalt bedrock at 0.2m to 3.] al depth. Retaining structures
within the watercourse should be founded on an excavated, benched t•ock platform.
Test pits TP105, TP106, and TP114 were located where embankment heights will be lower.
These pits encountered residual soil with cobbles and boulders. Bedrock was not identified
in these pits, excavated up to 5.7m deep.
11.3.2 Ch 30,800 to Ch 30,950
The northbound carriageway will require embankments up to 14m high to be constructed
over steep slopes. Reinforced soil embankments or retained structures aie proposed. Test pits
TP135 to TP137 in this area penetrated colluvial soils comprising clay, gravelly clay, or
heterogeneous mixtures o f cobbles, gravel, and clay, with some boulders. Bedrock was not
identified in these pits, excavated up to 5.5m deep. Whilst no active- landslips were noted,
there are landslips in the general area. Considering the deep soil rrofile, these transported
soils are judged to have a high risk o f slope instability. Further site investigation will be
required to assist analysis and design in order to assess the least risk construction options in
this area.
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ENGINEERING CONSIDERATIONS F O R PAVEMENTS
N e w Pavements

We recommend a preliminary design CBR o f 5% based on the test re-,ults and experience
with similar basaltic soils. We expect that this CBR can generally be obtained in cuttings
and in embankments where adequate blending o f materials occurs. There will be local areas
where the insitu CBR is less than the design CBR.

We note that the RTA construction

practice includes subgrade replacement to 0.9m depth for a 10m length at cut/fill transitions
to allow for this. This length may need to be extended at some locations.

I

The natural clay soils along the proposed road alignment are highly plastic and potentially
reactive (sensitive to changes in moisture content). Appropriate surface and subsurface
drainage will be essential to reduce the impact o f reactive soil movements.

12.2

Utilisation o f Existing Highway Pavement

In June 1997, the RTA conducted deflectograph testing on the existing Pacific Highway
through the study area. Based on this information and predicted future traffic, we estimate
that asphalt overlay required for the existing Pacific Highway will generally be 100mm to
150mm. Detailed analysis for final overlay design should be based on updated deflection
testing information.

13

FURTHER INVESTIGATION

Additional investigation and analysis are required for developmeat o f the engineering
concept design and detailed design studies. In addition to further boreholes, test pits and
seismic refraction surveys in areas where deeper cuts are now proposed, significant further
investigation will be required at:
•

final pier and abutment locations for the viaduct

•

proposed high embankments and retaining wall structures

Detailed modelling and analysis will be required to assess the least risk design options for
embankments and structures located on steep and potentially unstable ground. Further
investigation will require the construction o f temporary access tracks at many locations.
Hence the work should be carried out when the position o f the rcy_qe is finalised to avoid
unnecessary site disturbance.
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I M P O R T A N T INFORMATION

Your attention is drawn to the attachment entitled "Important Information About Your
Geotechnical Engineering Report". This document has been prepared by the Association of
Firms practising in the Geosciences; ASFE, of which Golder Associates Pty Ltd is a member.
15
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Geotechnical Services Are Performed for
Specific Purposes, Persons, and Projects

I

Geotechnical engineers structure their services to meet
the specific needs o f their clients. A geotechnical
engineering study conducted for a civil engineer may not
fulfil the needs o f a construction contractor or even
another civil engineer.
Because each geotechnical
engineering study is unique, each geotechnical
engineering report is unique, prepared solely for the
client.
N o one except y o u should rely on your
geotechnical engineering report without first conferring
with the geotechnical engineer who prepared it. A n d no
one — n o t even y o u — should apply the report for any
purpose o r project except the one originally
contemplated.

A Geotechnical Engineering Report Is Based
on A Unique Set o f Project-Specific Factors

11

11

Geotechnical engineers consider a number o f unique,
project-specific factors when establishing the scope o f a
study.
Typical factors include : the client's goals,
objectives, and risk management preferences; the general
nature o f the structure involved, its size, and
configuration; the location o f the structure on the site;
and other planned or existing site improvements, such as
access roads, parking lots, and underground utilities,
Unless the geotechnical engineer who conducted the
study specifically indicates otherwise, do not rely on a
geotechnical engineering report that w a s :
not prepared for you,
•
not prepared for your project,
•
not prepared for the specific site explored, or
•
before important project changes were
completed
•
made,
Typical change that can erode the reliability o f an
existing geotechnical engineering report include those
that affect:
the function o f the proposed structure, as when it's
•
changed from a parking garage to an office building,
or from a light industrial plant to a refrigerated
warehouse,
elevation, configuration, location, orientation, o r
•
weight o f the proposed structure,
composition o f the design team, or
•
project
ownership.
•

r

o

v

zomma.
n a e "ref.!

As a general rule, always inform your geotechnical
engineer o f project changes — even minor ones — and
request an assessment o f their impact. Geotechnical
Engineers cannot accept responsibility or liability for
problems that occur because their reports do not
consider developments o f which they were not informed

Subsurface Conditions Can Change
A geotechnical engineering report is based on conditions
that existed at the time the study was performed. D o not
rely on a geotechnical engineering report whose
adequacy may have been affected by : the passage of
time; by man-made events, such as construction on or
adjacent to the site; or by natural events, such as floods,
earthquakes, or groundwater fluctuations.
Always
the
geotechnical
engineer
before
applying
the
contact
determine
i
f
it
is
still
reliable.
minor
A
report to
amount
o f additional testing o r analysis could prevent major
problems.

Most Geotechnical Findings Are
Professional Opinions
Site exploration identifies subsurface conditions only at
those points where subsurface tests are conducted or
samples are taken. Geotechnical engineers review field
and laboratory data and then apply their professional
judgement to render an opinion about subsurface
conditions throughout the site.
Actual subsurface
conditions may differ — sometimes significantly
from
—
those indicated in your report.
Retaining the
geotechnical engineer who developed your report to
provide construction observation is the most effective
method o f managing the risks associated with
unanticipated conditions.

A Report's Recommendations Are N o t Final
Do not overrely on the construction recommendations
included in your report. Those recommendations are not
final, because geotechnical engineers develop them
principally from judgement and opinion. Geotechnical
engineers can finalise their recommendations only by
observing actual subsurface conditions revealed during
construction. The geotechnical engineer who developed
y o u r report cannot assume responsibility or liability for
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Summary
The Roads and Traffic Authority o f NSW (RTA) is currently investigating a proposal to upgrade
the Pacific Highway between Bangalow and St. Helena. The upgrade would comprise the
addition o f a new carriageway to provide a four lane dual carriageway section, generally following
the existing alignment, incorporating grade separated interchanges at Possum Creek Road and
Fowlers Lane.

I

The nature and extent o f environmental impacts on agricultural properties between Bangalow and
St. Helena including those with direct frontage to the proposed upgraded route, and to associated
feeder roads have been assessed, the results o f which are documented in this working paper.
The properties affected fall into three general categories:
• horticultural, covering intensively managed tree crops such as macadamia and sub-tropical
stone fruit and bananas,
animal
oriented, including dairy and beef cattle and racehorses
•
homestay
establishment and forested family farms.
•
An environmental impact assessment o f the properties has shown that the most severe long term
impacts would be those associated with the loss o f land to a widened road, but this would not
critically interfere with ongoing property management. The land that would be lost on the
horticultural properties is all good quality agricultural land, and any peripheral effects would also
affect land o f similar quality. The land that would be lost to the grazing properties is o f mixed
grade but suitable for grazing.

I

The short-term impacts relate mainly to interference with access during construction, and the
potential for damaging runoff from the roadworks during heavy rain and storms. The effects can
be mitigated by:
• containing or safely re-directing silt laden runoff
• providing uninterrupted and appropriate access for the landowners, whether for heavy
transport, tourist or private car
• consulting with landowners regarding appropriate signposting for service providers
• understanding and anticipating seasonal changes in traffic flow particularly to the horticultural
properties
The presence o f banana properties along the corridor raises two particular environmental issues:
• that testing for soil contaminants has included land on the banana properties that will be
excavated,
that
appropriate officers o f NSW Agriculture are informed before work commences on banana
•
properties to conform to the requirements o f bunchy top and panama disease quarantine.

Wilkie Fleming & Associates Pty. Ltd
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1. Local Environment Plan Zoning along the Proposed Route
1.1 Definition of the Zones
Properties along the proposed route generally south o f the Fowlers Lane intersection lie within
Zone 1A (General Rural zone) defined by the Byron Local Environmental Plan (1988) as
amended to February 1999 under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.
Properties along the proposed route generally north o f the Fowlers Lane intersection lie within
Zone 7(d) (Scenic/Escarpment zone) under the same Plan.
The objectives o f the 1(a) general rural zone are:
To encourage and permit a range o f uses creating a pattern o f settlement, at a scale and
character that maintains or enhances the natural, economic, cultural, social and scenic amenity
o f the rural environment o f the Shire o f Byron
2 To encourage and permit a pattern o f settlement which does not adversely affect the quality of
life o f residents and visitors and maintains the rural character
3 To ensure development only occurs on land which is suitable for and economically capable of
that development and so as not to create conflicting uses
4 To allow the use o f land within the zone for agricultural purposes and for a range o f other
appropriate purposes whilst avoiding conflict between other uses and intensive agriculture
5 To identify lands which in the opinion o f the council possess a limited capability for more
intensive uses or development
6 To restrict the establishment o f inappropriate traffic generating uses along the main road
frontages other than in road side service areas
7 To ensure sound management o f land which has an extractive or mining industry potential
and to ensure that development does not adversely affect the potential o f any existing or
future extractive industry
8 To enable the provision o f rural tourist accommodation and facilities only where such
facilities are compatible with the form and density o f the nature o f the locality
9 To permit the development o f limited light industries which do not pose any adverse
environmental impact (eg. Software manufacture and film processing).
10 T o ensure that the development and use o f land (shown cross hatched on the accompanying
map) adjacent to areas o f significant vegetation and wildlife habitat do not result in any
degradation o f that significant vegetation and wildlife habitat, and that any development
conserves and protects and enhances the value o f the fauna and flora.
1

The objectives o f the 7(d) scenic/escarpment zone are:
1

2
3
4

To protect and enhance scenic qualities o f the Shire o f Byron which enhance the visual
amenity by controlling the choice and colour o f building materials, position and bulk of
buildings, access roads and landscaping
To prohibit development within the zone that is likely to have a visually disruptive effect on
the scenic quality and visual amenity o f the Shire
To enable development for certain purposes where such development would not have a
detrimental effect on the scenic quality and visual amenity o f the Shire
To minimise soil erosion from escarpment areas and prevent development in geologically
hazardous zones

Wilkie Fleming & Associates Pty. Ltd
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Agriculture, including clearing o f land, drainage and bushfire hazard reduction is amongst land
uses that may only be carried on with development consent. There are no activities that may
proceed without consent.
1.2 C u r r e n t C o m p l i a n c e w i t h t h e Zonation
Agricultural properties lying within Zone 1(a) have a range o f activities dominated by intensive
horticulture (macadamia, bananas, stone fruit, pecan) but including home stay, ornamental
landscaping and grazing. These are all permitted activities.
Agricultural properties lying within the Zone 7(d) are used for grazing only. Under the terms of
the Environmental Plan, any expansion or change o f agricultural activity would require
development consent, regardless o f the location of, or changes to, the highway.

2. Agricultural Land Use Zonation along Proposed Route
2.1 D e f i n i t i o n o f t h e L a n d U s e C a t e g o r i e s : N S W A g r i c u l t u r e Suitability
C l a s s e s : C l a s s i f i c a t i o n Criteria.

1

The general classification contained in the Rural Land Evaluation Manual (1988 N S W department
o f Planning) has been followed in this report, supported by criteria covered in Grosskopf s
Individual Farm Assessment (1995) guide.
This investigation has also taken account o f a 1998 Agricultural Land Classification Study —
Tweed Shire. The concern over scale o f mapping and the particular characteristics o f special class
land have been addressed by conducting individual property assessments regardless o f the size of
the property.
In the general classification:
•

Class 1 land is suitable for regular cultivation for grain crops and intensive horticulture. It has
only minor constraints to its use. It is generally level or only gently sloping, has deep well to
imperfectly drained soils with good water holding capacity that can be retained in good tilth,
moderate to high productivity and a low capacity for future damage from erosion, flooding,
salting o r climatic extremes.

•

Class 2 land is suitable for cultivation or cropping, but not suited to continuous cropping or
intensive horticulture (except perennial tree crops incorporating protective husbandry
techniques). Class 2 land can be land with only pockets o f Class 1 land in a landscape that is
not as good. Most frequently, however, it has specifically identifiable characteristics. The land
can be level to moderately steep, deep to moderately deep soils with a good water holding
capacity, favourable climatic and environmental conditions, low to only moderate and easily
corrected erosion hazard and a capacity to withstand any adverse effects from cultivation.

•

Class 3 land is suitable only for grazing, though in this region the suitability classification is
extended to permanent horticulture for tree crops under favourable conditions (Special Class).
Class 3 land is capable o f having pastures improved, and o f maintaining a high level of
productivity, but otherwise can be gently to steeply sloping, have shallow or deep, or have
well drained or poorly drained soils. The land has a low erosion hazard, but i f a hazard exists,
control works can ameliorate it.

•

Class 4 land is suitable for grazing but not cultivation. The land is hilly or rolling with steep or
moderately steep slopes, has slight to severe stoniness but not extreme. The erosion hazard is

1
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high and erosion control techniques are required. Soil physical handicaps are sufficiently
severe to preclude cultivation but will allow some year round pasture growth and other land
limitations may also exist.
•

Class 5 land is suitable only for rough grazing and has a very low productivity. The land can
have either one or a combination o f severe limitations, particularly slope, stoniness or
rockiness, erosion hazard, soil physical handicaps, flooding, high watertables or chemical
toxicity and deficiencies.

•

Special Class land is land, which, because o f a combination o f climate and soil, is well suited
to intensive production o f a crop or a narrow range o f crops whose special requirements limit
their successful culture to such land.

A general correlation exists between the land use capability and land slope, so that slope has
become an important indicator o f land class in this region. The slopes separating the 5 classes are
generally 2%, 8%, 15% and 33%. Special Class land in the northern rivers region is often similar
to Class 3 in terms o f slope but has the advantage o f kraznozem soils and a climate favourable for
intensive tree crop horticulture. The particular definition o f special class land continues to be
under review.

2.2 Disposition of Land Use Classes
The disposition o f land within the defined categories is shown on the Land Use Capability
Diagram 12.1.
Most land within the study area lies within Class 3 and the Special Class categories based mainly
on soil characteristics and slope. The land mapped as Special Class includes small areas o f Class 4
land on associated slopes where soil conservation measures (waterways, contoured roads, interrow grassed drainage ways), minimise the erosion potential.
There are minor areas o f Class 2 land generally restricted to gently inclined ridge crests.
Class 4 lands are mainly used for grazing, though on some properties there is regrowth dominated
by camphor and other secondary trees that is impacting the grazing potential.
Class 5 land is found on slopes exceeding 33%. It generally occupies steep sided gullies and
locally steep inclines below the highway location. Within the scenic zone, these lands are often
associated with surface instability.

3. Summary Description of Current Land Use
3.1 List of Properties, Areas and Land Use Classification
Agricultural properties with frontages to the defined section o f the proposed route, are listed in
Tables 3.1.1 and 3.1.2, which also show the distribution o f land use capability classes by
estimated area and as a percentage o f the total property area.
The distribution is typical o f the surrounding country, with most land having a capability for some
forms o f intensive horticulture, taking advantage o f the combination o f kraznozem soils and a
favourable climate (Special Class).
There is no Class 1 land, reflecting the locally rolling; to incised landscape.
Wilkie Fleming & Associates Pty. Ltd
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Table 3.1.1
E s t i m a t e d A r e a o f E a c h C l a s s (ha)
Area
( ha)

Special

Class 1

Class 2

Class 3

52
46.4
31.5

1.2
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
2.7

12.9
17.8
12.5

23.4
12.5
5.5

14.5
16.1
10.8

120.4*
6.1
69.4
3.8
20.3
67.5
35.1
4.8
9.6
11
9.4
3
34.4

74.7
2.5
69.4
1.1
12.8
26.2
22.2
3.1
3.4
7.4
3.5
0.7
1.3

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

13.3
0
0
0.4
1.9
5.4
3.1
0
0
0
0
2.3
2.4

2.7
1.6
0
2.3
2.3
35.9
0
0
2.7
2
4.3
0
9.3

19.5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2.3
1.6
1.6
0
10.3

10.2
2.0
0
0.0
3.4
0.0
9.8
1.7
1.2
0
0
0
11.1

Owner
Within Zone 7(d)
MRS. G & MR. AS WILTON
MR. RJ JOHNSTON
CORNELL HOLDINGS P/L
Within Zone 1(a)
ASHLEIGH HOLDINGS P/L
MR. RM & MRS. BF NIX
MR. THOMAS
MR. PR & MRS. RE WALTON
WORRIN PTY. LTD. (SCHULTZ)
MR. M. SINGH
MR. N. SINGH
M R . B. SINGH
MR. BA EATON
MRS. MP. ZORZI
MR. DE & MRS. BE POWELL
MR.RA&MRS.CA DELARDES
MR. DC & MRS. EA & MR. RJ
PARKS

Class 4 Class 5

T a b l e 3.1.2
Property

I
I
I

Classl

Class 2 Class 3 Class 4 Class 5 Special
Class
Area
Area
Area
Area
Area
(yo)
(0/)
(%)
(iyo)
(0/0)

Total Area
(Ha)

Area
(0/0)

52.0
46.40
31.50
120.40
6.10
69.4
3.8

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
8.6
11.1
0
0
10.5

24.8
38.4
39.7
2.2
26.2
0
60.5

45.0
26.9
17.5
16.2
0
0
0

27.9
34.7
34.3
8.5
32.8
0
0

2.3
0
0
62.0
41.0
100
29.0

20.3
67.5
35.1
4.8
9.6
11
9.4
3

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

9.3
8.0
8.8
0
0
0
0
76.7

11.1
53.2
0
0
28.1
18.2
45.7
0

0
0
0
0
24.0
14.6
17.0
0

16.7
0
27.9
35.4
12.5
0
0
0

63.0
38.8
63.3
64.6
35.4
67.3
37.3
23.3

34.4

0

7.0

27.0

29.9

32.3

3.8

MRS. G & MR. A.S WILTON
M R . RJ JOHNSTON
CORNELL HOLDINGS
ASHLEIGH HOLDINGS
M R . R.M & MRS. B.F. NIX
MR. THOMAS
MR.
P.R.
&
MRS.
R.E.
WALTON
WORR1N PTY. LTD. (SCHULTZ)
M R . M. SINGH
MR. N. SINGH
MR. B. SINGH
MR. BA EATON
MRS. MP. ZORZI
M R . DE & MRS. BE POWELL
MR.
R.A.
&
MRS.
C.A.
DELARDES
MR. D.C. & MRS. E.A. & MR.
R.J. PARKS
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3.2 List of Properties, Areas and Current Land Use
The current major forms o f land use on the listed properties are summarised in Table 3.2.1.
The various forms o f land use are clearly illustrated on four composite airphotos covering these
properties and contained in Section 12: Attachments.
Table 3.2.1

Owner

Within Zone 7(d)
MRS. G & MR. AS WILTON
MR. RJ JOHNSTON
CORNELL HOLDINGS P/L
Within Zone 1(a)
ASHLEIGH HOLDINGS P/L*
MR. RM & MRS. BF NIX
MR. THOMAS
MR. PR & MRS. RE WALTON
WORR1N PTY. LTD. (SCHULTZ)
MR. M. SINGH
MR. N. SINGH
MR. B. SINGH
MR. BA EATON
MRS. MP. ZORZI
MR. DE & MRS. BE POWELL
MR.RA&MRS.CA DELARDES
MR. DC & MRS. EA & MR. RJ
PARKS
* The Portion 16 immediately adjacent to

Estimated Area o f Each Class (ha)
Grazing Home
Stone
Root
Banana
fruit
gardens
incl.
trees
crop
gullies service
rotation
fallow

Area
( ha)

Maca
and
other
nuts

52
46.4
31.5

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

51.5
46.4
30

.5
0
1.5

120.4
6.1
69.4
3.8
20.3
67.5
35.1
4.8
9.6
11
9.4
3
34.4

70.2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
1.4
0
0
0
0
25.3
4.5
0
0
0
0
0

0
0.7
0
0
5.4
0
.4
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0.8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

40.2
3.0
100
3.8
13.0
63.5
9.4
0
9.6

10
.-)
0
0
1.9
4
0
0.3
0

10.5

0.5

0
0

9.4
3

33

1.4

the highway comprises 16 hectares planted to macadamia and pecan

3.3 Land Use Intensity
Five o f the properties examined are used in varying proportions for intensive horticulture. The
remaining properties are used for animal industry: dairy cows and pigs, beef cattle or racehorses,
for tourism home stay (Powell) or are forested family farms (Eaton and Zorzi).

4. Impacts Arising from Interference with Access
4.1 Intensity of Potential Impacts on Access During Construction
The impacts are rated on the basis o f moderate, minor or nil. The intensity o f the potential impact
will depend on the degree to which the normal flow o f business may be disrupted, including the
categories o f vehicles that are involved and the intensity o f daily movements. The intensity will
also depend on where the property lies with respect to the highway. If the property is located on a
higher level than the highway, disruption will mainly affect amenity. If the property is located on
a lower level than the highway, construction may affect both amenity and drainage on to the
property.
Wilkie Fleming & Associates Pty. Ltd
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A rating o f the potential for construction impact on each property is shown in Table 4.1.1. where
the categories moderate, minor and nil have the following interpretation:
Moderate:
Minor:
Nil:

Commerce has the potential to be disrupted; signposting may be required during
construction; a permanent realignment for access will be required
Mainly personal inconvenience; signposting may be required; only minor
alteration to access will be required
Access will not be impaired
Table 4.1.1

Property

I

Nix
Powell
Schultz
N.Singh
B.Singh
Delardes
Eaton
Zorzi
M.Singh
Ashleigh
Thomas
Walton
Wilton
Parks
Cornell
Johnston

Intensity o f the Impact
Business
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Minor
Minor
Minor
Minor
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

Private
Moderate
Minor
Moderate
Minor
Minor
Moderate
Minor
Minor
Minor
Minor
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

Major type
o f vehicle

Comment

Car, truck
Car
Truck, car
Truck, car
Truck, car
Car, truck
Car
Car
Car, truck
Car
Truck, car
Car
Car, truck
Car, truck
Car
Car

steep driveway down from hwy.
homestay tourism, below hwy.
refrigerated truck, truck, car
daily produce movement
daily produce movement
livestock transport, car
forested farm, below hwy.
mainly personal
access to another road
alternative heavy vehicle access
access to another road
access to another road
access to another road
access to another road
access to another road
access via adjacent land

Protective drainage works during construction, to prevent runoff containing silt and debris from
entering the driveways, can mitigate the effects on properties below road level.
The Powell property is an established homestay destination that depends on a clearly defined entry
for the convenience o f visitors. The gravity water supply tank is also located near the highway
entry. An appropriate sign will be required for the convenience o f clients during construction.

a

The two Singh family banana properties transport banana bunches across the highway to a
common packing shed on a northern property several times daily during harvesting, which can
occur throughout the year. They will require suitable access to the highway during construction.

4.2 Potential Impacts on Access After Construction
The rating provided in Table 4.1.1 is a suitable guide for post-construction access requirements.
All o f the properties that have been rated as having interference to access will require some
permanent change to the existing highway access.

Wilkie Fleming & Associates Pty. Ltd
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5. Impacts Arising from Property Excisions
5.1 Loss of Perimeter Land
The engineering concept design plans indicate that individual land area excisions would be small.
In some properties the excision would result in an actual loss o f trees from existing plantings
together with a requirement to remove more to restore headlands.
Table 5.1.1 shows the total area o f land lost to excision as a percentage o f the overall area o f the
property, and as a percentage o f the better class o f agricultural land which is suitable for the
existing or more intensive forms o f land use.
Table 5.1.1
Estimated Land Areas Excised
Property
Ashleigh
Nix
Delardes
Schultz
N.Singh
B.Singh
M.Singh
Powell
Eaton
Zorzi
Thomas
Walton
Parks
Wilton
Cornell
Johnston

Area Excised or
Unavailable for planting
(ha)
1.65
0.3
0.47
0.27
1.48
0.28
2.93
0
0.12
0.14
1.15
0.69
0.67
1.91
0
3.08

%
Total
1.4
4.9
15.7
1.3
42
5.8
4.3
0
1.3
1.3
1.4
18.2
1.9
3.7
0
6.6

% of all
Special Class
or better land
2.2
12.0
15.7
1.6
5.8
9.0
4.3
0
2.0
1.5
1.4
18.2
5.2
0
0
/.2

Current Land Use
Pecan and macadamia
Bananas
Homestead and yards
Peaches and nectarines
Bananas
Bananas
Pasture
Landscaped grounds
Forest
Forested grounds
Pasture
Pasture
Pasture
Pasture
Forested grounds
Pasture

The impacts arising from the excision o f agriculturally useful land are greatest on the smaller
properties. Those properties on which the excisions account for over 9 % o f the better agricultural
land have the following land areas:
Nix
Delardes
B. Singh
Walton

6.1
3.0
4.8
3.8

hectare
hectare
hectare
hectare

Under the current Local Environment Plan, the minimum areas that can be subdivided for
agriculture in Zone 1(a) land is 40 hectare, and these small blocks were created earlier before this
plan became effective. Reducing the size o f these small blocks further will not create a precedent
under the LEP.
O f the other horticultural properties,
•
•
•

Ashleigh will lose land, planted trees and headlands within the planting
Nix will lose headland adjacent to the existing banana plantings
Schultz will lose land, planted trees and headlands within the planting.

Wilkie Fleming & Associates Pty. Ltd
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The two banana properties o f N.Singh and B. Singh will lose current headlands and this will
in turn impact the plantings.

The grazing properties o f Thomas, Walton, Parks, Wilton and Johnston each lose small but
variable amounts o f currently productive grazing land. The upgrade will have no effect on
internal movement and management o f stock. A new local road connecting Fowlers Lane with the
Coolamon Scenic Drive will excise pasture from the dairying property o f M.Singh. It will also
affect current access to the main paddocks for pasture renovation, which is a far more intensive
operation on the dairying property than it is for beef.
The Delardes property is highly specialised in its capacity as a racehorse spelling facility and stud.
The excisions from this property, together with Walton's, have the greatest impacts o f all
properties in terms o f the residual areas.

6. Interference with Water Supply and Drainage
6.1 Water Supply Including Dams
The proposed highway upgrading does not significantly impact basic water supply for any
property. However the highway is located along a ridge crest so runoff from construction areas
and unprotected batter slopes has the potential to cause siltation o f adjacent dams, wells and bores,
particularly during construction when surfaces are disturbed. In all cases the contractor can
mitigate the intensity o f potential impacts by careful management o f surface runoff.
Specifically, the gravity water tank for the Powell property is near the entry and should be
protected. There is a major water collection dam on the M.Singh property and another less
effective dam on the N.Singh banana plantation. Irrigation water is currently drawn from a
licensed stream on Ashleigh Holdings for a nursery and plantings.

1

The drainage lines feeding these dams subsequently flow into adjoining lands remote from the
highway so the potential does exist for uncontrolled silt runoff reaching properties other than
those being considered here.
There will be an increased dust hazard for rainwater collected from roofs during construction,
though this will be one aspect o f the overall dust nuisance that would be mitigated using suitable
construction techniques (watering o f loose surfaces).

6.2 Interference with Drainage
Cut and fill along the highway route would impact on existing local drainage. The potential effects
that can be mitigated during construction are:
•
•
•
•

Movement o f fine material during heavy rain into driveways and on to tree inter-rows and
pasture
Concentrated runoff from the road surface impacting adjacent plantings, possibly increasing
the erosion hazard along tree and plantation rows
Movement o f fine material in surface runoff fouling internal farm dams
Movement o f hydrocarbons from unprotected heavy equipment servicing bays into runoff

Wilkie Fleming & Associates Pty. Ltd
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7. Interference with Machinery and Stock Movement
The proposed upgrading does not bisect any property. The impact o f the works is peripheral.
Existing internal road systems will remain viable, however field headlands may have to be altered
to take account o f highway engineering encroachment, associated batter drainage and buffer
requirements.
There are several daily movements o f bananas from both Singh plantations to a packing house on
the M.Singh family property. Small trucks or utilities are used for transport. Provision will be
required for these movements during construction and in the final re-alignment design. From the
N.Singh plantation, a suitable point o f crossing will be the new Fowlers Lane interchange, and this
will in turn require the construction o f access from the property boundary to the interchange
roadway.
Bananas are also moved from both plantations to the packing shed in wet weather at a point near
the common boundary so continued entry o f traffic to the road can be anticipated.
Stock from the M.Singh family property have been used periodically to graze fallow land in the
banana plantation, crossing at the Fowlers Lane intersection. The new interchange will preclude
this movement, so the access road to the banana plantation should be o f a standard suitable for
periodic use by stock trucks as part o f ongoing management.

8. Interference
Requirements

from

External

Dust

and

Noise:

Buffer

Properties near the highway already experience a degree o f noise, fume and dust contamination.
The problem will be exacerbated for Delardes where even marginal widening o f the existing road
batter will impact the existing residence.
New road-cuts and fill batters would be stabilised with sustainable groundcover to prevent
erosion. It is expected that fencing lost to the highway upgrade will be replaced by stock proof
fencing along the agreed new alignments. Property owners with high value horticultural crops
such as the Ashleigh macadamias currently remote from, or hidden from the road will face
potential impacts arising from increased exposure to trespass. This source o f impact can be
addressed by replacing damaged screening vegetation where it already exists: the vegetation
screen not only provides privacy but it also acts to trap spray drift from routine plantation
operations.

9. Special Requirements of Banana Plantation Soil
Bunchy Top and Panama are devastating viral diseases o f bananas that can be transmitted through
infected stools and soil material. The opportunity for transmission o f the diseases off site exists
especially through the transport o f machinery on and o f f the orchard which has come in contact
with infected stools and soil material. On this basis therefore, there are quarantine restrictions
associated with the movement o f banana plant material. The contractors will be required to
maintain contact with NSW Agriculture before excavations are made into the banana plantations.
Pest and disease control in banana plantations has historically employed persistent soil chemicals,
specifically chlorinated hydrocarbons such as Aldrin and Endrin. Since the headlands are
commonly used for mixing chemicals, it is possible that hot spots could exist on land that may be
Wilkie Fleming & Associates Pty. Ltd
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excavated. Investigation o f this matter has been carried out by Maunsell McIntyre, the results of
which are reported in the Environmental Impact Statement (September 1999).
There are standard techniques for sampling banana soils and assaying for persistent chemicals
(EPA 1995), and prior directed sampling is required before excavation commences.

10. Property Management and Sources of Potential Impact:
A.
111
111

I

Horticultural Properties

A.10.1. Ashleigh Holdings Pty. Ltd.
A.10.1.1 Total Property Area, Land Use Capability and Current Land Use

A census o f macadamia trees by variety and block is shown in Table A.10.1.1.
Table A.10.1.1.
Macadamia Plantings: Varieties, Ages and Numbers
Ashleigh
Holdings

Old
Trees

Number

Crop

Variety

MACADAMIA
Block 1
Block 2
Block 3
Block 4
Block 5
Block 6
Block 7
Block 8
Block B
Block C
Block D

730
900
750
900
750
1000
820
800
850
1100
2350

Block E

1600

Block
Block
Block
Block

250
400
700
900

344, 741
344, 246. 741
344
344,741
344
344.741
344
344,741
A16,246
246, 344, A38
A4, 246, 344. 741,
333
741, 344, A38, A4,
Al6
A4, A16, A38, 333
A4, A16, A38
A4, A16, 246
A4, A16, A38, 246

4000

Mixed Varieties

New
Trees
Total
Pecans

Al
A2
A3
A4

18800

Age

Spacing

Area (ha)

13
13
12
12
12
1/
12
12
11
11
11

8*4
8*4
8*4
8*4
8*4
8*4
8*4
8*4
8*4
8*4
8*4

2.336
2.88
2.4
2.88
2.4
3.2
2.624
2.56
/.72
3.52
7.52

11

8*4

5.12

8
9
10
5

8*4
8*4
8*4
8*4

0.8
1.28
/24
2.88

Ito 2

8*4

12.8
60.16

36

O f these, only Blocks 1 and Block 2 are marginally affected, together with the small planting of

pecans.
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A . 1 0 . 1 . 2 C u r r e n t M a n a g e m e n t System
The property is operated as a major macadamia plantation integrating field production with
processing to the dry nut-in-shell stage.
Much o f the plantation has been established on moderate to strong slopes, and the tree rows have
been protected from erosion by grading the inter-rows and maintaining stable waterways to
remove excess rainfall and runoff.
All field operations are as far as possible mechanised and an internal road system is maintained in
a condition suitable for all weather mechanical access. The operating system utilises modern
equipment for pest management including under-tree and canopy spraying, pruning and
harvesting. Any interference to mechanisation is a source o f major interference to the effective
management o f the property.
The property nursery is irrigated from a licensed source on a small creek on the property and
irrigation is also used on mature trees during critical growth periods in spring.
A.10.1.3 S e a s o n a l Production Profile
The macadamia initiates flowers during May and the racemes appear from August to October. Nut
set is complete by November. The nut grows and makes strong demand on the tree for both
nutrition and moisture during the period from November until March-April, depending on variety.
Natural nut fall begins in March and continues depending on variety through until September.
Nut is harvested from the ground from March until August-September. During this period the
ground surface is kept clear under the trees to allow for a clean pickup by the harvesters.
Immediately following the completion o f harvest, the trees are pruned mechanically and the
prunings and inter-row grass is mulched to return organic matter to the soil. To the extent possible
as a result o f shading, grass or associated plant growth is encouraged until the next harvest season.
Since this interval coincides with the time o f year when storms and rain is most prevalent, the
orchard floor management program provides maximum protection from erosion.
Nut is processed to remove the husk and to dry the nut to a 10% moisture level. During the harvest
season there are constant movements o f fuel and equipment on to the property and dry nut-in-shell
from the property to the final processor. Transport uses conventional drive highway trucks.
A . 1 0 . 1 . 4 . S o u r c e s o f Construction Impacts
A.10.1.4.1 Permanent Loss of Trees on Planted Land and Headlands
The engineering concept design suggests that there will be 1.65 hectare o f land lost to the
roadworks or requiring re-allocation from plantings to headlands.
It has been estimated that 150 macadamia variety 344 will be lost either directly or when
headlands are re-located, together with a stand o f 36 pecan trees.
A.10.1.4.2 Transient Interference with Management
The roadworks are peripheral to the main part o f the property and will not directly impact the
internal traffic flow. They will impact directly on access to the residence but not to the processing
and machinery centre where alternative access is also available to the residence.
Wilkie Fleming & Associates Pty. Ltd
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The excision will require the re-alignment o f headlands along the affected perimeter and also
expose part o f the plantation not currently accessible to possible trespass. The plantation
operations include integrated pest management spraying that employs techniques consistent with
the control o f spray drift. The additional exposure should not impose any adverse impacts on the
traffic flow or construction activities, however temporary screening could be considered during
the detailed design stage.
A.10.1.4.4 Long Term Effects of Altered Traffic Conditions: Possum Creek Road
Interchange
The long-term effects will be minimal on operations, though there will be a permanent loss of
production from the trees that have been removed. A buffer zone including the new batters would
be required to screen plantation operations and to discourage trespass. All o f the new earthworks
including batter slopes and fill would be protected against erosion and exposure by a suitable
combination o f vegetation.

A.10.1.5. Effects of Defined Impacts
The main impact on the plantation resulting from the proposed upgrading would be the loss of
trees by direct excision o f land and by having to remove trees to create headlands.
Transient impacts could be mitigated, provided site drainage, the containment o f runoff and the
prevention o f erosion and wash during and after construction were all meticulously performed.
Runoff can directly hinder harvest, and accumulated silt can block and disrupt drainage. The
movement o f fine sediment into tree rows can also cause secondary effects on tree health. It can
interfere with the soil air/soil water balance, and the full impacts may take some time to appear
and result in the death o f trees remote from the construction site itself.

A.10.1.6 Potential Ameliorative Requirements
The construction contractors should be aware o f the following management factors:
•
•

1

•

•

•

the seasonal flow o f operations and the need for constant machine access to the tree rows for
harvesting and maintenance
Interruption to essential integrated pest management in one section o f a plantation can result
in a "hot spot" developing that becomes a source o f contamination to other parts o f the
planting
Harvesting is conducted on a prepared clean surface to minimise excessive debris and to
protect the topsoil. Nuts are also harvested regularly to prevent secondary kernel deterioration.
Wet wash o f fine soil from a construction site can stop mechanical harvesting and cause
financial loss through lower kernel recovery
The tree rows are cambered to the centre to reduce erosion under the trees and to conduct
runoff along vegetated inclines. The drainage system is essential for long term soil
conservation and is routinely maintained. Erosion control from the construction site during
and after operations must have high engineering priority.
New embankments and fill areas require vegetation to prevent erosion, to provide a buffer for
highway users from routine plantation operations and to screen the property from trespass.
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A.10.2. R.M. and B.F. Nix
A.10.2.1 Total Property Area, Land Use Capability and Current Land Use
The total property area is only 6.1 hectare. The property is operated as a family farm producing
bananas, stone fruit and field crop, currently sweet potato. The owners graze polo horses on the
headlands and adjacent paddocks.
The planted areas are shown in Table A.10.2.1
Table A.10.2.1
Planted Inventory: Mr. R.Nix
Crop

Numbers

1747
Bananas
Peaches
80
Nectarines
270
Sweet Potato

Variety

Age

New Prince
85/16

2
7
7

Spacing

Area

4*2
5*4
5*4

1.4 ha
0.16 ha
0.54 ha
0.8 ha

A.10.2.2 Current Management System
The property operates on a low input management system. Mechanisation is minimal and the
areas o f each crop are in the category o f small producer.
The main crop is bananas. The plants are grown on the contour on strongly sloping land to
minimise winter effects. Weeds are controlled by herbicide (Glyphosate® and Sprayseed®).
Diseases are controlled using small mounted spray units applying fungicide for leaf disease
control. Ground applications o f insecticide for borer control are applied by hand. There is no
irrigation.
Bunches are protected on emergence using plastic covers and the stems are propped where
necessary to prevent their collapse. Bunches are hand harvested and de-handed, dipped and
packed on the property. The system is labour intensive.
Stone fruit are grown in a small un-netted orchard. The main varieties are new prince and 85/16
nectarines. The same equipment used for the bananas is available for weed and pest control in the
stonefruit. Pruning is done by hand prior to new season flowering and flowers are manually
thinned. The yields are subject to fluctuation from bird and bat damage and seasonal disease.
The sweet potato is grown in a single field as a short-term cash crop.

A.10.2.3 Seasonal Production Profile
The bananas produce mainly during the spring to autumn months with the highest production in
summer. The stonefruit is harvested in spring while the sweet potato can be harvested from
autumn to spring depending on the time o f planting.
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A.10.2.4.Sources of Construction Impacts
A.10.2.4.1 Permanent Loss of Trees and Planted Land

1

The proposed upgrading would have only a small impact on the land area available for banana by
requiring a change in the headland. The other crop areas would be unaffected.

1

A.10.2.4.2 Permanent Loss of Land Required for Management
The impact on the property would be by way o f an alteration to the highway frontage with new
batters created below the highway.
A.10.2.4.3 Transient Interference with Management
Access would be impacted during construction when provision would be needed for adequate
light vehicle access to enable production to continue without interference.
A.10.2.4.4 Long Term Effects of Altered Traffic Conditions
In the long term the highway upgrade would cause a small loss o f land but would not significantly
change the aspect or the economic viability o f the property, which would remain low.

A.10.2.5 Effects of Defined Impacts
The loss o f land would translate to a loss o f banana plants and o f land suitable for bananas on the
upper slopes.

A.10.2.6 Potential Ameliorative Requirements
The construction impact would be limited to the actual peripheral loss o f land. Control over site
drainage and runoff would ameliorate any additional impacts on either the access or the crop land
from silt-laden runoff.
The horses would need protection should existing fencing be removed. The road contractors
should maintain liaison with the owners if periodic operations generate excessive noise or other
conditions likely to disturb the livestock.

A.10.3. Mr. N. Singh
A.10.3.1 Total Property Area, Land Use Capability and Current Land Use
The property has an overall area o f 35.1hectare and is operated as a commercial banana plantation
with a small planting (around 100 trees) o f stone fruit. The land capability classification is
predominantly special class though the plantings are also located on steeper Class 4 land.
An inventory is shown in Table A.10.3.1.

Wilkie Fleming & Associates Pty. Ltd
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I m p a c t Stud

Table A.10.3.1
Planting Inventory: Mr.N.Singh
Bananas

Total
Rotation

number

Variety

4890
4350
4075
2075

William
William
William
William

435
220
2580
6469
23010

Area (ha)

15
12
8
5

Spacing
(feet)
9*6
9*6
9*6
9*6

2.43
2.16
2.025
1.03

Ladyfinger
Ladyfinger
Ladyfinger

13
1/
5

10*10
10*10
9*15

0.4
0.2
4.86

Chinese Cavendish

10

9*6

3.24
16.4
8.9

age
Hybrids
Hybrids
Hybrids
Hybrids

A.10.3.2 Current Management System
The property is managed as a sole crop banana plantation. The stand is managed on a 10 to 15
year rotation so there is currently planned fallow within the property, which has been long
established and applies best practice for sustained production.
The land is extensively contoured and terraced for erosion control and the ground surface has been
heavily mulched for weed control, soil protection and fertility enhancement. Service roads are
graded and runoff directed into prepared side drains.
The main waterways through the property are vegetated and regrowth trees have been retained on
the lowest and steepest slopes. Water is harvested in a valley dam (partly silted) but this is
insufficient for irrigation.

A.10.3.3 Seasonal Production Profile
The property is a mature plantation, so while there is a strong summer bias to production, some
crop is produced throughout the year, and this is beneficial when prices are higher during winter.
The block is well drained and there is good air circulation so frost is not a limitation.

A.10.3.4.Sources of Construction Impacts
A.10.3.4.1 Permanent Loss of Trees and Planted Land
The proposed upgrade would result in a small excision o f land near the existing highway
boundary. The excision would have a minor impact on operations within the plantation since it
would be confined entirely to the affected perimeter.
A.10.3.4.2 Transient Interference with Management
Banana bunches are transported from the block across the highway to a packing shed on the
family property o f M.Singh (which includes Punjab Piggery Stud) for grading and dispatch to
market. This transport corridor must remain open during construction and consultation between
the site engineers and the proprietor should be able to ensure this safe passage.
Wilkie Fleming & Associates Pty. Ltd
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There are two access points used for bunch transport, and both or either can be used depending on
the sector o f the plantation being harvested. One is at Browns Lane and the other near the
common boundary with B.Singh. Traffic movements can be 5 to 6 per day using two vehicles.
The plantation operations include integrated pest management spraying that employs techniques
consistent with the control o f spray drift. The additional exposure should not impose any adverse
impacts on the traffic flow or construction activities.
A.10.3.4.4 Long Term Effects of Altered Traffic Conditions: Fowlers Lane Interchange
Provision would be required for an all weather vehicle road to connect the plantation with this
interchange so that produce could be transported safely on the new alignment. The all weather
access road would also be used periodically by cattle trucks from this property. It is standard
practice in banana plantations to cyclically rest part o f the plantings to interrupt the build-up of
weed and pest populations. Cattle from the family property o f M. Singh have been traditionally
pastured on the fallow as part o f the soil rehabilitation process.
A.10.3.5. Potential Ameliorative Requirements
The major potential ameliorative requirements are:
• Consultation and agreement on transit across the highway at the Fowlers Lane interchange for
produce between the plantation and the Coolamon Scenic Drive packhouse on the M.Singh
family property
• Care and prevention against potential runoff and erosion from the construction site into the
contoured plantings and down the graded access roads
Minimisation
o f potential runoff from the construction site to secure water quality in the
•
property dam.
A . 1 0 . 4 . Mr. B. Singh
A.10.4.1 Total Property Area, Land U s e Capability a n d C u r r e n t Land Use
The property has a total area o f 4.8 hectare o f which it is estimated 4 hectare is planted to bananas
on Special Class land. The variety is William's Hybrid.
A . 1 0 . 4 . 2 C u r r e n t M a n a g e m e n t System
The property is operated as a commercial banana plantation and utilises techniques and facilities
similar to those o f the adjoining larger property. Some sales are made directly to the passing trade
from the house near the highway frontage.
A . 1 0 . 4 . 3 S e a s o n a l Production Profile
The plantation is mature so there is some production throughout the year although the main
production interval is during summer.

Wilkie Fleming & Associates Pty. Ltd
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A.10.4.4.Sources of Construction Impacts
A 10.4.4.1 Permanent Loss of Trees and Planted Land
There would be a small excision o f land from the margin o f the property as a result o f upgrading.
However the engineering concept design shows that the property would continue to have a near
level access to the highway.
A.10.4.4.2 Transient Interference with Management
The property also utilises the M.Singh family property packhouse so several traffic movements
can take place daily from this plantation on to the highway.
The plantation operations include integrated pest management spraying that employs techniques
consistent with the control o f spray drift. The additional exposure should not impose any adverse
impacts on passing traffic or construction activities.

A.10.4.5. Potential Ameliorative Requirements
The main ameliorative requirements are similar to those o f the adjoining plantation:
•
•

Consultation and agreement on transit across the construction site for produce between the
plantation and the M.Singh Coolamon Scenic Drive packhouse
Care and prevention against potential runoff and erosion from the construction site into the
contoured plantings and down the graded access roads

A. 10.5 Mr. G. Schultz:
A10.5.1 Total Property Area, Land Use Capability and Current Land Use
The property has a total area o f 20.3 hectares and includes Class 2, Class3, Class 5 and Special
Class land. It is estimated that approximately 5.5 hectares is planted out to tropical peach and
tropical nectarine o f mixed varieties.
A breakdown o f the orchard is shown in Table A10.5.1.

B10.5.2 Current Management System
The Schultz orchards comprise a specialised planting o f low chill stonefruit. The orchards are
operated at a high technical level, including soil moisture monitoring for irrigation control,
integrated pest management and intensive nutrition monitoring. The source o f irrigation water is a
large licensed dam on the property that is remote from the road.

A.10.5.3 Seasonal Production Profile
The peach harvest commences in September and harvesting o f both peaches and nectarines
continues until December. During this time there are multiple daily traffic movements o f pickers
and packing shed employees to and from the orchard together with refrigerated transport loading
palletted produce. There is only one access road
— Sunnycrest Lane — so all construction activity
on the lane will directly impact traffic flow to this property.
Wilkie Fleming & Associates Pty. Ltd
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Table A10.5.1
Crop

Variety

Number

Age

Spacing (m)

Area (Ha)

Peaches

Tropic Beauty
Florda Prince
Tropic Beauty
Sundowner
87-3

175
690
680
300
180
2025

4
10
5
10
3

4.2*2.4
4.2*2.2
4.2*2.2
4.2*2.2
4.2*2.2

0.18
0.64
0.63
0.28
0.17
1.89

Sunwright
Sunracyer
87-4
88-4
88-4
82-23, Suncoast, 82-17
5-15
White Sap
Sunracyer
Sunracyer
Sunracyer

335
360
380
710
44
330

6
6
1.5
I
8

4.2*2.2
4.2*2.2
4.2*2.2
4.2*2.2
4.2*2.2
4.2*2.2
4.2*2.2
4.2*2.2
4.2*2.2
4.2*2.2
4.2*2.2

0.31
0.33
0.35
0.66
0.04
0.30
0.28
0.42
0.26
0.43
0.16

Total
Nectarines

1

300

455
280
460
170

3
7

1
3

8
5

Total

3824

3.53

TOTAL

5849

5.42

A . 1 0 . 5 . 4 . S o u r c e s o f Construction Impacts
A.10.5.4.1 P e r m a n e n t Loss of T r e e s o n Planted Land a n d Headlands
The engineering concept design suggests that there would be 0.27 hectare o f land lost to the
roadworks or requiring re-allocation from plantings to headlands.
It has been estimated that 175 peaches, variety "tropic beauty" would be lost, together with a
small planting o f 10 macadamia trees.
A.10.5.4.2 Transient Interference with Management
The roadworks would take place at the only entrance to the property so there will be a direct
impact on access. Providing and maintaining suitable alternative access until roadworks are
completed will ameliorate the severity o f the impact.
A.10.5.4.4 Long Term Effects of Altered Traffic Conditions
The roadworks would be located at the front boundary o f the property. In addition to the loss of
trees, the realignment would expose the packing shed, equipment shed and second house directly
to the road frontage, whereas under existing conditions, these are protected within the property.
The exposure would impact the security o f the property, and particularly the contents o f the
equipment shed and house.

Wilkie Fleming & Associates Pty. Ltd
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A.10.5.5. Effects o f Defined Impacts
The main impact on the orchard arising from the proposed upgrading would be the loss o f trees by
direct excision o f land.
The impacts would be limited to those described provided site drainage, the containment o f runoff
and the prevention o f erosion and wash during and after construction were all performed
diligently.
A . 1 0 . 5 . 6 Potential Ameliorative Requirements
The construction contractors should be aware o f the following management factors:
•

•

B.

Recognise the seasonal flow o f operations and the need for constant machine access to the tree
rows for harvesting and maintenance: interference with the flow o f traffic and equipment to
the packing shed should not be necessary and needs to be avoided
While the main storage dams are located away from the proposed roadworks, measures should
be taken to contain runoff containing fine silt that could impact the dams through the internal
drainage system

Grazing Properties

B.10.6. Mr. M . S i n g h : G e n e r a l Analysis
B10.6.1 Total P r o p e r t y A r e a , Land Use Capability a n d C u r r e n t L a n d Use
The total property area is 67.5 hectare and it includes Class 3, Class 4 and Special Class land. The
whole property is under permanent pasture.
B 1 0 . 6 . 2 C u r r e n t M a n a g e m e n t System
The property is used for dairying with an attached stud piggery (Punjab Stud). The stock graze
open improved pasture and water is drawn from a large central dam. All o f the buildings and yards
are located on the Coolamon Scenic Drive frontage, where a central family packhouse is also
located, so there are no daily operations requiring direct access to the highway.
There are two gates on the highway frontage, which are used periodically by farm machinery for
pasture renovation. The management o f pasture for dairying is an intensive operation, and
ongoing access by equipment and fertiliser spreaders is essential for sound management. There is
a third gate near Fowlers lane used when cattle are moved to the N.Singh banana property from
time to time when grazing fallow. While cattle can be moved by truck to keep livestock o f f the
highway, special provisions may be required by way o f an internal road and modifications to the
fencing layout to allow farm machinery continued access to the paddocks.
B . 1 0 . 6 . 3 . S o u r c e s o f Construction Impacts
B10.6.3.1 Permanent Loss of Pasture Land
There would be a loss o f an estimated 2.93 hectares o f land along the existing highway perimeter
as a result o f the highway upgrading, and re-location o f a local road between Fowlers Lane and
Coolamon Scenic Drive.
Wilkie Fleming & Associates Pty. Ltd
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B10.6.3.2 Transient Interference with Management
The impacts described may be exacerbated during construction if runoff carrying fine sediment
were to flow through the lower valley on the property, silting the dam. This also has the potential
to affect a larger area o f pasture. Directing runoff away from the paddocks would mitigate the
impact if a suitable dispersal site is available. Otherwise a paddock audit should be undertaken
prior to the commencement o f construction so that the extent o f any chance contamination can be
accurately documented.
Dairy cows can lose production when they are stressed. This can be largely overcome by using the
highway paddocks during the night when machinery is not operating. However the owners should
be consulted prior to blasting or other operations that could cause alarm to the livestock.
B10.6.3.4 Long Term Effects of Altered Traffic Conditions: Local Road Construction
The long-term effects would be limited to loss o f pasture, and hence a diminished carrying
capacity. Provision would be required for continued access to the two gates for pasture
management.

B.10.6.4 Potential Ameliorative Requirements
The construction contractor should ensure that the potential for runoff containing sediment from
the highway is minimised to limit fouling o f either the pasture or water sources.

B.10.7 Mr.R.A. and Mrs. C.A. Delardes: General Analysis
B.10.7.1 Total Property Area, Land Use Capability and Current Land Use

1

The property has an area o f 3 hectare o f Class 2 land, all o f which is used for a specialised
racehorse spelling and stud enterprise.
B . 1 0 . 7 . 2 C u r r e n t M a n a g e m e n t System
The property is operated as a spelling, stud and rehabilitation complex for racehorses. It contains
handling facilities, yards, stalls and exercise track appropriate for the facility.

1

The property also contains an historic homestead which adds ambience to its well-designed
setting.

B.10.7.3 Sources of Construction Impacts
B.10.7.3.1 Effects of Noise and Irritation on Racehorses
The spelling complex requires control over noise, dust and other irritation for the racehorses. This
control may be lost during construction, and i f this appears likely, then temporary screening may
be sufficient to address this impact. The details should be negotiated prior to construction taking
place.

Wilkie Fleming & Associates Pty. Ltd
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B.10.7.3.2 Transient Interference with Management: Possum Creek Road Interchange
The transient effects o f construction could be severe in terms o f noise and disturbance o f the
horses.
Access via the Sunnycrest Lane access must be secured for clients and livestock transport during
construction.
B.10.7.4 Ameliorative Requirements
The principal requirement would be for open consultation between contractors and the enterprise
i f construction would be likely to cause excessive noise, vibration or other form o f irritation from
any source.
The contractors may have to evaluate at least temporary screening to deflect noise and dust until
permanent vegetation has been established on batters and construction faces.
B10.8.1 Mr. P. R. a n d Mrs. R.E. Walton

1

B10.8.1 Total Property Area, Land Use Capability a n d C u r r e n t L a n d Use
The property has an area o f 3.8 hectare o f Class 3 and Special Class land, all o f which is currently
used for grazing.
B10.8.2 Current M a n a g e m e n t System
There are two adjoining portions under the same ownership. One is used for cut flower production
and grazing, while that being considered here is used for grazing and is the site o f a water storage
tank providing gravity feed to both.
B10.8.3 S o u r c e s o f Construction Impacts
B10.8.3.1. Transient Interference with Management. Possum Creek Road Interchange
The land would be subject to excision on its southeast boundary by work on the highway itself
and by the Possum Creek interchange. It is estimated that the area involved would be about 0.69
hectare representing over 18% o f the area o f this small block.
Transient effects would be minor and amount to loss o f facility, increased noise and disturbance of
stock being grazed.
B10.8.4 Ameliorative Requirements
There are no ameliorative measures available for this particular property given its size and shape
with respect to the proposed Possum Creek interchange and associated highway upgrading works.

Wilkie Fleming & Associates Pty. Ltd
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B 1 0 . 9 Mrs. G. a n d Mr.A.S.Wilton,
Pty.Ltd., Mr. Thomas.

Mr.

R.J.Johnston,

Cornell

Holdings

Three o f these properties lie within the Zone 7(d) Scenic/Escarpment LEP classification. The
Cornell Holdings property has no direct frontage to the proposed highway upgrade but would be
minimally affected at its access point close to Ewingsdale.
The properties o f Wilton and Johnston are both used principally for grazing. The proposed
upgrading would excise moderately to steeply sloping grazing land along the highway alignment.
The loss in each case would impact the carrying capacity o f each property.
The Thomas property lies within Zone 1(a) close to Bangalow. It is used principally for grazing,
though the land is special class with potential for development for macadamia and some other
horticultural crops. The main impact would be the loss o f land along the route o f the highway
upgrade including the Possum Creek road interchange, and the subsequent loss o f carrying
capacity and potential plantation.

11. Planning Authorities

I

11.1 B y r o n S h i r e Council
The environmental department o f Byron Shire Council has indicated that it will be involved in
consultative workshops and meetings and in consideration o f the EIS.

1
1

1 1 . 2 D e p a r t m e n t o f U r b a n Affairs a n d Planning
The Department has provided the general guidelines for preparation o f environmental impact
assessments that are applied by the other planning authorities. In relation to this working paper,
DUAP advise that the EIS should specifically address key issues, which includes impacts on
existing agricultural resources, including farm fragmentation. It has expressed no specific
additional requirements apart from being represented at workshops and briefing sessions in order
to appraise planning aspects that may arise from time to time.
1 1 . 3 E n v i r o n m e n t Protection Authority
The EPA has a number o f statutory requirements affecting the proposed upgrading all o f which
would have impacts on the adjacent properties. The requirements are set out in the Environment
Protection Manual, code section Col for Construction Sites.
11.3.1 Controlling Soil Erosion
Controlling o f f site runoff, erosion and silt movement has been identified as a major contingent
impact on agricultural properties from the construction site. The constructing authority would be
required under the Clean Waters Act to file and maintain an erosion control plan.
This current appraisal has shown that potentially significant production losses could follow silt
and water contamination o f horticultural and grazing properties. The intensity o f the potential
effects can be mitigated by measures to control runoff.
Wilkie Fleming & Associates Pty. Ltd
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11.3.2 Controlling Dust
Dust would impact property residences and irritate farm workers i f it is generated over extended
periods. While farm operators apply measures (filtered tractor cabs, facemasks, protective clothing
and accreditation in handling chemicals) to combat worker contamination from registered farm
chemicals, high dust levels can diminish the effectiveness o f these conventional protection
measures.
The provisions o f the Clean Air Act can be invoked to ensure that construction contractors use
appropriate measures to wet down construction sites and to prevent undue dust emission.
11.3.3

Contaminated Agricultural land

The banana industry has a l o n g history o f using insecticides, nematicides and fungicides for pest
and disease control. In prior times these included persistent chlorinated hydrocarbon type
chemicals (Endrin, Aldrin).
The proposed upgrading would impact the Singh banana properties along their boundaries. It has
been common practice to mix chemicals on the headlands prior to their application in the stand, so
it is possible that soil removed from headlands during construction could contain these
contaminants.
To investigate the possibility o f this, Maunsell McIntyre has undertaken a soil sampling and
analysis study in the banana plantations o f Mr. N and B Singh and also in the Ashleigh Holdings
macadamia plantation. The results o f this study can be found in the Environmental Impact
Statement (September 1999).

11.4 NSW Agriculture
NSW Agriculture has provided guidelines for considering environmental impacts o f road
construction on agricultural land in addition to those provided by the Department o f Urban Affairs
and Planning. A major consideration has been the recognition that soils along the highway
location are usually kraznozems that have highly desirable structure and drainage for agricultural
purposes. This concern has been taken into account in the land classification segment o f the
current study.
N S W Agriculture has also drawn attention to the quarantine requirements o f banana planting
materials and attached soil, and liaison with a banana inspector will be required prior to
excavating in existing or former banana plantations.
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12.2 Byron Shire LEP Zoning
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12.3 Airphoto Prints Showing Current Land Use Patterns

Possum Creek Road
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Coolamon Scenic Drive t.;-•

St. Helena Road
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INTRODUCTION

1.0

The Pacific Highway passes through an attractive rural
landscape to the west o f Byron Bay in northern New
assesses the visual
implications o f upgrading a 5km section between
Bangalow and St. Helena.
South

Wales.

This

report

Background

1.1

The Bangalow to St Helena Pacific Highway
duplication project (refer Figure 1.1) will improve a
5km section o f the existing highway across the
ridgeline o f St Helena Hill, to
the west o f Byron Bay. It will
a previously upgraded

1
1
EWINGSDALE

link

section o f highway around the

7 1

Ewingsdale
Interchange

east

Coolamon
Scenic\,.
Drive 1,

—04.•

••

context o f the Pacific Highway

•

Upgrading

St . Helena

,

Highway Corridor

Program

and

reflects moves by the RTA to
create a safer and more

Road

Possum
Creek
Road

,

ot

taking place within the broader

integrated

•

township

Helena Hill. The upgrade is

---

t
f Wei:1
Lane

the

Bangalow, to a section which
is currently being upgraded at
Ewingsdale to the north o f St

I

Mcleods Shoot
Lookout

of

motoring

environment.

-

Figure 1.1

Study Area

The existing section o f Pacific Highway rises up from
Bangalow roughly following existing ridgelines and
crosses the main ridgeline o f St Helena Hill at
McLeods Shoot Lookout. T h e proposed new highway
will follow the same alignment, widened to a dual
carriageway. The existing carriageway will become the
northbound lanes (ie widening will be on the eastern
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side) from Bangalow to Coolamon Scenic Drive, and
will form the southbound lanes north o f Coolamon
Scenic Drive (ie widening will be on the western side
and will incorporate a north-bound viaduct.
Assessment

of

landscape

character,

quality,

2

were firstly mapped, and accessible sites with existing
or potential views to the highway were identified and
field-checked. At the same time, broad landscape
character types were identified for the study area,
based upon an assessment o f topography, land use and
vegetation similarities in the wider district context of

opportunities and constraints has guided the planning

Byron Bay-Bangalow-Ewingsdale. Visual catchments

and design o f this section o f the highway corridor, to
optimise integration o f the new highway within the

within the highway corridor were identified and their
character and attributes described, in terms o f their

landform and surrounding rural character, and to

contribution to views from and to the existing highway.

reduce its visual impact upon the landscape. Visual
assessment provides a framework for minimising any

These attributes include:
•

potentially adverse visual impacts whilst maintaining
and reinforcing the rural character and integrity o f the
area.

•

Pattern o f land use (eg. banana and macadamia
plantations, cemetery, and grassy rural hills with
scattered vegetation)
Topography,

road

alignment,

cut

and

fill

embankments,
A Landscape and Urban Design Strategy, with an
accompanying Landscape Concept Plan, has also been
prepared

that

responds

to

the

findings

and

recommendations o f this study.

•

Visual

landscape

attributes

- focal
enclosure, views, linear elements etc.

•

Character (eg rural, suburban etc) and contributing

points,

factors (eg. Housing density and styles, fencing,
driveways etc)

1.2

Study Methodology

Figure 1.2 indicates the overall methodology o f the

•

Proximity to residences and urban forms and

•

Impacts upon key viewing points (eg. McLeods
Shoot Lookout, and Coolamon Scenic Drive)

visual assessment study and its relationship to the
urban and landscape design strategy and the landscape

Following this analysis o f the

concept design.

corridor, a more detailed assessment o f identifiable
sections o f the highway formed the basis for analysis

Figure 1.2 Study Methodology

existing highway

o f proposed new roadworks, and their impacts on the
existing landscape, on views from the lookout and
from nearby homes, and on the driving experience.

Regional Urban and
Landscape Design
Analysis

This assessment o f likely visual impacts assumed
implementation o f the Urban and Landscape Design

Visual Assessment
Study

Consultation

Urban and
Landscape
Character Analysis

C
o
m
ym
tu
n
i

Strategy detailed in a separate report (including
landscape concept plans).

Design Objectives
Design Criteria
Landscape Design
Concepts

For the visual assessment component, the viewshed
and zone o f visual influence o f the highway corridor
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2.0

L A N D S C A P E ANALYSIS

highest elevated areas in the region and is in demand
for housing due to its sweeping views o f the coastline

2.1

Regional Context

and surrounding district. The surrounding farmland

The Byron Bay district in northern NSW has a
deservedly high reputation nation-wide for its
combination

of

landscape

amenity,

climate

and

recreational opportunities. The beaches and headland
o f Cape Byron have long attracted surfers and other
visitors to the area, and the township o f Byron Bay is
now a major tourist and recreation centre with a
distinctive and thriving cultural and countercultural
scene.

The

surrounding

area

o f coastal

plains.

waterways and rolling hills, supports a rich mosaic of
farms, plantations and grazing. The high rainfall,
subtropical climate and volcanic soils create the
conditions for a lush green and productive landscape
with generally small landholdings.
The hinterland area immediately west o f Cape Byron
and Byron Bay is a particularly attractive section o f the
NSW coastline hinterland, characterised by rolling
rural hills and a series o f green valleys occupied by
farms and grazing properties, separated by ridges and
plantations o f tree crops.

3

and pasture occupy the undulating foothills and upper
slopes o f several distinct valleys, including the
headwaters o f local creeks.
The existing alignment o f the Pacific Highway (which
will also be the alignment o f the upgraded highway)
follows existing ridges and crosses the main ridgeline
o f St Helena Hill at McLeods Shoot. Although the hill
p e r se is prominent in the district, the existing highway
across the hilltop is visible from only a few points. The
landform effectively screens the highway from most
views, as shown in Figure 2.2. The long east-trending
ridgeline

o f St

Helena

Road

buffers

the

main

residential and tourist areas o f Byron Bay from
highway views, and rural residential properties on the
Bangalow-Byron Bay and Coopers Shoot Roads can
distinguish the presence o f the highway only by the
appearance o f distant traffic moving on the skyline.
Nevertheless there are particular places where the
highway is visible, where it traverses side slopes at the
heads o f open valleys, and where roadside lookouts
draw attention to highway views - both these
circumstances occur in the northern section o f highway
from Coolamon Scenic Drive to Ewingsdale, where the
highway and its traffic are moderately prominent in
both
from
Shoot
views
the
McLeods
Lookout/Coolamon Scenic Drive, and from the valley
settlement o f Ewingsdale below.
Apart from this exception, the existing highway has a
low visual intrusion on the surrounding landscape, due
in part to its location, but also to the lack o f landform

Figure 2.1

View east across rolling hills to Byron

alteration (cuttings and fill embankments) and bridge

Bay

structures, apart from the overpass bridge at the
Bangalow (southern) end. The new highway will

2.2 St Helena Hill
Current Highway Visibility

follow the same alignment and will therefore have
similar natural landform screening capacity, but will

The highway corridor study area is approximately 8
km to the west o f Cape Byron, and includes the

bridges. The siting, design and landscape integration of

prominent district feature o f St Helena Hill, visible

these features to avoid visual prominence is discussed

from most parts o f the popular residential and tourist

more fully in the Urban and Landscape Design
Strategy Report.

community o f Byron Bay.

This hill is one o f the

include cuttings, fill embankments, retaining walls and
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,Rroker's Head

R e g i o n a l V i s u a l Catchment

V i e w s f r o m t h e R o a d a n d Lookout
The Pacific Highway currently winds over St Helena
Hill with the character o f a sinuous rural highway,

The

contrast

of

treed

farmland,

orchards,

and

homesteads seen from both contained and sweeping
views offers a rewarding and scenic journey to
motorists.

providing motorists with attractive and constantly
changing views o f the surrounding rural hillsides. The
scenery effectively 'unfolds' before motorists as they
drive over and around the hills. While it is a strong
visual element, the bends and grades are generally
sympathetic to the landform and provide a scenic
driving experience with views framed and filtered by
vegetation and topography, as indicated in Figure 2.3.
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Agriculture and horticulture are the main land uses in
farmhouses in
the route
the area with several
corridor, generally close to the highway and/or the side
roads o f Fowlers Lane, Sunnycrest Lane, Coolamon
Scenic Drive and St Helena Road. Due to the pattern
o f rural land use in the district, the vegetative land
cover is highly modified. Banana and Macadamia
plantations are located adjacent to the eastern side of
the highway between Bangalow and Sunnycrest Lane,
Figure 2.3 Typical Roadside View
Panoramic views are revealed from the northbound
crest and McLeods Shoot lookout over the Ewingsdale
valley and the coastline from Cape Byron north to

mainly at the head o f the Tinderbox Creek Valley
(south-east visual catchment). Views o f these
plantations close to the existing highway reinforce the
subtropical and rural character o f the area, and create a
strong visual impression o f a structured landscape.

Brunswick Heads. The cuts and fills that already exist

The free draining basaltic soils and reasonably high

are moderate and stabilised with grass and sparse
vegetation, and do not appear visually discordant in
this rural landscape setting.

rainfall o f the district formerly supported a dense
closed forest ("The Big Scrub"). Today the original

2.3 Landscape Character

extensively removed o r modified. Plantations are a
distinctive element o f the corridor area. In other parts

Land Use and Vegetation
The highway corridor traverses a relatively consistent
pattern o f land use dominated by plantation
horticulture and open grazing, with a mosaic o f open
grassy areas punctuated by dense patches o f remnant
and introduced vegetation.

vegetation o f the corridor and surroundings has been

used for grazing, trees are scattered through farmland
or in clumps in gullies and on the ridgelines. These
comprise remnants o f the original rainforest, rural tree
plantings and the invasive Camphor Laurel trees
(Cinnamomum camphoru) which now dominate the
vegetation o f the corridor area, plus some pockets of
native regrowth.
A number o f large figs (Ficus
macrophylla and Ficus obliqua) are also visible in
fields or among regrowth.
Rainforest remnants are located on the hilltop and
slopes to the east o f the existing highway. These
remnants are currently fragmented and isolated by
areas o f cleared farmland. Nevertheless they provide
habitat for a range o f native fauna, and support several
threatened plant species, as well as serving as
reminders o f the former lush vegetation.
There are also several formal linear windbreak tree
plantings, and several lines o f trees along ridgelines
and hilltops. Where these occur, they are a strong
visual feature o f the district. T h e avenue o f fig trees
along the existing highway at Ewingsdale, to the north

Figure 2 . 4 Typical L a n d Use Mosaic

o f the

Bangalow-St

Helena

section

o f highway

111

11

upgrade, is also an important regional landscape
Chenoweth EPLA / 98709yis2.doc / 12/08/99
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These will be bypassed by the Ewingsdale

element.

interchange

section

o f highway

currently

under

construction, but will still be visible in views from the
McLeods Shoot Lookout.

Landscape Character Types
The predominantly rural character o f the highway
corridor is typical o f the northern NSW coastal plains
and foothills, with an attractive pattern o f land uses on
rolling countryside framed by hills. Within the broad
context o f the Byron Bay - Ewingsdale Valley the highway corridor between

Bangalow district,
Bangalow
distinct
character

and

Ewingsdale

Landscape
o f the

passes through three
Character Types. The visual

highway

corridor

landscape

is

relatively consistent and describable within these
types:
Type A:
Rural hillsides with plantations a n d f o r e s t patches mainly south o f Fowlers Lane;
Type B:
Rural grazed hillsides and valleys - mainly north of
Fowlers Lane and especially the upper Ewingsdale
valley; and
Type C:
Coastal plains a n d rural valley floors - lower
Ewingsdale Valley
Where hillsides surround valleys, the lower foothills
occupy a transitional character type where the hills
form settings and visual catchments for the valleys and

Figure 2.5

Landscape Character Types

plain. The northern part o f the highway upgrade
corridor (from McLeods Shoot to Ewingsdale) is in
this interface zone, with opportunities for panoramic
views from the hillcrest looking out over the coastal
plain. However this topographic interface is also
visually sensitive.
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Visual Catchments

2.4

Five distinct View Catchments have been identified
within the highway corridor, with two eastern and

4.

North-east catchment (Simpsons Creek Valley /

5.

McGettigans Lane) - Character Type B
South-east catchment (Tinderbox Creek Valley) Character Types A & B

three western sectors as shown in Figure 2.6.
The landform divides views to and from the highway
into

five

these

visual

ridgelines

dominant

separated

catchments,

and

corresponding

to

by
the

hydrological catchments o f creeks. All dividing ridges
are occupied by roads, including the Highway,
Sunnycrest Lane, Coolamon Scenic Drive and St
Helena Road.

7

The rural hillside character o f each o f the three
southern catchments (1, 2 and 5) is broadly similar,
and differs from that o f the two northern catchments (3
and 4) which include the broad valley landscape and
coastal plain with urban settlement.

2.5

Visual Sensitivity

The proposed route closely follows the existing
alignment o f the highway, with duplication to the east

4

•

3

NORTH-EAST
''CATCHMENT

NORTH-WEST.
CATCHMENT

,
St. Helena
Road

Coolamon
Scenic
Drive

0' '
r

\

.2a1

,
•

2

,

WEST
CATCHMENT

.\
Possum
C r e e k Road

' -

•
••,

1

SOUTH-W;
CATCHMENT

Figure 2.6

McLeods
Shoot
Lookout

The Paddys Creek Valley / Bangalow area has grassed
slopes with clumps o f trees on the western side o f the

-

highway, but is generally characterised as Character
Type A because o f the dominant visual influence of

5

•

upgrade. A more detailed analysis o f landscape
opportunities and constraints in each section o f the

1. South-west Catchment

•
\ t."'•

broad visual catchments is as follows, including
comments on the broad visual impacts o f the highway

,

w.

-•

•

section). In overview, the visual sensitivity o f the
existing and proposed highway in each o f the five

highway corridor is included in Chapter 3.

-P

3

(in the southern part) and to the west (in the northern

SOUTH-EAST
CATCHMENT

plantations to the east and north. This section of

.•

highway is visible only from several nearby houses.

;
14,•-;.., •.
15'14'

which are generally rural in character and contribute to
the landscape identity o f the area. Views from the

,

41. •

*

Highway
Corridor

Cemetery

1P

road are generally limited by cuttings, a crib retaining
wall near the cemetery, and by several existing bands
o f trees beside the highway. These same features serve
to effectively screen most o f this highway section from
external views. The visual sensitivity o f this section is
moderately low, but any removal o f roadside trees
requires replacement planting. The Possum Creek

Visual Catchments

Road

interchange

will

introduce

a roundabout,
overpass, onload and offload ramps which will be a
significant intrusion into this area. but the natural
existing

clumps

1.

South-west catchment (Paddys Creek Valley /

2.

Bangalow) - Character Type A
West catchment (Paddymelon Gully Valley)
Character Types A & B

topography

North-west catchment

opportunities to reduce visual impacts.

3.

(Ewingsdale

Valley) -

and

of

trees

offer

Character Types B & C
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below Coolamon Scenic Drive, possibly as part of
erosion control on these steep slopes.
The existing highway occupies a visually sensitive
position on a side slope, and is visible from houses and
motorists on Coolamon Scenic Drive, McLeods Shoot
lookout and from the Ewingsdale settlement below. It
is also clearly visible from the existing Pacific

Figure 2.7

South-west Catchment

T o the north o f the Sunnycrest Lane ridge, the
Paddymelon Gully Valley is partly Character Type A
and

forest

Ewingsdale interchange mature.
The proposed roadworks, fill batters and viaduct

2. West Catchment

(plantations

Highway in the Ewingsdale area, but will be less
visible when the tree plantings associated with the

clumps),

with

a distinct
roadside grove o f trees. To the north o f these trees, the
landscape character is Type B (grazed hillsides).

structure proposed for the duplication project will be
visible from the lookout and are likely to be prominent
in local views. In response to this prominence, the
design for the viaduct has ensured a slender curving
structure that will sit lightly on the landscape and
reflect the amphitheatre shape o f the valley head.

The open elevated nature o f the landscape around
Fowlers Lane makes it sensitive to new roadworks and
structures such as overpasses. The design o f the new
highway has responded to this sensitivity by
introducing an underpass at the Fowlers Lane
interchange, with the adjoining roundabout 'sunk' into
the landscape.

Figure 2.9

North-west Catchment

4. North-east Catchment
The section o f the highway corridor in the Simpsons
Creek Valley / McGettigans Lane area is generally
Character Type B, but with a number o f other elements
Figure 2.8

West Catchment

3. North-west Catchment
The Ewingsdale Valley is highly distinctive, with steep
grassy upper slopes at the head o f an amphitheatre
valley, representing Character Type B in the highway
corridor but also overlooking Type C in the valley

such as suburban subdivision, urban fringe light
industrial uses, and the Ewingsdale-Byron Bay Road.
Houses in the subdivision o f McGettigans Lane are
beyond the proposed road works and are effectively
screened at present from the existing highway. The
nearest houses are 150 to 200 metres from the
highway, and the future alignment o f the study area
will not bring the highway any closer to these houses.

floor below. The upper slopes are scattered with small
clumps o f trees, and a curved contour line o f trees
Chenoweth EPLA / 98709yis3.doc / 12/08/99
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The existing avenue o f fig trees lining the Pacific
Highway near Ewingsdale is a significant landscape

on which vehicles will be visible, as seen from the
Tinderbox Valley and the Bangalow-Byron Bay Road

feature to the north o f the Bangalow to St. Helena
Highway Upgrade study area. The Ewingsdale

will be similar to the current situation.

Interchange is currently under construction in this area
and includes extensive planting (including new

However there are two instances where foreground
views will be affected by highway works adjoining

avenues o f figs) around the highway and interchange
itself. As construction is finalised and the planting

steep, east facing slopes. A reinforced earth retaining
wall will be required northeast o f the Possum Creek

matures it will form a major feature visible from within
this northeast visual catchment.

Road

Interchange

embankment

has

and
been

1:1 reinforced soil
a
introduced opposite the

northern end o f Sunnycrest Lane. These two elements
are situated in prominent positions at the heads of
McGettigans
Lane

valleys

where

the

existing

plantation

vegetation

provides minimal screening. Dense landscape planting
is proposed to soften and screen these areas.

Figure 2.10 North-east Catchment

1

5. South-east Catchment
The Tinderbox Creek Valley occupies almost all the
eastern side o f the highway corridor south o f St Helena

Figure 2.11 South-east Catchment

Road. Most o f this area (south o f Coolamon Scenic
Drive) is Character Type A, with extensive plantations
o f Banana and Macadamia, and the section from
Coolamon Scenic Drive to St Helena Road is Character
Type B.
From the east, the existing highway is largely screened
from long distance views by topography and
vegetation. On its current alignment, the highway is
visible from both the adjoining ridgeline and the valley
o f Tinderbox Creek only to the extent that vehicles are
seen in the distance moving along parts o f the skyline
ridge-top. This is unlikely to change significantly.
Most o f the new highway will be at a lower elevation
than the existing pavement levels, apart from the
Fowlers Lane interchange section, and those sections
o f the highway that are open to views (both in and out)
will remain open. On balance, the length o f highway

1
Chenoweth EPLA / 98709vis3.doc / 12/08/99
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3.0

D E T A I L E D VISUAL

ASSESSMENT

3.1

Corridor Analysis

Key features o f the existing
highway corridor and its
landscape elements are
indicated in Figure 3.1,
showing the main views to
and from the highway
associated with each o f the

7 •
McLeods S h o o t Lookomittt:
spectacular views of ct:
Byron Bay and
,
Brunswick Heads
a !,,

;-*

e,

11'

\

five visual catchments.
The southern sections (from
Bangalow to Fowlers Lane)
have a higher proportion o f
the road with semi-enclosed
character or limited views,
while the northern section

CoolamonScenic -Drive

)
ResidenV%
views across
larndand
,

(Fowlers Lane to

Resident's
Ewingsdale) has more open views across
views. The predominance o f farmland

•
• w
•

- A

Partial views to
highway

•

,.

• r, ••-•
e l

tct,
,

1 Chien
`yiews
‘, to
)1m-ion
'

St. Helena
Road

.,.N rr
1'
,
• ..›.
•

Resident's views
across farmland

LEGEND

views across farmland, both
from the road and from
residences, is consistent

4.

Fowlers Lone

with the rural character of

Partial views to
Byron Bay and
Brunswick
Heads

n

'

the landscape.

•

Highway
Corridor
Major
Views

-

The low density o f buildings
and the patchiness of
vegetation cover is also
indicated in this figure, and
leads to the conclusion that
clumps and informal
groupings o f trees are more
compatible with the existing
rural character o f the district
than avenues and roadside
bands o f forest.

Possum
Creek-Rd

Semi-enclosed
views to
farmhouse,
horticulture and'
countryside
Resident's
views across
farmland

360 degree_
,-_-:4armland and
highway

Partial
Views
McLeods
Lookout

,
4
o Bangalow
Figure 3.1

Corridor Visual Analysis
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3.2
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Sector I . Bangalow t o Possum Creek R o a d

the proposed earthworks will extend into an existing

The existing Bangalow overpass is the southern
'gateway' to this section, which then extends past the

banana plantation.

Bangalow Cemetery t o the existing Possum Creek
Road junction. Included in this sector is a large

S e c t o r 5. F o w l e r s L a n e Interchange

retaining wall beneath the cemetery turnoff on the
eastern (southbound) side o f the highway. T h e existing

Fowlers Lane is in a visually prominent part o f the
landscape, in an open rural setting (Type B), on an
outside curve and in an elevated position where

highway is visible from several nearby houses within

northbound traffic will have clear views. An existing

30 to 120 metres on the western side. The proposed
road works encroach o n an existing house on the
eastern side in this sector and will therefore b e

house on this corner will b e acquired.
S e c t o r 6. F o w l e r s L a n e t o C o o l a m o n Scenic

acquired.

Drive

S e c t o r 2. P o s s u m C r e e k R o a d I n t e r c h a n g e

This is a particularly open section o f the rural
landscape near the top o f the hill, with views from the
highway over farmland to the west. Open views to the

The intersection between Possum Creek Road and the
highway is currently in an area with clumps o f trees, at
the head o f the Paddys Creek Gully.

east over banana plantations and clumps o f trees are
possible closer to Fowlers Lane, but these views are
'closed out' as the road cuts into the hill closer to

S e c t o r 3. P o s s u m C r e e k R o a d to S u n n y c r e s t

Coolamon Scenic Drive. One property will be acquired

Lane

in this Sector.

This short section o f highway skirts a steep-sided
valley with banana plantations on the eastern side. O n

S e c t o r 7.

the western side, Sunnycrest Lane runs along a ridge
between Paddys Creek and Paddymelon Gully, and
joins the highway at a sharp angle. Several houses on
Sunnycrest Lane are quite close to the highway and
one house and property is between Sunnycrest Lane
and the highway on the western side.
This sector also includes a truck stop on the eastern
(southbound) side o f the existing highway, comprising

C o o l a m o n S c e n i c D r i v e / McLeods

S h o o t Lookout
The McLeods Shoot lookout (see Figure 3.1) is a
popular low-key facility with shelter shed, informal
carparking, and panoramic views over Ewingsdale
Valley, the coastal plain and coastline from Cape
Byron to Brunswick Heads. Coolamon Scenic Drive,
winding between an avenue o f trees along the ridgeline
above Ewingsdale, also offers similar panoramic views
from the road and from houses on the north- eastern
side.

a sealed shoulder widening and dense band o f
screening trees and shrubs on the associated fill batter.
This screening prevents views o f trucks from other

S e c t o r 8.

parts o f the highway, a n d from the valley below, but

Road

also prevents views out over the attractive valley. T h e
truck stop is to remain in this position, but is likely to

The existing highway in this section skirts the top edge
o f a steep side slope at the head o f the Ewingsdale

be slightly reduced and the existing mound removed.
S e c t o r 4. S u n n y c r e s t Leine t o F o w l e r s L a n e
The existing highway dips through a slight cutting in
this sector, then passes through a band o f trees. This
short

'canyon' experience punctuates the driving

experience and provides welcome variety to the
motorist. T o the east o f the highway a single house
acquisition and associated filling will be required and

C o o l a m o n S c e n i c D r i v e t o S t Helena

Valley, mainly grazed grassland with clumps o f trees.
As northbound motorists progress down the hill
towards Ewingsdale and around the crest o f St Helena
Hill,

the panoramic

view includes Cape Byron.

Currently the slopes on either side o f the highway are
steep and the soils in the area generally possess bands
o f erodable material. One property will be acquired
where the highway passes through a small cutting on
the western side.
Chenoweth EPLA / 98709vis4.doc / 12/08/99
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S e c t o r 9. S t H e l e n a R o a d Intersection
St Helena Road follows a prominent ridgeline that
continues to the east at a higher elevation than the
highway. A line o f houses on the higher southern side
o f St Helena Road currently enjoy views in several
directions, including several that will have some views
o f the n e w highway upgrade. T h e road currently
intersects with the highway at a sharp angle.
S e c t o r 10. Viaduct
At present this section o f the highway corridor is
similar to Sector 8 although at a slightly lower
elevation ie a steep grassy side slope at the head o f the
Ewingsdale Valley, with clumps o f trees.
S e c t o r 11. V i a d u c t t o E w i n g s d a l e Interchange
T h e existing highway across the flat valley floor curves
to pass through a historic avenue o f Fig trees. These
will be retained but by-passed b y the Ewingsdale
interchange roadworks currently under construction.

Chenoweth EPLA / 98709vis4.doc / 12/08/99
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4.0

impact o f the proposed road works and structures,

LANDSCAPE

consistent with other environmental objectives.

CONSIDERATIONS
4.1

Key landscape objectives for any highway landscape
project to integrate with its visual setting include:

Design Objectives

Value Management Studies, and other consultation

•

T o rehabilitate and stabilise disturbed surfaces;

activities and submissions, have revealed a number o f
concerns o f residents and other stakeholders regarding

•

T o ameliorate the visual impacts on nearby
residents;

the likely visual impacts o f the upgrading project,

•

especially on views from the McLeods Shoot Lookout.
Some o f these concerns have been addressed by

T o integrate new works and structures into the
surrounding landscape; and

•

T o create a safe and attractive driving experience
for motorists.

selection o f the preferred alignment, and others will be
addressed

by

proposed

landscape

planting

and

screening measures.

In this case, landscape design will have a particular
focus on integration with the landform and rural

T h e highway upgrade will change the character o f the

character, supporting the engineering treatment of

road b y widening its footprint, especially where onload

surfaces and will generally be sympathetic to the

and

existing patterns o f the surrounding rural landscape.

offload

ramps parallel the highway, and
introducing new (and higher) cuts and fill batters. It
will clearly introduce significant new structures into

This will be achieved by:
•

the rural landscape, with its viaduct, retaining walls,
roundabouts, lighting, overpass and underpass as
components o f two grade separated interchanges. The
McLeods Shoot Lookout will be relocated to an offhighway position, b u t will continue to b e accessible for

shrubs, rather than formal lines and dense bands
•

T h e design philosophy, as outlined in the Urban and
Landscape Design Strategy Report, has been to reduce
the visual impact o f the highway upgrade and optimise

Planting dense stands o f vegetation at the base of
obtrusive structures, embankments, viaduct pylons
and other structures

•

motorists and will offer similar views to those
currently enjoyed.

Informal clumping and grouping o f trees and

Selecting

plant

material

with

similar

visual

characteristics to existing vegetation
•

Some areas o f grass on the fill batters, continuing
the pattern o f grazed paddocks

•

Avoiding or softening the appearance o f an 'urban'
imposition in a rural landscape.

its integration into the surrounding rural landscape, to
the maximum practical extent consistent with highway
standards o f safety a n d efficient road use, by:
•

utilising the

•

pavement as much as possible
reducing the footprint o f the highway and the

existing highway

alignment

and

extent to which it intrudes into adjoining land
•
•
•

minimising the extent and scale o f retaining wall

4.2

Design Approach

The above objectives have presented a challenge,
because the nature o f the open, rural landscape (Type
B) through which part o f this section o f highway
passes will ensure that any major upgrading is highly
visible. However the selected route and designed

structures

alignment have minimised potential long distance

designing a viaduct structure with a light profile
recessing one o f the interchanges into the landform,

views o f the new roadworks and structures.

with an underpass

A key consideration has been the balance between
views from the highway to the surrounding rural

T h e landscape strategy for the Bangalow to St. Helena
project is targeted primarily at reducing the visual

valleys, and screening o f discordant elements from
views towards the highway from nearby houses and
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scenic roads. Landscape design has also introduced
informality to reduce the 'urban' appearance o f the
highway upgrade, especially in those places where
roundabouts, ramps and bridges are constructed in
open rural areas.
In these areas, the development o f a forested corridor
(which would screen the new highway) is not
considered appropriate. Continuous avenues o f dense
canopied trees and screening

In Type B areas, linear stands o f trees growing along
ridgelines and hilltops are an existing strong visual
characteristic o f the region. These strong, silhouetted
forms will be reinforced along the corridor with
'skyline' planting along hilltops a t key locations.

Figure 4.2

'Skyline' Planting

shrubs would alienate the highway
from its surroundings and serve to
highlight its passage through the
landscape.
Design strategies include:
•

Retention
between

o f views
informal

outward

groups

of

planting.
•

Placement o f new planting to
frame views and screen visually
obtrusive elements.

•

Reinforcement o f the colour, texture and density of
vegetation found in the region, with emphasis on
the dark green foliage, flowering patterns and dense
tree canopies o f rainforest species.

Figure 4.1

Planting Layout - integration of views
Chenoweth EPLA / 98709vis5.doc/ 12/08/99
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Anticipated visual impacts associated with the highway

to Possum Creek Road includes a long southbound
offload ramp, and a deep cut on the eastern side o f the
road that will remove an existing group o f trees near

works are described below by their relevant highway
corridor sectors, starting from the southern end,

the cemetery. The steep slopes t o the west will require
a long section o f fill embankment associated with the

assuming implementation o f the landscape and urban

northern end o f the onload ramp to the interchange.

V I S U A L IMPACTS

1.0

design strategy, and other ameliorative measures as
outlined.
T h e overall visual impact o f lighting proposals for the
corridor have been minimised by incorporating:
•

lighting in 'conflict' areas only (offload/ onload
ramps, intersections, merging areas, etc.)

batters visible from an adjacent existing residence will
be revegetated. Four 'pockets' o f land on either side of
the bridge, isolated by the overpass and ramps, will be
planted with clumps o f local rainforest trees, to soften
and screen the interchange structures and reinforce the
visual 'punctuation' o f the highway at bridge

•

lighting positioned in clusters that reduce the

•

linear visual appearance o f the corridor,
strategically located screen planting, and

•

'flat screen' lighting fixtures that project light

overpasses. However the roundabout is too small to
accommodate trees and will feature low shrubs and

directly down onto the road surface and minimise

groundcovers instead.

light spill (the light source is recessed into the
fixture).

Lighting within this sector has been restricted to key

5.1

Sector 1: Bangalow to Possum Creek

locations to minimise the visual impact upon adjoining
residences, including:
•

Road

I

Residences near this section will view the Possum
Creek Road interchange and associated works, and fill

•

R o a d widening in this section will be on the eastern
side, so existing houses will be no closer to the new
highway than they are at present. The existing highway

•
•

T h e majority o f this corridor sector will be lit to
facilitate safe merging around both the Bangalow and
Possum

Creek

Road

off/

onload

ramps. The
combination o f road cuttings and existing vegetation
will minimise lighting visibility to the southwest and
western sides only. Proposed planting on this side will
reduce the effects o f lighting in the long term and filter
views o f the highway.

5.2

to avoid locating light fixtures at excessive

Sector 2: Possum Creek Interchange

eastwards

parapet wall to illuminate the footpath.

5.3

into

an existing Macadamia
plantation b y up to 50m. The section from Bangalow

Sector 3: Possum Creek Road to
Sunnycrest Lane

On the western side, highway widening will be in cut.
Sunnycrest Lane will be closed b y a cul-de-sac at the
eastern end, will be visually strengthened by dense tree
planting, and access will be by a connection to Possum
Creek Road. The extension o f Sunnycrest Lane to link
with Possum Creek Road, to the west o f the highway,
will also be in cut and therefore below the level of
nearby

A n overpass across the highway at Possum Creek
Road and associated onload and offload ramps will
extend

the t-intersection to the east o f the overpass, and
light columns will not be located on the overpass
heights. Low level lights will be built into the

is visible from several nearby houses within 30 to 120
metres on the western side. The existing crib wall on
the eastern side will b e added to by a similar structure
for an additional 150 metres.

merging areas for onload and offload ramps,
the roundabout at Possum Creek Road,

houses

in

Sunnycrest

Lane.

Houses

in

Sunnycrest and Possum Creek Road will be screened
from the highway and intersections with plantings
along fill batters. Canopy trees are proposed along
Sunnycrest Lane to reinforce the distinction between
this residential precinct and the highway corridor. No
lighting is proposed along Sunnycrest Lane.
Chenoweth EPLA / 98709vis5.doc/ 20/08/99
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Highway widening and the offload ramp o n the eastern
side will require filling into a steep-sided gully.
Lighting is proposed adjoining the southbound offload
lanes, south o f the truck stop, and opposite the truck
stop along the onload ramp. Local rainforest trees will
be planted at the gully base on the eastern side to
achieve screening o f the retaining wall and to extend
the interchange planting treatment. The difference in
level will allow both the new section o f Sunnycrest
Lane, and the highway widening, to be screened from
adjacent residences by planting.

5.4

Sector

4:

Sunnycrest

Lane

to

Fowlers Lane
The existing 'punctuation' o f the driving experience
afforded by the roadside band o f trees in this section
will be maintained o r replicated in the design o f the
new highway landscape.
One section o f the highway opposite the existing
access to Sunnycrest Lane will require a steep
reinforced soil embankment at a 1:1 batter slope.
Screening will be achieved with clumps o f rainforest
trees planted at the toe o f the slope. Reinforced soil fill
slopes in this location will generally be grassed, with
shrubs in selected locations.
On the western side o f the highway, there will be
minimal disturbance or change from the existing
conditions, except in the northern part affected by the
offload ramp to Fowlers Lane. T o the east o f the
highway, house acquisitions and filling will be
required, and will extend into an existing banana
plantation. Fill slopes in this area will be planted with
low shrubs and ground covers that are visually
compatible with the adjoining plantation and regrowth
land cover.
Lighting within this sector is restricted to merging
lanes related to the northern connection with Fowlers

5.5

Sector 5: Fowlers Lane Interchange

The dual carriageway and interchange at this point
becomes a particularly wide section o f roadworks (150
to 200m wide) and will be one o f the most disturbed
parts o f the highway corridor. The design response to
this interchange incorporates an underpass link for
access to Fowlers Lane. This arrangement recesses the
Fowlers Lane connections into the existing landform
thereby reducing the visual impact on the surrounding
area and minimising the extent o f earthworks required.
Using an overpass for the Fowlers Lane connection
would have required substantial cuttings and/or
substantial fill o n the eastern side, both o f which have
been avoided b y taking Fowlers Lane beneath the
highway. The majority o f the highway around this
interchange will b e on fill with batter slopes extending
out on each side.
There are two roundabouts on either end o f the
underpass, the larger o f which connects directly to
o n the western side. A smaller
roundabout is located on the eastern side for local
Fowlers

Lane

vehicular access. This approach cuts the western
roundabout below the proposed highway levels and
uses curved cutting alignments to further reduce its
visual impact.
The northbound offload ramp will be in cut through
the crest o f a hill approaching the interchange as will
the connection t o the eastern end o f Fowlers Lane. The
connector road t o the west o f the highway, linking
Fowlers Lane t o Coolamon Scenic Drive, skirts the
head o f a valley and will be partly on fill. On the
eastern side, the southbound offload ramp will be in a
substantial cut as it descends towards the underpass
roundabout a n d the southbound onload ramp will be on
fill above the existing plantation.
Although the area will only b e visible from nearby
viewpoints and the road corridor itself, the overall
scale and impact o f the highway works have been

Lane. These areas run through a cutting on the western
side and are open to the adjoining plantation and valley

reduced significantly by manipulating and stepping

on the eastern side. Planting o n both sides o f the
corridor will decrease the impact o f lighting but has

rural landscape

been minimised to take advantage o f views to the east.

carriageway levels and following patterns within the
setting. T h e following landscape

design solutions have also been included:

Chenoweth EPLA / 98709vis5.dod 20/08/99
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•

Locating groups o f tall, dense rainforest trees to
the location o f underpass abutments

line requirements permit),

half way between Fowlers Lane and Coolamon Scenic
Drive to connect Browns Crescent to the highway on
the interchange southbound offload ramp. Lighting of

Introducing 'skyline' planting on the high ground
southwest o f the western roundabout to mark the

the offload ramp will therefore be minimised due to
the close proximity o f the cutting. Tree planting at the

I I m a r(wherever
k guard rails, wire rope barriers o r sight
I

•

o f Browns Crescent will be built into this cutting about

the underpass from a distance,
I l o c a• t iInformal
o n o flandscape
treatments are used
and associated roads

at

as a way
Iroundabouts
blending these areas into the character o f the

top o f this cutting will also help screen the lighting,
roadway and traffic from nearby houses.

of

5.7

rural landscape. This includes using clumps of

Ivegetation
I
1

rather

than

introducing

M c L e o d s S h o o t Lookout

formal

•

avenues,
Drains on the eastern side will be grassed to
reduce visual impact, possibly with some

•

concrete o r rock sections,
T h e sedimentation pond is to be planted around

S e c t o r 7 : C o o l a m o n S c e n i c Drive/

The

McLeods

approximately

Shoot lookout
50

metres

to

will
the

be

relocated

northwest

and

redeveloped as a low-key facility with shelter shed,
carpark, and no lighting. It will also serve as a local
bus stop for schoolchildren and others.

its perimeter with wetland species to assist

1
I I

I

•

filtering runoff from the highway. The selection

The widened highway within immediate view o f the

o f wetland species will be consistent with the

lookout, and visible from Coolamon Scenic Drive, will

overall

corridor (ie Paperbarlcs etc will generally not be

have an 8m wide sloping median to accommodate a
difference in levels between the two carriageways.

used),

This median will be densely planted with tufted

Roundabout lighting will be recessed into the

groundcovers, creating a dense green curved line along
the highway. The median width is insufficient for an

rainforest

planting character

o f the

landscape and will b e further screened with dense

Iplanting.
I I

5.6

Sector 6: Fowlers L a n e to Coolamon
S c e n i c Drive

informal planting, so the design strategy is to reinforce
the formality o f the highway within the dual
carriageway and median, but counterbalance this with
informal planting on the verges and batters.

A connector road parallel to and west o f the highway
will be partly on fill where it skirts the head o f the

T h e onload ramp from Coolamon Scenic Drive joins
the highway approximately 200m to the north and will

valley in this location to connect Fowlers Lane and
Coolamon Scenic Drive. This is a particularly open

therefore require road lighting along this merging

section o f the rural landscape and the connecting road

from the Lookout and the Ewingsdale Valley below,

fill batters will be visible from parts o f Coolamon

screen planting has been located along the
embankment to minimise light reflection and glare and

section. As this section o f the corridor is highly visible

Scenic Drive. Landscape treatment o f the fill batters
will integrate the batters into the rural landscape,

t o filter views. Several houses adjacent to the highway

through the use o f grass with clumps o f groundcover
and shrub planting. Lighting has not been required
along this section o f roadway.

o n the eastern side will be well above the pavement
level, with a deep cut on this side that will partly
screen the highway.

Existing views from the highway over farmland to the
west will be maintained, but views to the east over

T h e treatment o f this cut batter, the area at the top of
the batter adjacent to the houses, and the sloping

banana plantations and bushland will b e largely

median, will all require a sensitive landscape treatment
that responds to their prominence in views from

screened by a cutting on the eastern side. An extension
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McLeods

Shoot Lookout.

(ie.

skyline trees

and

screening at the top o f the batter, grasses and
groundcovers on the cut, and the dense low planting
along the median).

side will be a reinforced soil embankment at a 1:1
batter slope, opposite the St Helena Road intersection.
Sight lines will be o f paramount importance, and
landscape planting will be low and/or clear trunked.

5.8

Sector 8: Coolamon Scenic Drive to
St Helena Road

The 8m wide sloping median continues through this
section, and will be planted with low native ground
cover species to maintain sight lines.

In this section north o f the lookout, the northbound
and southbound lanes will be at different levels
separated by an 8m median sloping at 1:2. This level
difference will reduce the height o f cut on the eastern
side and the amount o f fill required on the western

Dense screen planting has been located o n the opposite
side o f the intersection to block out views o f both the
highway and the intersection lighting from the
Ewingsdale Valley.

side. The proposed upgrading and widening will
require considerable fill on the western side, spilling
down the steep hillside This will be highly visible from
the Lookout, from the Ewingsdale valley and from
residences along Coolamon Scenic Drive. Informal
clumps o f trees planted near the base o f the fill batter
(and extending up the fill) will blend it into the rural
grazed hillside and soften the break o f slope at the
base, and a retaining wall will be densely planted with
trees at the base for screening.
The northbound carriageway will maintain some views
to Cape Byron and the lighthouse, across Byron Bay
and towards Brunswick Heads, but the opportunities
for such views will be more limited than at present.
Two houses on the eastern side are close to the
existing highway however they will be n o closer to the
upgraded highway as widening in this section will be
on the western side. As the highway will be slightly
lowered, these houses are expected to suffer no
adverse visual impacts. However Browns Crescent will
be reconstructed along the top o f the cut, and this will
require the removal o f some trees. Some o f these will
be replaced, where space permits.

5.9

Sector 9: St Helena Rd Intersection

This T-intersection (left in, left out) will have a long
southbound deceleration lane on the eastern side o f the
highway with street lighting clustered around the
intersection itself. T h e extensive fill on the western

5.10

Sector 10: Viaduct

The viaduct will be a significant feature in the
landscape, visible from all parts o f the Ewingsdale
valley and the Ewingsdale Interchange, the lookout and
from Coolamon Scenic Drive. It has therefore been
designed as a relatively slender structure, without
lighting to minimise its visual impacts and to 'sit
lightly' on the landform at the head o f the valley.
Its curving alignment and slope will also be in
harmony with the landform o f the amphitheatre-shaped
valley. Areas adjacent to abutments and supporting
pylons will have tall dense clumps o f trees to `tie' the
structure into the landscape. The area o f grazed slope
beneath the viaduct will be fenced o f f from grazing,
and will be planted with rainforest trees t o shade out
weed invasions and provide a distinctive experience of
driving over the forest canopy.

5.11

Sector 11: Viaduct to Ewingsdale
Interchange

Near the base o f St Helena Hill, the two parallel
carriageways will link to roadworks associated with the
Ewingsdale

Interchange

improvements

(currently

under construction) traversing the lowland rural plain,
on an embankment slightly raised above the existing
grade. The southbound carriageway will follow the
existing highway alignment, and the n e w northbound
carriageway will b e on fill. I n this section, the
Bangalow-St Helena section o f highway upgrade will
tie into the new roadworks associated with the

I
1
I
I
I
I
I
I
§
I
I
I
1
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
I
II
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Visual Assessment Report
Ewingsdale Interchange, with a transition in character
from informal hillside rural to the avenues and more
formal semi-urban character o f the interchange, while

In general, the slopes o f cut and fill batters will be

still allowing views to the surrounding rural landscape.
T h e Ewingsdale Interchange works to the north o f the

ensure slope stability on the erodible side slopes. One
o f these steep fill batters will be stabilised by a low
retaining wall at the base, and this will be screened by

study area (under construction) will introduce a
prominent landscape feature into the view from the

dense tree and shrub planting to hide the structure.
However, the more gradual sections o f fill batter will

lookout, with extensive areas o f rainforest planting.

be grassed and planted with informal clumps o f trees

5.12

to allow views out from the highway, and to achieve
integration with the existing rural character, in those

Summary

Widening the existing Pacific Highway between
Bangalow and St Helena, and upgrading it to dual lane
carriageway standard, requires two interchanges with
onload and offload ramps to local roads, a viaduct at
the head o f the Ewingsdale Valley, several sections of
increased cutting and fill embankments, and relocation
o f McLeods Shoot Lookout. These roadworks have the
potential t o impact detrimentally on the attractive
hillside rural character o f the district, in a section of
highway where panoramic views are amongst the finest
in northern NSW. However the selection of an
alignment for the highway upgrade that closely follows
the existing highway alignment will ensure that its
visual impact is minimised. The natural topography of
St Helena Hill will also screen most o f the highway,
along with its lighting and its traffic from external
views from the Byron Bay - Bangalow - Coopers Shoot
area.

steep (1:1 to 2:1) in order to minimise the highway
footprint, using reinforced soil in several places to

parts o f the corridor that are currently open and
grazed. In other parts o f the corridor with a more
plantation and forested character, more trees will be
used, especially as skyline plantings to reinforce the
topography. However in most areas planting and
landscape works will be informal, to downplay the
urban character o f roundabouts, interchanges and
structures. All the planting will be o f local native
rainforest species, indicative o f the original "Big
Scrub', and also similar i n visual character to the
invasive weed Camphor Laurel which now dominates
the hills.
A t the northern end, the new section o f highway will
tie in with the Ewingsdale Interchange currently under
construction, by marking the viaduct as a distinctive
transition point between the hillsides and valley floor
character types, and introducing more formal tree
avenues closer to Ewingsdale.

Careful attention t o potential visual impacts and
landscape integration during design o f the highway

1

alignment and structures has also minimised the
highway

'footprint'

and reduced potential

visual

impacts b y lowering the Fowlers Lane interchange
below grade with an underpass beneath the highway.
T h e viaduct, which will b e visually prominent in views
from

the

lookout,

from

Ewingsdale

and

from

Coolamon Scenic Drive, has been designed as a
slender curving structure which will harmonise with
the natural amphitheatre shape o f the valley. Also in
this section north o f the lookout, the northbound and
southbound lanes will be at different levels separated
b y a sloping median, in order to reduce the heights of
cuts and fill batters at this visually sensitive location.
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1.0

1

INTRODUCTION

The proposal to upgrade a 51cm section Pacific
Highway between Bangalow and St. Helena in

1

northern New South Wales required design integration
o f highway standards (safety, efficiency and costeffectiveness) with the landform and attractive rural
landscape o f the highway corridor. This urban and
landscape design strategy details the multi-disciplinary
project team's response to this challenge.

1.1

BACKGROUND

The Bangalow to St Helena Pacific Highway
duplication project (refer Figure 1.1) will improve a
51(m section o f the existing highway across the
ridgeline o f St Helena Hill, to the west o f Byron Bay.

EWINGSDALE
Ewingsdale
Interchange

Coolamon
Scenic
Drive

11

/S•

McLeods Shoot
Lookout

•
Fowlers
Lane

•

St. Helena
Road

Possum
Creek
Road

•

<

>

BANGALOW

Figure 1.1

I

Study Area

Highway Corridor
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It will link a previously upgraded section of highway
around the east o f the township of Bangalow, to a
section which is currently being upgraded at
Ewingsdale to the north o f St Helena Hill. The upgrade
is taking place within the broader context of the Pacific
Highway Upgrading Program and reflects moves by
the RTA to create a safer and more integrated
motoring environment.
The existing section o f Pacific Highway between
Bangalow and St Helena follows an existing ridge and
also crosses the main ridgeline o f St Helena Hill at
McLeods Shoot. The proposed new highway will
follow the same alignment, widened to a dual
carriageway. The existing carriageway will become the
northbound lanes (ie widening will be on the eastern
side) from Bangalow to Coolamon Scenic Drive.
Southbound lanes north o f Coolamon Scenic Drive
also follow the existing pavement alignment with
widening taking place on the western side, including a
306m viaduct, for northbound lanes.
o f landscape character,
Assessment
opportunities and constraints has guided the
and concept design o f this section of the
corridor, to optimise integration of the new

quality,
planning
highway
highway

within the landform and surrounding rural character,
and to reduce its visual impact upon the landscape. An
accompanying Visual Assessment Report provides a
framework for minimising potentially adverse visual
impacts whilst maintaining and reinforcing the rural
character and integrity o f the area.
This Urban and Landscape Design Strategy responds
to the findings and recommendations o f the Visual
Assessment study, and informs the Landscape Concept
Plans.

1.2

STUDY METHODOLOGY

This strategy is an outcome of the multi-disciplinary
design team o f consultants and RTA officers, working
in consultation with the local community and
stakeholder groups at key stages as the route selection
and design process has evolved. This strategy will act
as an important reference document for future
documentation and construction stages. This will

2

ensure that as the project progresses, the carriageway
and structures are integrated with the local rural
character and visual environment.
The following process (Figure 1.2) was followed to
achieve integration o f route planning, road geometry,
detailed engineering design and landscape design. This
flow diagram also indicates the relationship between
the visual assessment study, the design strategy and the
landscape concept design.

Regional Urban and
Landscape Design
Analysis

Visual Assessment
Study

Consultation

Urban and Landscape
Character Analysis

C
o
m
ym
tu
n
i
Design Objectives

Design Criteria

Landscape Design
Concepts

_

Figure 1.2 Study Methodology
This urban and landscape design strategy matches
appropriate highway design standards for traffic safety
and efficiency with cost-benefit analysis and the
constraints and opportunities presented by the highway
corridor.
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A number o f issues were raised by the local
community during the investigation of alternative
routes for the Pacific Highway duplication across St
Helena Hill, through consultations, submissions, public
exhibitions and Value
involving stakeholders.

Management

processes

The concerns o f residents and other stakeholders
included the potential environmental impacts of
highway upgrade options on rural landscape character

3

and Landscape Design Strategy, but is not repeated in
this report.
The Landscape Concept Plans attached as an appendix
to this report reflect the ideals of the Urban and
Landscape Design Strategy. The highway corridor has
been approached throughout this strategy as providing
an opportunity to go beyond simply mitigating adverse
features of the upgrade to enriching the landscape
setting through which it passes.

and local amenity, the effects on views to and from the
McLeods Shoot Lookout and other visual impacts.
These and other matters were also closely examined
during Value Engineering and Risk Management
workshops
Some of the above concerns have been addressed by
selection o f the preferred alignment, and others have
been addressed by engineering and landscape concept
designs guided by this design strategy. Important
initiatives include the careful location and
configuration o f interchanges and the adoption of
engineering techniques that employ reinforced soil
embankments in lieu o f hard, structural elements.
The preferred alignment has been located generally
within the existing highway corridor to minimise the
overall disturbance to the area. An integrated design
approach has been undertaken to ensure that the dual
carriageway 'fits' into the attractive rural landscape
and steep hillsides with a minimum 'footprint' and a
lower design speed than adjoining highway upgrade
projects. The integration o f route planning, engineering
and landscape design is consistent with the RTA's
draft Urban Design Practice Notes "Beyond the
Pavement", which is a key reference document for this
report, together with other relevant RTA documents
such as the Roadscape and Road Environment Safety
Guidelines.
The likely impacts o f the highway upgrade on the
landscape and character of the highway corridor are
discussed in the Visual Assessment Report, which also
describes the local landscape character types and
corridor sectors. The detailed analysis of regional and
local landscape character and sensitivity in the Visual
Assessment Report provides the basis for the Urban
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2.

CONSTRAINTS

OPPORTUNITIES

2.1

EXISTING LANDFORM,
CHARACTER AND VIEWS

The highway corridor study area is approximately 8
km to the west o f Cape Byron, and includes the
prominent district feature o f St Helena Hill, visible
from most parts o f the popular residential and tourist
community o f Byron Bay. This hill is one o f the
highest elevated areas in the region and is in demand

4

vegetation and topography.

Panoramic views are
revealed from the northbound crest and McLeods
Shoot Lookout over the Ewingsdale Valley and the
coastline from Cape Byron north to Brunswick Heads.
The cuts and fills that already exist are moderate and
stabilised with grass and sparse vegetation, and do not
appear visually discordant in this rural landscape
setting.

LAND USES AND VEGETATION

2.2

Agriculture and horticulture are the main land uses in
the area with several farmhouses located amongst the

for housing due to its sweeping views o f the coastline
and surrounding district. The surrounding farmland

plantations. Due to the broad patterns o f rural land use
in the district, the vegetative land cover is highly
modified. Banana and Macadamia plantations are

and pasture occupy the undulating foothills and upper
slopes o f several distinct valleys, including the

located adjacent to the eastern side o f the highway
between Bangalow and Sunnycrest Lane. Views of

headwaters o f local creeks.

to the existing highway
reinforce the subtropical and rural character o f the

The hinterland area immediately west o f Cape Byron
and Byron Bay is a particularly attractive section o f the
NSW coastline hinterland, characterised by rolling

area, and create a strong visual impression o f a
structured landscape. In other parts o f the highway
corridor used for grazing, trees are scattered through

rural hills and a series o f green valleys occupied by
farms and grazing properties, separated by ridges and

pasture grass in farmland or in clumps in gullies and
on the ridgelines. These comprise remnants o f the

plantations o f tree crops. From Bangalow to St Helena,
the existing alignment o f the Pacific Highway (which

original rainforest, rural tree plantings and the invasive
Camphor Laurel trees (Cinnamomum camphora)

will also be the alignment o f the upgraded highway)

which now dominate the vegetation o f the corridor
area, plus some pockets o f native regrowth A number

follows ridges to cross St Helena Hill at McLeods
Shoot. The landform effectively screens the highway
from most external views (with the exception o f those

these

plantations

close

o f large figs (Ficus macrophylla and Ficus obliqua)
are also visible in fields or among regrowth.

from several nearby houses) but sections o f the
highway are visible in Ewingsdale Valley, as seen from
Coolamon Scenic Drive, McLeods Shoot Lookout, and
from the settlement o f Ewingsdale.
The Pacific Highway currently winds over St Helena
Hill with the character o f a sinuous rural highway,

Pockets o f smaller residential properties also exist
close to the highway along the route corridor. The
majority o f residences are located along the side roads
o f Sunnycrest Lane, Fowlers Lane, Coolamon Scenic
Drive, Browns Crescent and St Helena Road.

These

providing motorists with attractive and constantly

smaller residential areas bring a finer layer o f detail to
the corridor including more varied and ornamental

changing views o f the surrounding rural hillsides. The

planting.

scenery effectively 'unfolds' before motorists as they
drive over and around the hills. When travelling north,
glimpsed views o f the ocean become more and more

Rainforest remnants are located on the hilltop and
slopes to the east o f the existing highway and were

open and spectacular. While it is a strong visual
element, the highway's curves and grades are generally
sympathetic to the landform and provide a scenic
driving experience, with views framed and filtered by

once part o f a larger subtropical rainforest community
called the 'Big Scrub'. The region exists in a humid
subtropical zone that experiences warm to hot
summers, mild winters and consistent rainfall. The
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has been estimated at once covering
75,000ha and consisted mostly o f lowland subtropical
'Big Scrub

5

47" I:

•
•"'

rainforest over a basalt plateau.
The existing remnants are currently fragmented and
isolated by areas o f cleared farmland. Nevertheless
they provide habitat for a range o f native fauna, and
support several threatened plant species, as well as
serving as reminders o f the former lush vegetation.
There are also several formal linear windbreak tree
plantings, and several lines o f trees along ridgelines
and hilltops. Where these occur they are a strong visual

.71e

feature o f the district.
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TYPES
The predominantly rural character o f the highway
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context o f the Byron Bay — Ewingsdale Valley Bangalow district, the highway corridor between

landscape

is

relatively

consistent

•

r.
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and foothills, with an attractive pattern o f land uses on
rolling countryside framed by hills. Within the broad

corridor
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corridor is typical o f the northern NSW coastal plains

Bangalow and St. Helena passes through three distinct
Character Types. The visual character o f the highway
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and

describable within these types, illustrated in Figure 2.1:
Type A:
Rural hillsides with plantations a n d j a r e s t patches
mainly south o f Fowlers Lane,
Type B:
Rural grazed hillsides a n d valleys mainly north of
Fowlers Lane and especially the upper Ewingsdale
valley, and

Figure 2.1

Landscape Character Types

Type C:
Coastal plains a n d rural valley floors - lower
Ewingsdale Valley.
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Where hillsides surround valleys, the lower foothills

with the existing rural character o f the district than

occupy a transitional character type where the hills
form settings and visual catchments for the valleys and

avenues and roadside bands o f forest.

6

plain. The northern part o f the highway upgrade
corridor (from McLeods Shoot Lookout towards the
Ewingsdale Valley) is in this interface zone, with
opportunities for panoramic views from the hillcrest
looking out over the coastal plain. However this
topographic interface is also visually sensitive.

2.4

CORRIDOR
ANALYSIS

Key features o f the
existing highway corridor

McLeods Shoot Lookout: )
,
Spectacular views of
.-,
Byron Bay and
-c
,
\
Brunswick Heads
o
0. ,

•
,

and its landscape elements

°gen

are indicated in Figure 2.2,
showing the main views to
and from the highway

views
\ to
nml an

Residents
views across

associated with each of
five visual catchments.

Coolemon Scenic Drive-

(from Bangalow to
Fowlers Lane) have a
higher proportion o f the
road with semi-enclosed
character or limited views,
while the northern section
(north o f Fowlers Lane)

residences, is consistent

The low density o f
buildings and the
patchiness o f vegetation
cover is also indicated in
this figure, and leads to
the conclusion that clumps

"

Resident's views
across farmland
—44r1S,

Resident's
views across
farmland

,

0

•

.•0

-1•S`,"

‘r.

Major
Views

•
Possum
Creek Rd

360 degree
views Or
--:--4armland and
highway

Semi-enclosed
views to
farmhouse,
'
horticulture and
countryside
Resident's%,,'
views across
farmland

LEGEND
Highway
Corridor

Fowlers
Lane

with the rural character of
the landscape.

St. Helena
Road

r

has more open views. The
predominance o f views
across farmland, both
from the road and from

Partial views to
Byron Bay and
Brunswick
Heads

. •
r• •
• 'a

The southern sections

•

r

•-•,
; •--)
, `,-, ',-,,,.
•

Partial
Views
McLeods
Lookout

oangalow

and informal groupings of
trees are more compatible

Figure 2.2

Existing Views
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2.5

7

HIGHWAY CORRIDOR
SECTORS

Within the highway corridor and the five
visual catchments, 11 corridor sectors have

•••

been identified (as shown in Figure 2.3,
numbered from south to north) as the basis
o f visual impact assessment (see Visual
Assessment Report). These sectors are also
useful for detailed application o f the design

t•

strategy.
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Corridor Sectors:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Bangalow to Possum Creek Road
Possum Creek Road Interchange
Possum Creek Road to Sunnycrest
Lane

'

Sunnycrest Lane to Fowlers Lane
Fowlers Lane Interchange

6.

Fowlers Lane to Coolamon Scenic
Drive

7.

Coolamon Scenic Drive/ McLeods
Shoot Lookout

8.

Coolamon Scenic Drive to St. Helena
Road

9.

St. Helena Road Intersection

10. Viaduct
11. Viaduct to Ewingsdale Interchange

Figure 2.3

Corridor Sectors
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2.6

DESIGN IMPLICATIONS

•

the ridge-tops are gentle and rounded, but the
shoulders and upper slopes are steep and some of
the soils are unstable;

•

exposed soil is bright red and stands out as a visual
contrast to surrounding plantations and pasture

T h e highway upgrade will change the character o f the
road b y widening its footprint, especially where onload
ramps parallel the highway, and
introducing n e w (and higher) cuts and fill batters. It
and

offload

will also clearly introduce significant new structures
into the rural landscape, with its viaduct, retaining

•

grass.
the existing highway offers multiple opportunities
for motorists to view the surrounding countryside
in discrete sections (visual catchments), but the

walls, roundabouts, lighting, overpass and underpass as
components o f two grade-separated interchanges. The
McLeods Shoot Lookout will be relocated to an offhighway position, but will offer similar views to those

8

•

views are continuous only north o f Fowlers Lane;
similarly, external views towards the highway are
generally o f short sections o f the road, with a long
section visible only north o f McLeods Shoot

currently enjoyed.

Lookout;

T h e design implications for the highway relate closely
to its impact upon both the existing community and the
area's intrinsic characteristics. Consistent with the

Land Use and Vegetation:

principles o f good urban design, the highway's

•

grassed areas extend up valleys to the edge o f the
road in places, even where steep;

•

trees in Character Type A areas are in plantations
or bands o f forest, generally below road level but

alignment,

geometry,

and

structures

have

been

addressed in response t o dominant characteristics of
the region:

occasionally beside the road, where they make a
distinct contribution to the roadside;

Local Community:
•

residences in the area are accustomed to a very
high level o f environmental amenity, including

•

slopes;

scenic and natural quality,
•

the acoustic impact o f the highway upgrade should

•

avenues and formal
sporadically; and

•

existing trees generally have dense green foliage,
rather than being sclerophyllous in nature.

be minimised,
•

trees in Character Type B areas are in informal
clumps and groups scattered amongst the grassed

pedestrian access surrounding the highway should
be as safe and convenient as possible, particularly

lines

of

trees

occur

relating to school children, bus stop locations and
the interface with local adjoining streets,
•

local features affected by the highway upgrade,
such as McLeods Shoot Lookout, should be
integrated back into the new corridor setting.

Landform, Views a n d Character:
•

the overall character is rural and informal, with few

•

structures, fences, hard edges o r urban elements;
the highway occupies the highest part of the
landscape, so is generally open and expansive, with
views outwards over surrounding areas, and very
little sense o f enclosure;

•

the existing landform is

visually

strong and

distinctive, and dominates the rural landscape
character, especially where grassed and exposed;
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corridor acquisition, minimising the extent and

D E S I G N STRATEGY

3

9

scale o f retaining wall structures;

DESIGN OBJECTIVES

3.1

•

The aim o f the urban and landscape design strategy for
the Bangalow - St Helena section o f Pacific Highway
upgrade is:
To upgrade the highway to dual carriageway
standards o f traffic safety, efficiency a n d long-term

•

with an underpass;
•

a curvilinear alignment that 'wraps' around (does
not cut through) the landform, minimising the
amount o f cut and fill required,

•

retention o f 'mounds' between parallel pavements
where the carriageway and adjacent onload or
offload ramps are close and both cut into the

management, with sensitive integration into the
existing landscape a n d minimum impacts on the
environment, local amenity a n d features valued by
the community.

a light slender profile for the viaduct structure;
recessing one o f the interchanges into the landform,

landform;
•

minimising the extent o f cut and fill by stepping the
northbound carriageway below the level o f the

In response to its aim the project team has assessed in
detail the concerns o f the local community,
topography, environmental systems, character, visual

southbound carriageway,

separated by a wide

sloping median;

quality, and other characteristics o f the highway

'local'
character where the
an informal
carriageway, interchanges and structures interface

corridor.

with the rural landscape setting, avoiding the

The highway upgrade's three-dimensional profile has

imposition o f an 'urban' character;
a low-key relocated lookout facility at McLeods

•

•

been carefully designed to integrate into its sensitive
rural landscape. Road levels and profiles have been

Shoot Lookout;
•

aligned to minimise the need for obtrusive structural

motorists, with a 'rhythm' o f viewpoints, focal
points, semi-enclosure and opportunities for vistas

elements such as extensive retaining walls. The visual
impact o f road works and structures will be reduced, to
the

maximum

extent

compatible

with

highway

•

standards o f safety and efficient road use, and with
environmental objectives, by the following general
strategies:

development o f an attractive driving experience for

over the surrounding landscape;
maintenance, enhancement and response to views
from the highway, from the McLeods Shoot
Lookout, and from Coolamon Scenic Drive;

•

utilising the existing highway alignment as much as
possible;

smooth transition from the informal open rural
character o f the Bangalow - St Helena section of
the highway to the m o r e formal character o f the
currently
under
Ewingsdale
Interchange

•

minimising the footprint o f the highway and the

construction.

•

extent to which it intrudes into adjoining land;
•
•
•

improving road safety by separating local traffic

The proposed highway corridor with its viaduct,

movements from highway traffic;

interchanges,

integration and minimisation o f new earthworks
and roadways into the surrounding landscape;

embankments

wire rope barriers to lower the visible road profile
and avoid the visual band associated with steel

following detailed design elements address specific

guard rails;
•
•

retaining
will

walls,

clearly

cuttings

introduce

and

fill

significant

structures into the existing rural landscape. The
components o f the highway upgrade as part o f the
urban and landscape design strategy.

avoidance o f noise barrier fencing or mounding;
matching batter slopes to the surrounding hillslopes
wherever possible within the minimal footprint and
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3.2

LANDSCAPE PLANTING

•

I n terms o f landscape treatment, key objectives for any
highway landscape project to integrate with its visual
setting include:
•

T o rehabilitate and stabilise disturbed surfaces (in
this case, some existing batter slopes may also need
t o b e stabilised and rehabilitated);

•

T o create a safe and attractive driving experience
for motorists;

•

T o integrate new works and structures into the
surrounding landscape; and

•

T o reduce and/or ameliorate the visual impacts on
nearby residents.

For the Bangalow - St Helena section o f Pacific
Highway upgrade, landscape design will have a
particular focus on integration with the landform and
rural character, and will generally be sympathetic to
the existing patterns o f the surrounding
landscape. This will be achieved by:
•

rural

responding

and/or

landscape

features

connecting
(eg

patches

distinctive

to
of

remnant

vegetation, avenue o f fig trees near the Byron Bay
turn-off).
Outward Views a n d Screening
The very nature o f the open, rural landscape through
which this section o f highway passes will make any
major upgrading highly visible, especially during and
immediately after construction and exposure o f the red
soils. The development o f continuous avenues o f dense
canopied trees o r a corridor o f forest or tall shrubs,
which would screen out new highway works, is not
considered an acceptable approach within the open
landscape o f this rural setting. Such a corridor is
unacceptable also because it would create an enclosed
'canyon-like' highway driving experience alienated
from the surrounding countryside, with no opportunity
for motorists to enjoy the scenic views or rural
landscape. (see Figure 3.1)

ensuring vegetation scale and massing respond
to the landscape character o f each visual
catchment and Character Type, with informal
clumping and grouping o f trees and shrubs,
rather than formal lines and dense bands;

•

clumping o r massing o f dense vegetation at base
o f retaining

walls,

viaduct abutments

and

pylons, and other structures to 'tie' them to the
landform;
•

Informal corridor
planting reflects the
local landscape

use o f the median as a strong linear element
separating the northbound and southbound
carriageways, with uniform dense low planting
o f tufted plants;

•

selecting plant material with similar visual
characteristics to existing vegetation ie the dark
green bushy character o f rainforest / camphor
laurel
and
(not
tall,
straight
trees
sclerophyllous);

•

grassing parts o f the fill batters in open areas, to
continue the pattern o f grazed paddocks;

•

softening the appearance o f any unavoidably
'urban' elements;

•

reinforcing the hill and gully topography by
marking high points and skylines with vertical
trees, and clumps o f bushy trees in hollows; and

Figure 3.1

Planting response to the local landscape
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The design strategy balances the retention o f views (in
and out) and the screening o f discordant elements by

The list o f suggested plant species in Appendix A is

informal groups o f trees and shrubs, between which
views outward are retained and emphasised, with
views 'framed' and the viewer's attention directed

based on native species occurring in the corridor area
and other local rainforest remnants, which are readily
available from the nursery industry, plus some

away from highway structures.

additional

native

and

exotic

species

that

meet

particular needs not satisfied by local native plants.
Plant Selection

For example, selection o f low shrubs and groundcovers

A list o f plant species has been compiled (refer

with foliage colour and texture matching native

Appendix A) which will form the basis for future

rainforest trees, but hardy and suitable for full sun
conditions, will not be a simple task. Rainforests have

detailed planting design. Species selected for use
within the clear zone will be frangible at maturity,
consistent with RTA policy for the Pacific Highway.

very few shrubs, and only shade-tolerant ground
covers. Several non-invasive exotic groundcovers have

Species within the recovery zone will be low or tufted
plants capable o f being driven over with minimal
vehicle damage. Where steel guard rails o r wire rope

that local native rainforest shrubs can be successfully
hythoseeded, and other native species will be needed

barriers provide protection, trees and larger shrubs will

in this role.

therefore also been recommended. It is also unlikely

be planted, subject to other design considerations.
Tree Planting
The proposed highway upgrade will skirt a rainforest
remnant near St Helena Road, but will not remove any
o f this locally significant vegetation. The species
composition in this remnant provides a guide to
rainforest replanting in the area, to extend its

Trees will b e planted, outside the clear zone, in the
following areas:
•

informal groups and clumps on fill embankments,
especially a t the heads o f gullies;

•

where important views are to be framed, for
screening, skyline planting, habitat linkage, etc.;

•

at the top o f cuttings on the skyline (see Figure
3.2);

•

at interchanges, on the outside o f roundabouts, in
'islands' o f isolated areas o f land, and in larger

distribution and contribute to local biodiversity and
habitat. Such replanting will be from local genetic
stock, where possible within the constraints o f time
needed

for

seed

collection,

propagation

and

establishment.

roundabouts;
The rural landscape setting contains a number o f farm
dams and basins, typically surrounded by clumps of
vegetation. As sedimentation basins are integral to
water quality control within the corridor, the scheme
incorporates them at regular intervals, usually at the

•

informally around the basin.

the

transitions

between

cuttings

and

fill

embankments, and at the abutments o f overpass
bridges and underpasses;
•

at the base o f retaining walls, viaduct abutments
and piers, and the area o f land beneath the viaduct;
and

base o f batter slopes. T h e planting strategy therefore
uses a combination o f local rainforest species and
sedges from moist gully environments planted

at

•

in areas where existing fragments o f remnant
planting can be linked.

New planting will reinforce the colour, texture and
density o f existing vegetation in the area, with a strong
emphasis on the dark green foliage and dense foliage
of

rainforest

species.

Coincidentally,

these

are
characteristics shared by the exotic tree pest species
Cinnamonum camphora (Camphor Laurel), which
dominates much o f the highway corridor.
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For rainforest establishment, species

Skyline Planting

and

planting

consistent

densities
with

will

be

techniques

recommended by Greening Australia
and State Forest o f NSW (Kooymans
1997).
T h e strategy o f progressive section by
section

seeding o f native

followed

by

later

shrubs,

single-stage

overplanting using container grown
stock, also provides some insurance
against losses.

protected

adequately
Figure 3.2

Skyline Planting

Planting will

be

from

construction activities at all times with fencing as
appropriate.

Planting Strategy
A

long lasting,

low maintenance and attractive

vegetation cover is required for all cut and fill batters.
This will be provided by a combination o f direct
seeding and established plant stock. In general, seed

The approach adopted to species selection is a
'shotgun' strategy with a large number o f species, to
allow for possible failure or low germination rates of
particular species, and for potential losses from

mixes used on roadsides will include quick-growing
short-lived sterile cereal crops for quick cover and soil

layout will be designed to allow considerable flexibility

stabilisation. Other species with proven capacity to
establish from seed (such as grass species,

in placement o f plants, so that successfully established
seedlings can be protected and gaps filled.

Callistemons and Baeckeas see Appendix A) will also
be hydroseeded immediately following each stage o f
earthworks, and others (such as rainforest plants) will
be planted later as container-grown plants, suitably
hardened. These will mainly be semi-advanced (140

grazing by native fauna, rabbits and hares.

Planting

will

hydroseeded.
will

allow

Planting

take place over areas previously
T h e spacing o f plants in each module

interplanting

and

avoidance

of

any
seedlings, which at that stage have become established.

m m pots) and tube stock plants, but larger plants
(super advanced o r semi-mature stock) may also be
utilised in key areas such as interchanges and

The contractor will b e required to avoid removing or
disturbing these seedlings during planting.

abutments. Within the time available, it may not be
possible to raise super advanced or semi-mature plants
from seed collected locally, and interchanges may be

3.3

landscaped with plants from other sources.
I t is also considered important to maximise the
diversity o f plant material used to revegetate disturbed

LOOKOUT, LOCAL ROADS AND
LIGHTING

McLeods Shoot Lookout
The Lookout will b e relocated approximately 50 m to
the west and redeveloped as a low-key facility suitable
for bus and car parking. It will incorporate a simple
shelter shed and picnic table, consistent with its rural

areas and establish native rainforest plantings, and to
use a range o f plant sizes and establishment

setting and visibility from the Ewingsdale Valley.

techniques.

The shelter shed will be set back from the crest o f the

This approach will not only ensure
maximum diversity o f floristics, community structure
and habitat, but will also increase the likelihood o f
successful revegetation.

hill, and will b e dominated by an adjacent planting o f a
fig tree which will provide shade and a visual focal
point. The lookout will also function as a local bus
changeover for school children.
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Local Roads

Lighting

Four local roads will have their existing interface with

Lighting o f the upgraded highway is an important
component o f its successful integration into the local

the highway rationalised to integrate local movement
safely around the highway. Sunnycrest Lane will be
closed o f f to the highway a t its northern end and
connected back to Possum Creek Road. By using the
current roadway, the existing stands o f vegetation can
be incorporated into screening measures for the
existing r o w o f houses. Coolamon Scenic Drive will
retain northbound access t o the highway and be
connected to a new link south with the Fowlers Lane

setting. Light fixtures will be limited to the minimum
number necessary to illuminate conflict points on
onload and offload ramps, but will still be visible from
Ewingsdale Valley and Coolamon Scenic Drive.
Fixtures will typically b e 250 — 400W High-Pressure
Sodium lamps. Clumps o f roadside trees will be placed
to minimise this intrusion into the night-time rural
character o f the area.

underpass. This strategy redirects local vehicular
circulation
improving

through
local

two

safety.

key
The

locations,
highway

thereby
adjoining

The impact o f lighting proposals for the corridor have
been

minimised

Coolamon Scenic Drive has also been recessed at two

strategies:

levels into the hillside to minimise the visual impact on
the lookout and to eliminate the need for retaining

•

incorporating

the

following

lighting is only to be introduced in potential
'conflict' areas (offload/ onload ramps, merging
areas, etc.)

walls on the lower side,

•

lighting is to be positioned in clusters that reduce
the appearance o f the corridor as a linear element,
strategically located screen planting, and

•

utilising 'flat screen' lighting fixtures that project

•
Local road connections to interchange roundabouts
will have landscape treatments in a manner similar to
the main carriageway and onload/offload ramps to
ensure consistency. Informal groups o f trees and dense

by

light directly down onto the road surface and

planting are proposed on fill batters to screen the base
o f the retaining wall, in the heads o f gullies, and at the

minimise light spill (the light source is recessed
into the fixture).

tops o f cuttings (skyline tree planting). Cuttings will be
hydroseeded with grasses and groundcover species.
Access to Browns Crescent will be relocated into a
safer location further south o f the bend in the highway,

3.4

VIADUCT, O V E R P A S S AND
UNDERPASS STRUCTURES

120m from its current position. The road is cut into the

The viaduct has been designed as a slender curving
structure that will harmonise with the landform o f the

highway embankment to reach the top o f the cutting

amphitheatre-shaped valley and eliminate the need for

and will remain unsealed. A line o f trees will be

extensive earthworks.

planted to reinforce the prominent skyline in this

carriageway and between the narrow piers to the
hillside and southbound carriageway will be retained.

location where there is adequate room and without
obscuring views to the northeast from the existing
residence. The proposed line o f skyline trees may be
extended, with the agreement o f adjacent landholders.

Views beneath the sloping

The area o f land beneath the viaduct will b e fenced off
from stock and cannot b e maintained as grassland
(maintenance access will b e incorporated), so will be a
rainforest replanting project with fig trees, Hoop Pines

The St Helena Road intersection with the highway

and other specimens, especially close to abutments and

currently accommodates all turning movements. This

area of
disturbance necessary for viaduct construction, and
will provide a protected gully habitat. T h e viaduct per

arrangement will be changed to provide left-in and leftout turning movements only and will incorporate a
southbound deceleration lane.

piers.

These

will

also

rehabilitate

the

se cannot be 'hidden', and landscape planting will
ensure that it is an attractive infrastructure element in
its own right.
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All bridge abutments will b e attractively landscaped

Interchange. These will be informally landscaped for

with tall dense rainforest trees to visually integrate
structures and "soften" the transition from landform to

integration with their rural surroundings, avoiding an
excessively 'urban' appearance using low shrubs and

structures, and to reinforce these as punctuating
elements in the highway driving experience; except

groundcovers. The roundabouts are too small to
accommodate large trees, but native figs and other

where

such

objectives

conflict with

sight lines,

maintenance access and vista opportunities.

trees will be planted in informal roadside groups
nearby.

The overpass at Possum Creek Road
has been carefully sited to follow the
natural line o f an existing ridgeline
south o f Sunnycrest Lane. T h e physical
and visual disturbance t o the adjoining
landscape is minimised by aligning the
overpass logically with the landform.
At Fowlers Lane, a similar assessment
o f the local topography has enabled the
interchange to be positioned below the
highway

and

underpass
an
incorporated, thereby eliminating the

need for a visually obtrusive overpass.
Clumps of
rainforest
trees

Understorey
extends up
slope

Figure 3.4

Roundabout treatment

The Fowlers Lane interchange is recessed into the
landform, below the grade o f the main carriageway,
which will be on fill through this section. The cutting
on the southwest side o f the roundabout will be

MilE1.111111

••

tgr..

/1/

visually prominent as viewed from the southbound
carriageway, but will not be treated any differently
from other cuttings, so as to avoid drawing specific
attention to it. Instead, scattered trees on the western
side o f the road, on fill within the clear zone, will filter
views and divert attention.
Onload and offload ramps will be treated in a manner
similar to the main carriageway, with informal groups
o f dense tree planting on fill batters, in the heads of
gullies, and skyline tree planting at the tops o f cuttings.
Cuttings will be hydroseeded with grasses and
groundcover species.

Figure 3.3

3.5

Planting near viaducts/ structures

3.6

RETAINING WALLS

INTERCHANGES AND
ROUNDABOUTS

Three roundabouts will b e required, one at the Possum
Creek Road Interchange and two at the Fowlers Lane

CUT AND FILL BATTERS AND

In this section o f the Pacific Highway upgrade, cut and
fill batter slopes have been determined in order to:
•

minimise disturbance to existing community, land
uses and vegetation,
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•
•

remove the requirement
wherever possible,
minimise

the

'footprint'

for

retaining

walls

batters into the existing topography, and other subtle
of

road

reserve

acquisition, and
•

Opportunities for rounding o f f the tops and toes of

ensure slope stability,

Cuts and fills are therefore as steep as possible,
consistent with stability with some sections having
reinforced soil batter slopes o f 1:1 or 1:2, with a

variations in slope to create a more natural appearance,
particularly on the down-slope side, are limited. An
eroded cut slope opposite Coolamon Scenic Drive has
been re-graded back to a gentler, more stable grade.
Integration has therefore relied on planting and in
particular on the placement o f clumps o f trees and

retaining wall at the base.

shrubs at the base o f retaining walls and at slope
transition zones. The combination o f using 'clumps' of

The existing crib retaining wall below the Bangalow

planting and open, grassed batter slopes will be
visually compatible with the existing rural setting. This

Cemetery will be extended using similar materials to
retain the existing cemetery access track and ensure
adequate room for screen planting.
Some slopes will be constructed as either reinforced
soil batter slopes o r retaining walls, in most cases for
only the lower part o f their height eg. a low retaining
wall surmounted by a reinforced earth slope. Such
cases will include a 4 metre wide bench on which
shrubs and cascading vines will be planted to soften
the visual impacts.

strategy also provides the opportunity for retaining
views o f the rural scenery and the screening of
discordant structures.
Cut and fill batters will b e stabilised progressively by
intensive hydroseeding, consisting mainly o f grass and
some native shrubs. C u t faces will also have rough
surfaces

retain

topsoil

and

encourage root
penetration o f stabilising vegetation. Steep reinforced
to

earth slopes will be stabilised with an erosion control
mat, topsoiled and hydroseeded with grasses and
groundcover species only (no trees o r tall shrubs), and
later planting o f container-grown stock will be

1:1
Reinforced

Clumps of
rainforest trees
screen
retaining walls

confmed to shrubs and trailing rainforest vines
on the benches above the retaining walls.
In several locations, eg on the eastern side of
the existing highway between McLeods Shoot
Lookout and St Helena Road, the existing
cuttings

will

remain

undisturbed

but

nonetheless require shrub planting for enhanced
stability and landscape integration with adjacent
new cuttings. Shrubs will be hand-planted into
prepared planting holes amongst the existing

Groundcovers
on slope &
cascading over
reinforced soil
retaining wall

grass cover, and staked.

3.7
Figure 3.5

Planting principles on batter slopes

Cuts in soil and weathered material capable of
supporting plant growth will be stabilised with cereal
cover, grasses and native shrubs. Cuts in solid rock
will not b e planted.

MEDIANS

The divided highway will include medians o f 5 to 9
metres in width, including a centre drain and wire rope
barrier. Median alignment and planting is an important
device to visually break up the expanse o f roadway
associated with a 4-lane highway. T h e following issues
have influenced median design:
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•

•

sight line considerations. - plants taller than 0.5
metres cannot b e used near curves, and all the
Bangalow - St Helena section o f highway is
comprised o f curves,
maintenance a n d safety considerations - grass is
precluded in medians due to the risks associated
with mowing,

•

the 8 metre wide median north o f Coolamon Drive
slopes at 1 in 2 between the north and south bound
lanes to step the highway into the existing land
form. This level change reduces the overall visual
impact o f the corridor by introducing a large band
o f planting facing the Ewingsdale Valley and
minimising the batter slopes on the down slope
side.

Medians are to be planted with rows o f low, tufted
native plants as a low maintenance alternative to grass.
T h e use o f Lomandra as a uniform median plant for
the length o f the project, planted at an average spacing
o f 0.8 metres, will provide a distinctive linear feature
that follows the highway curves. The formality of this
line between the carriageways will contrast with the
informality o f planting on road verges and batters.

3.8

SCREEN PLANTING

Sections o f highway on hilltops can be 'hidden' from
long distance external views by avenue or corridor
planting, but this can draw attention to the highway
location by emphasising its presence. As discussed
earlier in this report, the landscape design strategy for
the Bangalow - St Helena section is instead to maintain
an open rural character.
some locations will require screen
planting where individual houses are close to the
highway. In some locations, it will be possible to
Nevertheless

screen nearby residences from views o f the highway
and headlight intrusion by additional planting in
strategic locations. Some o f these screen planting
opportunities may be outside the road reserve on
private property, as negotiated between RTA and the
landholder. Where visual screening is appropriate,
planting will provide a dense band o f 3 - 6 metres
mature height, depending on the relative elevation of
viewer and highway. Suitable species are indicated in
Appendix A.
The effectiveness o f such screening varies with
relative elevation, angle o f view and planting design.
Multi-layered planting o r dense hedges provide the
most effective screening, but this will depend on land
availability and the severity o f visual intrusion.
The existing truck stop area is currently well screened
by planting and will remain so. Any disturbance to the
existing shrubs will be rehabilitated.

3.9
------_,

Figure 3.6

Tufted lomandra
contrasts with
informal roadside
planting

Typical median treatment

Between the connector road and the highway, south of
the McLeods Shoot Lookout, taller shrubs (to 3 4
metres height) will be planted on the lower side to
screen the cut batter slope.

SOILS AND MULCH

The soils over much o f the corridor possess bands of
erodible soils and require careful treatment. Standard
construction principles include stripping the upper
layer o f topsoil and stockpiling it for later use. All
disturbed soils and temporary stockpiles are to be
stabilised by vegetation as quickly as possible. The
suitability o f these stockpiles will be managed to
restrict weed growth and ensure its suitability for reuse.
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Within the road corridor, the soils exposed by cuts and
filling will generally be suitable for plant growth with
minimum additional topsoil. R T A experience indicates
that deep topsoil encourages weed growth, especially
in areas with good rainfall and growing conditions. For
this project, topsoil will therefore be limited to a
nominal 25mm depth placed over ripped subsoil,
sufficient to allow initial "strike" o f stabilising
vegetation.

All planting areas need to be mulched with a hardwood
chip up to a depth o f 50mm at the time o f planting,
which will in most cases be several months after
hydroseeding. In no cases will surfaces be mulched
prior to hydroseeding, because this sequence would
hinder germination.
50mm
mulch

;Atitonyitiovidiflowitodifoom
r :r
suPbseoldit:14
./

Figure 3.7

Soil and mulch requirements

I

The 4 m wide bench at the top o f reinforced soil
retaining walls is an ideal opportunity for low shrubs
and cascading groundcovers. The use o f planting in
these locations will have to ensure the structural
integrity and drainage o f the reinforced soil walls and
may therefore be limited to strategic positions.
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APPENDIX

A

Plant Species
for Highway Landscape
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PLANT SPECIES FOR SELECTION

SKYLINE AND FEATURE TREES

NATIVE RAINFOREST SPECIES FOR
SEDIMENTATION BASINS

Araucaria cunninghamii

Hoop Pine

Elaeocarpus grandis

Blue Quandong

Ficus obliqua

Small Leaved Fig

Ficus virens

Green Fig

Flindersia schottiana

Bumpy Ash

CUT AND FILL BATTERS, RETAINING

Trees/palms
Archontophoenix cunninghamiana

Bangalow Palm

Waterhousia floribunda

Weeping Lillypilly

I

Sedges & Edge Plants

WALLS, ROUNDABOUTS AND

Baumea juncea

MEDIANS

Baumea rubiginosa

Twig Rush

Carex fasicularis

Tassel Sedge

Elaeocarpus angustifolius

Blue Quandong

Groundcovers

Bare Twig Rush

Gahnia siberiana

Saw Sedge

Lomandra longifolia

Mat Rush
Frogmouth

Austromyrtus dulcis

Midyim Berry

Philydrum lanuginosum

Cissus antarctica

Kangaroo Vine

Schoenoplectus validus

Swamp Rush

Dianella spp.
Gahnia sieberiana

Flax Lily

Vetiveria zizanioides

Vetiver Grass

Hibbertia scandens

Guinea Creeper

Kennedya rubicunda

Dusty Coral Pea

Saw Sedge

Lomandra longifolia

Mat Rush

Nephrolipis

Fishbone Fern

Themeda trianda

Kangaroo Grass

Syzygium varieties

Dwarf & Lillypillies

Shrubs

BANDS AND CLUMPS O F NATIVE
RAINFOREST TREES
Acacia aulacocarpa

Hickory Wattle

Acmena heliampra

Beach Lillypilly

Alphitonia excelsa

Soap Tree

Aytera divaricata

Coogera

Baloghia lucida

Bloodwood

Baeckea stenophylla

Weeping Baeckea

Baeckea virgata

Baeckea

Brachychiton acerifolius

Flame Tree

Cinnamomum oliveri

Oliver's Sassafras

Callistemon 'Captain C o o k '

Bottle Brush

Cordyline petiolaris

Palm Lily

Commersonia bartramia

Brown Kurrajong

Commersonia bartiomia

Brown Kurrajong

Commersonia fraseri

Brown Kurrajong

Pittosporum revolutum

Small Fruited Pittosporum
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